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I. QUALITATIVE CRITERION-REFERENCED ASSESSMENT

A. ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

I was requested to conduct an evaluation. However, very little quantitative data on student
outcomes were available and, given the time-frame, none could be gathered. I, therefore
prefer to call this a qualitative criterion-referenced assessment. However, more than
sufficient quantitative formative (as opposed to summative) data and extensive qualitative
data were gathered. This qualitative criterion-referenced assessment is based on criteria
generated by the literature on the education of the gifted. These are included in the appended
list of references; most especially, in this order of priority: Richert, Cox, Van Tassel-Baska,
Renzulli, Roeper, Kaplan and Tannenbaurn.

B. QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

The proposal to the district offered to respond to these questions, which are usually the major
concerns in gifted program evaluations:

-Do the identification procedures find all the students needing services to develop their
gifted potential?
-What is the most cost-effective way to serve the largest number of students effectively,
and consistently?
-How can existing resources be used most efficiently?
-What are the objectives and strategies that should be used to deliver a high quality
curriculum that meets emotional as well as cognitive needs?
-Can the program for the gifted have a positive impact on the "regular curriculum?"
-How can elitism be avoided?
-Other concerns raised by administrators with whom I was to meet.

C COMPREHENSIVE DATA SOURCES

After considering various possibilities and consulting with Mr. Dickson about what could be
arranged, methods were selected that could be used to evaluate the program after the start of
the academic year. These include the following data sources: site visits, meetings with
administrators, teachers, students and parents; observations; informal discussions, analysis of
program and district documents

1. SITE VISITS to gather data from primary stakeholders in buildings: students, teachers,
principals.

The list of schools visited is available from the Program Coordinator. The sampling
technique could not be random. The sample is therefore not representative. Building
administrators had to agree to the meetings, therefore probably two categories of sites were
seen: (1) the better programs in the district which are strongly supported by principals, (2)
programs where principals were interested in program improvement or an another approach.
It is unlikely that invitations were received from schools where the program is the weakest,
or where there is little on-site support. Nevertheless, a significant cross-section of the
buildings was visited. I was in 2 high schools, 2 middle schools and 6 elementary schools in
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:...';e district, for a total of 10 schools. I interviewed over 50 staff and students at these sites.

: \~E.L II~GS with other stakeholders

Based on my request, Mr. Dickson arranged meetings with various stakeholders involved in
:.......e program (in addition to the principals, teachers, and students I met with in the site visits).

a Instructional Services Steering Committee (ISSC)

I had the opportunity to meet with all the major district administrators in the ISSC. They
raised some significant issues of concern about this assessment and possible directions for
program improvement. Their suggestions helped to shape this evaluation and my
recommendations.

b. Program managers at the central office

I had extended meetings with Ms. Lohr, with Mr. Dickson and with his staff at the central
office. They were able to give me a comprehensive picture of the how the program operates
district-wide.

c. Parent meeting

For over two hours, I listened to 15 parents who represented 16 schools in the district. (The
program coordinator has the list of the buildings these parents represented, and written notes
about their comments.) In addition, some parents who could not attend sent written
statements, or asked other parents to represent their views. This sample of parents is not
random. It is probable that parents who had concerns about the program were most likely to
attend this kind of meeting. Nevertheless, if parents are very strong supporters, they will
make a point to attend such meetings since they want to express their positive views. Neutral
parents are least likely to attend assessment meetings. However, since the parents represented
a majority of schools in the district, they offered a fair balance to the site visit information.

3. DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

I asked questions, as appropriate, to the individuals I was talking with about identification,
administrative design, curriculum, quality and length of time services are offered, affective
needs of students, evaluation, staff development, and available resources (both human and
material). I asked most individuals what they thought were the strengths of the program, and
how they might change the program to improve it.

Most people I talked with wanted my immediate views and recommendations, which I
stressed could not be the purpose of these meetings. However, when the request seemed
insistent, and if there was time, I did offer some perspectives and options for consideration.
My primary purpose was to be able to give district administration some indication of
stakeholders' potential responses to possible recommendations that might be made.
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~ \~A:-ERIALS

A.':~ public written documents about the program, as well as any related public materials or
;-:a:-.s dealing with statistics or curriculum that may impact the program were requested. The
rr.arerials dealing with the program, and the district programs that were examined include:

~~SD Talented and Gifted Program Plan, 1991,
~~SD Elementary Minority Student Achievement Committee Report, 1989,
~MSD Secondary Minority Student Achievement Committee Report, 1990,
MMSD Program Evaluation Plan K-12, 1989,
Leadership Plan for Multicultural Education in the MMSD, 1992,
TAG Newsletters,
TAG program materials
TAG report to DPI and DPI's response,
Various district brochures.

5. ADDmONAL DATA requested from district coordinator

In addition to information I got from my observations, site visits, meetings, discussions and
district documents, I asked the program coordinator to gather the following audit information
(which turned out to be an onerous task):

1. Number of students served in one year, and % that represents of total district,
2. Number of hours students were served in one year,
3. Demographic breakout by % ethnic, SES, and sex,
4. Demographics of district by % ethnic, SES, and sex,
5. Demographics of teachers and staff of program,
6. Total number of staff (actual total people, also % of time hired),
7. Total number of staff trained and for how many hours,
8. Cost of central office staff conducting staff development,
9. Total cost of program (induding central office and teacher salaries and staff
development),

6. COMPREHENSIVENESS OF DATA

In addition to the documents and quantitative data requested, direct information was
gathered from 75-80 staff, administrators, parents and students. The combination of the
people interviewed on site or at the parent meeting represented over two-thirds of the
schools in the district. Given the time constraints, it is difficult to imagine gathering more
comprehensive information.
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II. PROGRAM STRENGTHS

A. SPEGAL COMMENDATIONS TO MMSD

I felt that some situations or products were so distinctive that they deserved mention.
[I could not visit all the buildings and had very brief time in most building and with most
staff. This is therefore a very limited number of commendations. The comments are not
intended as a comparison to buildings not visited, or programs about which no information
was gathered. Omissions from this list should not be construed as implicit criticism.]

1. Administration

a. The Department of Curriculum and Instruction is in the vanguard of all the major national
improvement efforts in American education. This certainly facilitated relating
recommendations to existing district initiatives.

b. The professionalism, open-mindedness and the quality of the questions that were posed by
staff highlights the exceptional quality and commitment of the central office administration.
Evaluations can evoke stress and defensiveness. I found almost none of the latter. I
appreciated that everyone I talked with was totally open about their views of the strengths
and limitations of the program. The various administrators I spoke with had many carefully
considered questions, which indicated their receptiveness to recommendations for
improvements. They offered some of the most crucial information for this report. Through
our very frank discussions, they expressed their awareness of some problems (which to some
degree motivated the request for this evaluation).

c. The various written documents I was given indicate very high level planning and
organization in the district. For example:

-The comprehensiveness and organization of the TAG program planning
document is very impressive.
-The committee which worked on multicultural education has produced a report
that is of a quality I have rarely found in any local district document.
-The newsletter that has been developed for the TAG program is outstanding.
-The district statistical report is not only very comprehensive, but highly readable
(the latter is quite unusual).

2. Parents

I have not been in a district where I have heard such articulate and perceptive parents who
have made so many specific positive contributions to schools as in Madison. The district is
very fortunate to have such effective and positive parental resources.

3. Building Sites

a. Building administrators and teachers

The administrators I met with are exceptional in their openness to considering modifications
or improvement that will best meet the needs of their students. I wish to commend the
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d.srrict for having a highly professional administrative and teaching staff who are very open
~~ improvement, Staff were frank about expressing problems and explicitly asked for
s:..:ggestions for improvement, even though that could not be the formal purpose of any
discussion I was having. [Possibly one the most difficult parts of data gathering was
maintaining the objective role of data-gatherer, rather than consultant being asked for advice.]
It was very refreshing to meet educators so receptive to change.

b. Elementary

The regrouping of students in some subject areas in some of the elementary buildings is
commendable. It indicates the willingness of some administrators to do the additional work
required to organize such scheduling, and their receptiveness to some of the
recommendations that may be made.

c. Marquette Middle School

The instructional team organizing interdisciplinary studies and enrichment is outstanding.

d. East High School

-The building art museum is truly an inspiration and affirmation for students.
- The identification procedure and course of studies in the English department is very
carefully thought out and seems to incorporate many of the elements necessary for
differentiating curriculum for the gifted, since it includes quite a bit of choice for students.

e. East and Memorial HS principals

The principals of both these high schools were very gracious in taking time to be interviewed
and were very cooperative in arranging interviews with students as well as teachers.

B. PROGRAM SUPPORT

<There is a great deal of support for gifted education in the district. That this assessment is
being conducted is a clear indication that the district administration is committed to support
the needs of its students with gifted potential.
-The program coordinator is highly qualified and intensely committed to serving gifted
children.
<Central office and building administrators I spoke with are strongly supportive of the
teachers and of the program.
-Each principal I spoke with emphasized his or her commitment to the education of the
gifted.
- TAG teachers interviewed are very enthusiastic.
- Parents are highly involved as resource persons in buildings.

C. PROGRAM PLANNING AND DESIGN

-Central office program staff have developed an excellent district-wide plan (to which I would
make only a few modifications indicated below) to make the services offered more equitable,
comprehensive and systematic.
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~:-f :-AG Plan is to be commended for the following strengths:

-philosophy based on the principles or comprehensiveness, equity and pluralism;
-organization and comprehensiveness of planning;
-specific procedures for providing equity in identification and service;
-multiple program options suggested at each level;
-intention of providing systematic and continuous programming;
-structure for acceleration (INSTEP);
-organizational clarity, readability and visual appeal of the report which fosters
communication of the plan.

-Tne Educational Equity Accommodation Plan (p. 9), which involves designating certain
sections of required subject areas as TAG options, and the INSTEP procedures are the most
crucial improvements planned.
-The concept of having multiple program options (particularly INSTEP) is a very sound
programming approach, especially to allow for some differences in implementation in
various buildings.
-The concept of building-wide enrichment in the elementary and middle school buildings is
an option that benefits all students.
-Significant efforts have been made by program staff to train teachers assigned to the
program.
- In some buildings, the enrichment steering committees seem to be functioning very
effectively.

D. IDENTIFICATION AND PLACEMENT

- District staff have worked extremely hard to gather identification data.
- Most of the data gathered have a place in the identification of gifted potential.
-The new procedures as written for INSTEP are excellent.

E. CURRICULUM

1. The regular curriculum for all students

- Most district students are achieving well in comparison to state and national norms.
-The administration is to be highly commended for its plans to improve curriculum for all
students. The following district initiatives I was informed about will help to serve so m e of
the needs of some of the students with gifted potential:

-developmentally appropriate curriculum on the primary level,
-a whole language and literature based approach to reading and language arts,
-use of some cooperative learning strategies,
-computer literacy,
- sex equity,
-multicultural education,
-authentic assessment,
- offering "Type III and "Type IIII activities, in the regular class is very good, since the
goal is to upgrade the curriculum for all students.
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• ~?"="::::c options presently available for gifted students

.::- a couple of the elementary buildings there is regrouping for reading or math, which is an
t ..... :-e::ent approach that goes beyond the district plan. [But changes in how the "top" group is
~.: oe selected in order to emphasize ability, potential and equity rather than just achievement
.: .:-=-.ier to avoid the problems of "tracking" are strongly recommended (Richert 1991b)].
·:-:-..e high schools with honors and extensive AP classes are to be highly commended.
• :-:".e variety of extracurricular activities offered by the district is exceptional.
• :-:".e goal of "compacting" is commendable.

F. BLTIGIT

:-:-.e proposed budget in the 1991 district program plan (p.32) is adequate (if some of the
::-..a:l.ges in delivery of services recommended below are implemented).

G. CONCLUSIONS ABOUT PROGRAM RESOURCES

":"0 conclude, MMSD has most of the latent resources available to deliver a comprehensive
and equitable program for students with gifted potential. There are significant high quality
resources in each of the following areas that can be used to develop an effective gifted
?:-ogram that meets the needs of Madison's students:

• Administration,
- Program Plan,
- District Curriculum Initiatives,
-Parents,
-Budget.

::: :1"ective use most of these resources is implicit in the existing district plan, and will be
derailed further in the RECOMMENDATIONS SECTION below.
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III. IMPROVEMENT NEEDS

A. PHILOSOPHYIINTENTIONS

The district's intentions, as detailed in the 1991 plan, are very good. However, the K-12
program for the gifted, as it is being presently implemented, does not have a clear philosophy
or purpose. There are the following problems in present program approach that are related to
these questions.

1. LACK OF CLARITY IN SOME AREAS

-There is confusion about the nature and nurture of gifted potential, so the population to be
served is not well defined. Primarily, conforming teacher pleasers are served in the K-12
options.
<The concept of "creating environments" where giftednesss can occur is wonderful. It fits in
with the concept of a "developmental curriculum" that evokes gifted potential and should be
encouraged (Richert, 1982, 1991b). But the heterogeneous regular classroom does not qualify,
even for Renzulli (1992), as a gifted program option or a curriculum for the gifted.
-The program name is problematic since it implies a false distinction and implicit hierarchy
between "gifted" and "talented."
-The distinction between "Types I and II and III" is:

(l) false since all three levels should incorporate intrinsic motivation,
(2) elitist since all students should have access to all three types of enrichment (Maker,
1985; Richert, 1989; Tannenbaum, 1985; Treffinger, 1991).

2. APPROACH SERIOUSLY DISTORTS Renzulli's Intentions

Renzulli, in a 1992 article, specifically criticizes some of the distortions of his Schoolwide
Enrichment model that the district is engaged in:

-elimination of a talent pool,
-lack of some kind of regrouping of students,
-no documentation of progress of identified students,
-specialized personnel unavailable for teaching advanced academic courses (at least
grades K-8),
-relying on regular classroom teachers to be the main vehicle for delivery of
differentiated instruction,
-trying to meet most of the needs of the gifted in full-time heterogeneously grouped
classes.

2. FRAGMENTATION OF SERVICES

-The rationale for eliminating the talent pool is insupportable. Elimination of an identified
talent pool of students who qualify for services and whose progresses are monitored, as
special education students are monitored, makes accountability impossible. The desire not to
"label" students only makes sense if the label has negative connotations, as in special
education.
-Continuous programming, as required by the state, intended by the district and
recommended by vast majority of experts in the field [this is one of the very few areas in
which there is consensus] is impossible without some designation as to which students
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qualify for services and which do not.

3. LIMITATIONS OF RENZULLI MODEL

Many of the program's shortcomings are integral to the approach chosen by the district. There
are major gaps in the design (enrichment pull-out model, "Revolving Door" for services)
which has been severely criticized by many experts in the field ( Cox, 1985; Delisle, 1992; Van
Tassel-Baska, 1987, among others).
- Furthermore, this approach does not address the needs of poor, culturally diverse, or
underachieving gifted students, not to mention the needs of the highly advanced students
needing acceleration (Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Richert, 1985 and 1989; Van Tassel-Baska, 1987).
-Choice of the school wide enrichment model, even with a talent pool as the primary vehicle
for delivery of services, is still limiting. The goals of school-wide enrichment and
"compacting," as part of a program for the gifted are noble. But even if attained (which is
rarely), they ignore some of the most intense needs of the gifted: acceleration, modification of
required subject areas, having a group of ability peers and social and emotional development.

4. OMISSION IN DISTRICT INTENTIONS

The district plan is excellent, but omits a major need: regrouping for some required subject
areas K-5 and 6-12 (Cox et al, 1985; Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Renzulli, 1992; Richert, 1989; Van
Tassel-Baska, 1987).

B. IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS

1. INEQUITY
a. INEQUITY IN SERVICES
a.l. Cultural inequity
Major inequity in who is served is a serious problem that is in conflict with the district
"minority" student achievement initiatives. The national standard that I apply is from the
U.S. Office of Civil Rights, which was upheld in several court cases that requires
representation in special education and other programs, including extracurricular activities
reflect the percent found building or district-wide (Richert, 1991b; Hilliard, 1991). The specific
significant under or over representation that I found is:

Native Americans underrepresented by
Hispanics underrepresented by
African-Americans underrepresented by
Asian-Americans overrepresented by
Whites are overrepresented by

MMSD
-178%
-123%
-213%
+110
+109%

US
30-70%
30-70%
30-70%
o
o

These percentages are shocking because the disproportionate representation severely exceeds
the national figures most typical in pull-out or other models serving less than 20-25% of the
students (Richert, 1991b). (See Chart of Demographic Representation in Appendix.)

Data which are unavailable, but are certain to be significant, are the percentage of
underrepresentation of students on free or reduced lunch. In other districts where these data
have been collected, from 100-600% underrepresentation has been found (Richert, 1992, in
draft). MMSD would be expected to fall within that range. The underrepresentation of the
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poor is probably in the upper range because of the over-reliance on parent initiative and self
nomination. The latter two procedures elicit fewer responses from the poor who have had
negative experiences in schools.
[The district is urged to disaggregate all student outcome data, not just by ethnic group, but by
SES, ie., free and reduced lunch since the variable of economic class is the most significant
indicator of various levels of achievement. For example, based on home family income SAT
scores can be predicted within 30 points (Nairn, 1980; Fallows, 1990; Richert, 1991b).]

b. HINDERING OF "MINORITY" STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT GOALS

The identification and placement procedures have specifically impeded the major student
outcome goals of the district's Elementary and Secondary Minority Student Achievement
Reports (1989, 1990) to:

-increase participation in the gifted program;
-increase the number scoring in the top quartile of scores;
-decrease the number in the lowest quartile;
-decrease the drop-out rate.

Actually, the Data Profile reveals a rather rapid expansion (which is part of a national trend)
of the very problems cited in the 1989 & 1990 Reports. The Profile also indicates major gaps
between the grade point averages of white and minority students. Excluding students who
need services, and for whom the program is designed, is a serious problem. This aggrava tes
the underachievement of various groups, in particular minority and poor students.

a. 2. SEX INEQUITY
On the elementary level, the identification procedures which rely on self nomination with
teachers (who tend to be biased for conforming teacher-pleasers) being the primary
gatekeepers to services is discriminating against boys: they account for only 39% of students
served, while girls represent 61% of the students served.

2. PROBLEMATIC DATA SOURCES

a. Outdated definition of giftednesss.

The use of the data is based on an outmoded definition of giftednesss that does not clarify the
distinction between gifted potential and academic achievement. This outdated approach is
based on teacher pleasing and conforming behavior (Gardner, 1983; Sternberg, 1985; Taylor,
1985; Richert 1991). The three traits of giftednesss specified by Renzulli do not develop
concurrently (Richert, 1982).

b. Over-reliance on teacher data

-There is not enough emphasis on intrinsic motivation, or persistence and perseverance in
an interest area, as the hallmark of gifted potential. Relying on teachers, who are aware
primarily of extrinsic motivation, to recognize such interests in the context of the classroom
ignores the research that suggests that extra-curricular activities are the best indicators of
intrinsic motivation (Taylor, 1982; Richert, 1991b).
• Teachers being the primary gate-keepers to what are being called Type III services ignores
research that indicates that teachers are among the most unreliable sources for identification
(Baldwin, 1962; Cornish, et al, 1968; Gear, 1976; Jacobs, 1971; Holland, 1959).
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c Over-reliance on self-nomination generates bias.

Relying on students to self-nominate excludes many students who may most need a program.
Among those who may be eliminated by the necessity for self-nomination are students who:

- are underachieving,
-are culturally different,
-may have poor self-concepts,
-are unassertive (which may be a cultural factor),
-may have teachers not perceptive of their abilities or needs (highly creative students,
among others, may fall in this category),
-are ethnically different from their regular or the building TAG teacher.

-The highly limited ethnicity of TAG teachers is a major obstacle to equity in self-
nomination. There is only one Hispanic teacher, no African-American teachers and only one
African-American administrator among full and part-time program staff. [The under
representation therefore exceeds 500%.]
- Even without the ethnicity problems, the self-nomination procedure as used in district,
makes teachers the inappropriate primary gate-keepers to services.

d. Under-utilization of parent data

- Parent data do not have enough emphasis. Research indicates that on the elementary level
they are among the most reliable sources of data, particularly about extracurricular activities
which are indicators of intrinsic motivation (Ciha, 1974; Cornish, et al, 1968; Jacobs, 1971;
Richert, 1982).
- Parents consistently complained about the difficulty of getting their views about their
children's needs acknowledged. Information from the majority of the schools in the district
reveals that often inordinate efforts on the part of parents is required to have identification
data collected and placement implemented, either for acceleration or enrichment options.
Many parents are exhausted from the energy required on their part annually to get students
into Type III services within a program ostensibly designed to meet their children's needs.

3. USE OF DATA AGGRAVATE INEQUITY

-Considering the budget of the program, far too few students are identified and served,
especially, K-8.
-Since the data are not renormed, the culturally different are significantly underrepresented
up to over 170%.
-The way the data are combined is not research-based and excludes many students who may
be poor, culturally different or underachieving, either academically or emotionally. Such
combining also ignores the recent work on pluralistic definitions of intelligence or cognition,
that specify several discrete different kinds of intelligences that cannot be measured using the
same instruments (Gardner,1983; Sternberg, 1985; Richert, 1986).
-Self-nonunation, while one excellent means of identification, screens out students with
poor self-concepts and is inadequate for identifying some of the students with greatest needs:
students who may be underachieving, culturally different, or who do not feel supported by
the teacher, or who may be of a different culture.
-The revolving door concept is not being implemented as intended. Even when this
approach is implemented correctly, it does not foster equity.
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C. PROGRAM DESIGN, ADMINISTRATIVE AND PLACEMENT PROBLEMS

There are two major categories of problems in program implementation:
- First, lack of accountability and fragmentation of services makes it impossible for any
district-wide minimums to be guaranteed.
-Second, there is a major gap between what is intended and designed, especially in the
excellent 1991 plan, and what is actually delivered.

1. TOO FEW STUDENTS SERVED

Too few students are scheduled at one time and served for too brief lengths of time 05-45
min. a week). The limited number of students being served at one time is not just an equity
or cost issue. It does not allow the emotional and social needs to be met even for those
students who are served. The present program could lead to even more isolation for students
who conduct independent study. Most students could do the work they are doing alone at
home.

2. FRAGMENTATION OF SERVICES

a. Program options are viewed and treated as "extracurricular" activities rather than a
systematic curriculum. Among the indicators of the "extracurricular," rather than academic
nature of what is presently offered, are these:

-the TAG program has been listed in the district brochure under "extracurricular"
activities which indicates how the program may have been conceived and is perceived.
-Teachers may be hired regardless of training or amount of time they will teach
"gifted."
-One half hour per week is considered an adequate minimum (even art, music and PE
require more time), and is most often the maximum for only over a couple of months
(even art, music and PE require more time). (Most projects seem to last from 1-3
months.)
- Students are not offered services all year, just sporadically and unpredictably.

Actually, most extra or co-curricular activities are more regularly scheduled and for longer
amounts of time and many require extra training.

b. As the DPI report justifiably pointed out, and parents consistently reported, services are
fragmented even for those who are identified:

- Placement procedures are erratically implemented.
-Students are not offered services all year, just sporadically and unpredictably.
- Articulation, in terms of program design, goals, and objectives among the various
enrichment options K-12, is presently lacking.
-The enrichment components on all levels meet for far too little time per week, and for too
fragmented lengths of time, to have a major impact. Sometimes more time seems to be spent
on identifying than on serving students.
-Students are waiting too long for services once they have signaled their intent to do an
independent study. Parents repeatedly spoke of children, even after formal identification,
who waited months for services, by which time the initial interest (signaled by a "light bulb")
had probably extinguished. Some students are annually waiting months for formal
identification, and more months to get referred for a Type III activity, which even if it occurs,
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serves students merely 15 to 45 minutes a week.'

3. LACK OF ACCOUNTABILITY

At all levels these serious accountability problems exist:

-The district cannot guarantee any minimums across buildings.
-There is inequity in identification that cannot be dealt with adequately because there are no
equity standards in the procedures.
-There is inequity in services because of the sporadic delivery of services across buildings.
-There is no accountability for either "compacting" or INSTEP.
-There is no way of assessing whether students who need services are getting them.
-No consistent data are kept on the quantity of services offered even when students are
identified. It is almost impossible to find out, even after formal identification, how many
hours of services are actually provided each year for each child.
-There is no K-12 record-keeping on individual student progress or problems so there is no
accountability for quality of delivery or means of addressing problems.

These are not situations that would be tolerated for special education students.

4. SCHOOLWIDE ENRICHMENT PROBLEMS

School-wide enrichment model (SEM) problems include the following:

-SEM is not being implemented as intended.
-Students do not have choices in enrichment activities in regular classes, which does not
provide high level enrichment for any students.
-The SEM intention of offering higher level activities for all children does not meet the
requirements for a gifted program option. Without some kind of accountability (record
keeping, formal inclusion in teacher observation, or evaluation forms), merely stating that
"all" children are being offered "something," means that the minimums cannot be
guaranteed for "any" children, including the gifted. In some cases, as suggested by many of
the parents, such an approach may be merely cosmetic. Renzulli himself states (1992):

The old cliche, "Something that is the responsibility of everyone ends up being the
responsibility of no one, has never been more applicable than when it comes to teachers
of the gifted.

Furthermore, the classic criterion (Cox, 1985; Kaplan, 1982; Tannenbaum, 1985; Van Tassel
Baska, 1982, 1987; Richert, 1989, and many others) for a gifted program is "differentiated"
instruction. If it is offered equally to everyone, it cannot qualify as a gifted program option.
-The district's intention of identifying program options rather than students and eliminating
even a talent pool is a major factor in the fragmentation, inconsistency and lack of
accountability for services offered to students. The lack of an identified Talent Pool, and some
homogeneous grouping, is a serious gap even within the Renzulli model (Renzulli, 1992).
-The enrichment/pull out as the sole model for gifted programs has been severely attacked
for ineffectiveness by Cox, 1985; Richert, 1985; Van Tassel-Baska, 1987; among others. Delisle,
the president of TAG (The Association for the Gifted, a division of CEC), has called for the
elimination of resource rooms for the gifted (1992) and others. These writers insist that
modification of required subject areas and systematic flexible pacing are necessary for effective
programming for the gifted. The district is already trying to overcome one serious omission
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of the enrichment model by guaranteeing access to acceleration for middle and secondary
students through INSTE~ which is unfortunately far from being implemented in any
continuous systematic fashion, which is the district's stated intention and a very valid state
standard.
-INSTE~ or subject area options, has not been considered for the elementary program. This is
a serious omission.
-The concept that students are "not gifted" all day, just when their "light bulbs" go on, is
hardly research-based and ignores the student as an integrated, complete individual with
social and emotional needs that are unrelated to "light bulbs" or sporadic activities for one
half hour a week. Students are not "light bulbs." Their needs do not switch off or on based
on what is scheduled for them.

5. INEFFECTIVE STAFF UTILIZATION

-The part-time K-8 teacher allocations aggravate the fragmentation of services.
- Fragmentation of contracts does not allow any systematic scheduling, accountability or
preparation of teachers involved in the program.
<The part-time allocations are not cost-effective and are an expensive way of providing
services.
-Selection procedures for teachers for the program is erratic and generates many problems
that would never be tolerated in special education, which is designed to meet the needs of
students who are no more exceptional that the gifted.
-Teachers may be, and are often, hired without any regard for their background or training in
gifted education.
- Expert central office staff are not typically involved in qualifying staff for hiring, even
though they could be of significant assistance.
-Once TAG teachers are trained, they often move on to full time positions which take
them out of the program and central office staff must scramble every year to train
teachers who only serve part time and may not be there the next year.
- Even the limited teacher time that is available is not used as productively as it could be. On
independent study projects, students are working alone most of the time on tasks that do not
require teacher supervision and could just as well be done at home. Too much teacher time
seems to be spent on identification and on observing students, rather than instruction.

6. CENTRAL OFFICE STAFF ROLE IS DIFFUSE

Present role of central office program staff is too diffuse to be effective.

-Central office staff cannot even guarantee district-wide minimums.
- Expert central office staff are not typically involved in qualifying staff for hiring, even
though they could be of significant assistance.

7. UNPRODUCTIVE STAFF DEVELOPMENT

-The staff development offered is neither required nor systematic, and is seriously diluted by
the personnel placement problems and rapid rate of turnover. It is therefore very
unproductive.
-There are no minimums required by the district for teaching various gifted program options,
which would be unthinkable for special education.
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8. EXPENSIVE DELIVERY COSTS

-The cost of the K-8 enrichment pullout program hardly merits the 30-45 minutes a week that
students may be served on the elementary level. (See estimated cost figures in below in E. )
-Services offered by teachers are also very expensive on the elementary and middle schools
levels since they are serving so few students 0-3 or 4 maximum) at a time and for such short
periods of time. Most teachers observed were serving one student at a time.
-The part-time teacher allocations are not cost-effective and offer disorganized services.

9. UNREPRESENTATIVE STAFF

-The self-nomination and inequity problems may be caused or aggravated by the lack of
culturally different TAG teachers.
- Multicultural education is being impeded by the homogeneity of program staff.

10. PARENTAL DISSATISFACTION

There is significant and justifiable parental dissatisfaction with the program. While
exclusion of the poor and minorities is serious (100-170% underrepresentation), it is
significant that almost all of the the parents who attended the meeting were "majority" and at
least middle class. Parental data indicate that even many of the district's more advantaged
students are not being identified and served adequately, particularly on the elementary and
middle school levels.

D. CURRICULUM DESIGN AND DELIVERY PROBLEMS

1. FRAGMENTED K-8 CURRICULUM

-On the elementary and middle school levels, the district does not meet its intention of
continuous and systematic programing. The fragmentation of services offered and the lack of
differentiation and/or grouping in at least some required subject areas are the most serious
problems.
-What is occurring for elementary and middle school students is a very expensive series of
disjointed, but good extra or co-curricular activities, that could benefit all students. Such
activities, however, do not constitute either a curriculum or a program for the gifted. A
curriculum requires a scope and sequence, ongoing assessment of student progress and needs
and differentiation of some required subject areas.
- A program requires-as the DPI requires, the district states in its intention, and parents are
pleading for-a continuous and systematic schedule that guarantees a minimum of time that
students will be served as an identified group, plus accountability for services on an ongoing
basis. The existing district K-8 program options do not meet the prevalent criteria used in the
field (Cox, 1985; Delisle, 1992; Richert, 1985; Van Tassel-Baska, 1987; among others).

2. INADEQUATE RESPONSE TO SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL NEEDS. K-12

-Social and emotional needs, which most experts in the field strongly argue are the most
important rationales for a gifted program, are not being directly addressed in any existing
program option (Maker, 1982b; Passow, 1988; Richert, 1991a; Roeper, 1991, Silverman, 1981;
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\Vhitmore, 1980; among many others). This is a serious omission, given the well known
emotional and social developmental needs of students with gifted potential. The most able
students, once again, are most penalized since they will be unprepared for the extreme
competition in college and may be at risk for suicide (Miller, 1981; Richert, 1991a).
-The exclusively individualized application of the independent study (Type III activities)
denies students an essential purpose of a gifted program: time with their ability peers for
personal and interpersonal development. The solitary independent study projects (Type III)
scheduled for students do not foster meet their emotional and social needs. The lack of a peer
ability group denies gifted children opportunities to meet some essential socialization needs.
Richert (1991a) and Kohut (1971), for example, state that having peers with similar needs and
abilities is a necessary for the development of healthy self-esteem.

3. SERIOUS LACK OF SYSTEMATIC ACCELERATION OR DIFFERENTIATION IN
REQUIRED SUBJECT AREAS

a. Plan for subject area classes not implemented

Unfortunately, the single most effective program option for acceleration and differentiation
in the district plan, subject area classes, has not been implemented (Cox, 1985; Kulik and
Kulik, 1991; Richert, 1989; Van Tassel-Baska, 1988).

b. Underutilization of INSTEP

INSTEP and concurrent enrollment procedures for various forms of acceleration, while
soundly designed, are not being applied often enough nor with any consistency. Parents who
represented most of the district schools indicated that:

• information on the new procedures is not being communicated effectively (INSTEP),
• procedures are being implemented erratically from building to building,
• procedures have been deliberately discouraged by staff in many buildings,
• concurrent enrollment is strongly discouraged in most buildings,
• the tuition option is greatly underutilized,
• there are many obstacles on the building level to the implementation of these
procedures.

Unless at least 5-10% of the students in a district like Madison are benefiting from procedures
such as INSTEB subject area options and concurrent enrollment, then the most academically
able students are underachieving. Even Slavin, a major national leader in the move toward
more heterogeneous grouping, argues for acceleration for students performing above grade
level (1985).

c. Acceleration and subject area classes are not planned on the elementary level.

Not intending INSTEB nor subject area options for the elementary program, is an
unfortunate omission in the otherwise excellent district plan (Cox, 1985; Delisle, 1992; Richert,
1985; Slavin, 1985; Van Tassel-Baska, 1987).

d. "Compacting" problems
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• "Compacting,"which is only one of several curriculum modifications that should be made,
15 rarely used and requires much aggressive action on parents' parts to be utilized at all.
• "Compacting," even when it is implemented systematically (which is certainly not the case,
presen tly), does not meet the needs for accelera tion in at least basic skills of 8-15% of the
students in a district with the demographics and test scores of Madison.
• In a district with the number of high achievers that Madison has, it is important to
individualize progress in reading and math, probably for all students, but especially for
students with gifted potential (Slavin, 1985; Van Tassel-Baska, 1987).

4. I-llGH SCHOOL PROBLEMS

a. No guaranteed minimums

The most serious problem on the secondary level is that a district-wide minimum of services
cannot be guaranteed. Site-base management is commendable since it should generate
multiple options and variety in maximums offered. Building autonomy should not be used
as an excuse, however, for the district not specifying minimums. For example, it is shocking
that at least one high school is even considering the elimination of honors courses in a
misguided effort to overcome elitism. [Equitable identification, as recommended above,
should take care of elitism. Actually, elitism is often fostered by students having only the
experience of being the "best" in their classes; it is reduced by providing more ability peers.]
Students from that high school will be severely penalized in college applications.

b. Concurrent enrollment policies too restrictive

The district policies for concurrent enrollment and tuition reimbursement are far too rigid
and restrictive. The prerequisite sequence of courses listed by the various high schools for
concurrent enrollment is in major conflict with with the national trend away from high
school requirements based ontime spend in specific classes (ie. Carnegie units) toward a more
flexible paced, outcomes-based curriculum and assessment. The rigid sequence also does not
allow for the flexible pacing long recommended by many experts in the field including Cox
(1985), Renzulli (1992), Richert (1989), Tannenbaum (1985), Van Tassel-Baska (1987) and the
copious research generated by the Johns Hopkins program. Ironically, the district's most
advanced students are the most penalized by the present secondary INSTEP procedures. The
present concurrent enrollment policies do not serve students. They serve faculty,
departments and administrators who are so reluctant to offer new courses that they are
willing to hold students back or to waste their time.

c. Limited AP offerings

AP courses are unavailable or too limited in some buildings. A district with the population,
test scores and resources of Madison should certainly be offering AP courses in all major
subject areas in every high school. Such an approach would certainly enhance students'
competitiveness in college applications and save parents vast amounts of money, at little cost
to the district. It is ironic that the most able students are suffering the most without these
services. A continuation of this kind of trend could lead to flight of some of the best students
to private schools. More than one parent talked of taking their child out the public school
because of their dissatisfaction. No urban district in the U.S. can afford such a loss.
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d. Honor courses are not necessarily differentiated.

Differentiation in honors courses is not clearly articulated and does not explicitly include
crucial affective goals.

e. Required curriculum does not foster emotional or ethical maximums (defined by Richert,
1991a).

The required curriculum is apparently typical. It seems far too teacher centered, with few
choices for students. The impact may be that students' inherent intrinsic motivation is not
being evoked, their decision-making skills are not being developed and some of their
emotional needs are not being met.

5. STUDENT EVALUATION PROBLEMS

-The district is typical in not differentiating evaluation criteria or techniques for gifted
students by using authentic evaluation in the K-12 program options. There is little evidence
of enough student self-evaluation, or qualitative criterion-referenced evaluation being used
in even the independent study or secondary options (Richert, 1990).
-Lack of disaggregation of student data by SES makes it difficult to assess the locus of the
major underachievement problems.

6. UNDERACHIEVEMENT ISSUES

Unless these curriculum delivery problems are overcome, MMSD students with gifted
potential will not achieve their intellectual and emotional maximums. High achievement
scores on grade level basic skills tests cannot measure underachievement among the gifted,
especially in a group with the demographics of Madison. The real question is how well could
students in Madison be achieving, not only academically, but emotionally and socially.
Unless the curriculum improvement goal, part time equitable homogeneous grouping K-12
and flexible pacing options (INSTEP) are fully implemented and supported through
systematic and intensive staff development, we cannot know the answer.

7. THE REGULAR K-8 CURRICULUM

These district wide curricular improvement goals are outstanding: developmentally
appropriate curriculum on the primary level, a whole language and literature based approach
to reading and language arts on the elementary level, cooperative learning strategies,
multicultural education, development of middle schools that meet the social as well as
intellectual needs of adolescents. Although the district offers optional staff development, I
unfortunately did not find evidence of systematic implementation, intensive staff
development plan, or a system of accountability that requires all staff to support these goals or
to use these methods.

E. COST INEFFECTlVENESSIBUDGET PROBLEMS

1. Projected Budget ineffectively allocated

-The present part-time allocations for enrichment teachers in elementary and middle school
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buildings buys too few and highly fragmented services for an extremely small and elite group
of students.

-Using 1991 figures, the per pupil cost for enrichment activities annually is (very)
approximately $27, per pupil [calculated as the the approximate K-8 program budget
($400,000) divided by the number of K-8 TAG students (1500)].
-Since students tend to receive no more than 1/2 hour of instruction a week for
perhaps 2-3 months, (we can't be sure: some are identified and not served for months),
the cost may well be $75-100 per hour.

This seems expensive for such brief, unarticulated and unevaluated services that are not even
adequately serving the elite students who have been identified.
-The staff development funds allocated to each building are not being used effectively to
upgrade the quality of curriculum delivery.

2. Budget needed to adequately fund a "Renzulli" pull-out program

If the present K-8 program design, pull-out, were to be implemented adequately on the
elementary-middle school level, it would take an allocation of at least one full time staff per
building, or up to about an additional 15-20 staff, at 4-5 times the cost of the present K-8
program, or over $1,500,000
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IV: RECOMMENDATIONS

A. RELATIONSHIP TO MAJOR DISTRIcr INITIATIVES

These recommendations, particularly the staff development components, are intended to
provide affirmation, support and opportunities for piloting several outstanding district-wide
improvement goals that are presently in various stages of implementation.

1. TAG program plan

Most of these recommendations are implicit, if not explicit, in the excellent district plan for
the TAG program. The plan should be supported for implementation, with the minor
modifications, clarifications or additions specified below.

2. Strategic Planning

Planning for improvement of the TAG program will dovetail with the procedures established
through the district strategic planning effort. However, they should not be postponed until
other decisions are made, since the issues dealing with minimums that should be required
district-wide are critical.

3. Site-based managementlbuilding autonomy

-The district strategic planning approach, which includes stakeholders such as parents,
should be used for building level decisions. [In strategic planning, however, care must be
used to avoid the "tyranny of the majority that worried the framers of our constitution
including Jefferson and Madison. A "majority" of parents should not be the primary
determiners of how the needs of a "minority" with special needs, such as the gifted, are going
to be served: needs of the most immediate stakeholders, the "minority" group of parents of
the gifted, should have priority.]
-The multiple option program model that is part of the district plan also offers a variety of
choices for autonomous decision-making by each building to determine maximums. [See V
below for more suggestions for decision-making.]

4. Curriculum/Instructional Improvement

a. Developmentally appropriate instruction

The goals of developmentally appropriate curriculum on the elementary and middle school
levels will be advanced in those buildings that choose to begin implementation of the subject
based program options recommended. In particular, the methodologies recommended as part
of strategies for Maximizing Potential, (see Richert Teacher Self-Evaluation Log Form) are
supportive of developmentally appropriate curriculum on all levels.

b. Whole language/ literature based reading

In language arts, the methodology for Maximizing Potential (Richert) supports whole
language a~d literature-based reading programs.
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c. Interdisciplinary curriculum

The methodology and staff development recommended will support interdisciplinary
ini tiatives.

d. Staff development

The process suggested for staff development may well be a very useful model for purposes
other than the TAG program.

e. Cultural Equity

The goals of the district's elementary and secondary minority student achievement reports
(1989 and 1990) will be significantly advanced by adopting the recommendations for (1)
identification, (2) expansion of program options, and (3) infusion of social, emotional and
ethical goals for various TAG program options. Among the goals supported are to:

-increase "minority" participation in the TAG program,
-increase "minority" participation in advanced courses on the secondary level;
-increase percentage of "minority" students performing in the upper quartile of test
scores (and reduce percentage in the lower quartile);
-increase "minority" students' aspirations;
-reduce the drop-out rate of "minority" students; and
-decrease behavioral problems and suspensions among "minority" students.

f. Sex Equity

-The identification procedures recommended include disaggregating the data for sex, if
necessary, so they will foster sex equity in the various program options.
-The curriculum strategies which emphasize healthy self-esteem will impact on achievement
of sex equity (Kohut, 1971; Miller, 1981; Richert, 1991a; Roeper, 1991).
-The sources for the curriculum methodology include issues dealing with sex equity,
especially women's issues (Bruch and Morse, 1972; Fox, 1979, 1981, 1982; Gilligan, 1982;
Horner, 1969, 1972; Miller, 1981; Lavach and Lanier, 1975; Richert, 1992 Rodenstein, Pfleger
and Colangelo, 1977).

g. Multicultural education

-The concept of maximum potential has been specifically developed to be pluralistic and
multicultural (Richert, 1991a).
-The curriculum methodologies recommended can be used to support levels 2, 3 and 4 of a
multicultural curriculum.
-The goals so articulately expressed by the multicultural committee report are supported by
these recommendations:

-School climate
Representative participation of students from various cultures will help to provide a
much more multicultural experience for students in the TAG program.
-Equity pedagogy

The district may choose to have the staff development focus on infusion of multicultural
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issues into the content areas that will be included in the academic options of the TAG
program.

h. Computer literacy

Integration of computer literacy into the language arts/reading/English curriculum is
essential if Madison students are to be prepared for the 21st Century. The instructional
strategies recommended foster the integration of various media, including computers, into
the curriculum (Richert, 1990).

5. Authentic Assessment

The district is endeavoring to include various forms of authentic assessment procedures to
complement its norm-referenced data. Training and curriculum strategies recommended for
the subject area options will offer pilot sites for use of varieties of authentic assessment which
may be expanded in some form to all students district-wide. Methods include: qualitative
criterion-referenced assessment, self and peer evaluation, process evaluation, and involving
students in determining evaluation criteria, etc. (See Richert Teacher Self Evaluation Log,
and Language Arts Handbook, attached)

6. MMSD Program Evaluation Plan

The format of this report is designed to conform as much as possible to the district's Program
Evaluation Plan (1989). This report fits into an "expert opinion" audit (Phase II, Step 6, p. 11),
since it addresses a comprehensive district plan (1991) that has already been developed as part
of an internal audit by the district program staff. Furthermore, the improvement plan to
augment the district's plan is prioritized, as required, (p. 11).

7. Meeting State Standard lit"

All of the recommendations will meet or exceed state standards. Furthermore, the
recommendations address meeting the specific standards with which the district was found in
non-compliance. There is one variation in identification recommended that exceeds the state
standard as stated. [Compliance is not the extrinsic motivation for the recommendations, but
rather, a pragmatic side effect of the intrinsic motivation: meeting the needs of the district's
students who have gifted potential.]
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B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY

- Develop a program philosophy K-12 that emphasizes development of exceptional
intellectual, emotional and social potential incorporating the latest multicultural research on
gifted potential (Richert, 1986, 1991a).
- If there is concern about fostering elitism, or labeling of students, a different name for the
program might be developed, such as: "developing exceptional potential, or maximumizing
potential. The label "gifted" or "talented" is not necessary.
- Acknowledge the research that regrouping for some academic subject areas at all grade levels
is essential for equitable services not just for various "minorities" or disadvantaged groups,
but to meet the needs of all students with gifted potential (Cox 1985; Gallagher, et aI, 1982;
Kulik and Kulik, 1991; Renzulli, 1982; Richert, 1989; Silverman,1991; Slavin, 1985).
-Establish minimums that all buildings must offer, and offer some effective additional
options.
-Clarify the difference between equitable, demographically representative regrouping for
certain subject areas based on students' needs (which is being recommended), and
"tracking"or inequitable homogeneous grouping (which is not being recommended). It is
based on achievement measures that have been proven to be biased (Hilliard, 1991; Oakes,
1985; Richert, 1991b).

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IDENTIFICATION

1. EQUITY AND DEFENSIBILITY IN IDENTIFICATION

- In order to achieve equity, it is most urgent that the identification procedures follow the
recommendations of a national panel of experts convened for a National Report on
Identification by the U. S. Dept. of Education (Richert et al, 1982). These findings are the
primary source for the N.]. Handbook for Identification for Gifted Programs and are
summarized in an attached chapter (Richert, 1991b).
-Grades have no research base as a selection criterion for entry into program options for
students with gifted potential (Taylor, 1985). They should be eliminated as a criterion at all
grade levels, including secondary.
- Data that is being gathered should not be combined, but used separately, and renormed (or
disaggregated) for ethnic group, economic class and sex, as recommended by the National
Report on Identification (Richert, 1991b).
- Identification data, in addition to the existing data that should be collected, include:

K-3, parent nominations,
K-12 teacher nominations that are research-based,

-Teachers need training in characteristics of the gifted before their recommendations can be
considered valid (Gear, 1976, 1978; Holland, 1959).

2. COMPREHENSIVENESS AND ASSESSMENT OF PLACEMENT

- At least 20-25% of the student population should be served in various ways through
multiple program options to be developed, as specified in the district TAG plan (1991) for
equity accommodations.
-Students should be identified for only one year, and reassessed annually based on progress
within the specific program option for which they qualify, or for which they have been
selected (not on test scores or grades).
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<There need to be procedures to prevent students from failing or exiting from subject area
options. (See attached, Richert Procedures for Prevention of Exit).
-Appropriate exit procedures should be developed for all academic options (none are needed

for the enrichment options, since self-nomination ought to be one of the major ways students
get out as well as in).

D. RECOMMENDATIONS: PROGRAM DESIGN AND CURRICULUM

Specific recommendation for curriculum are detailed in Curriculum Guidelines for
Programs for Gifted Students, (Richert, 1990) and Richert Teacher Self Evaluation Log Form,
which are appended. [Page numbers refer to text in the former.]

1. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS for continuous and systematic programming

a. Policies

(1) Administration and accountability issues
- Establish policies stating K-12 minimums for:

-equitable identification,
-numbers or percentages of students to be served in each building,
-program options required in each building elementary, middle and secondary,
- accountability,
- record keeping,
-evaluation,
-involving program coordinator in selection of faculty,
-specify role of central office staff.

-Establish priorities for budget expenditures (See V, IMPROVEMENT SEQUENCE, below).

(2) Curriculum implementation policies
(a) flexible pacing, acceleration

-establish INSTEp, K-12,
- revise secondary concurrent enrollment and tuition option to make it
much more flexible,

-approve establishment of elementary and middle school basic skills options
(reading/language arts and math),

-elementary students should not be required to make up any work that they
miss while in their enrichment class,

-foster individualization, K-8, through approving a developmentally
appropriate, continuous progress approach in basic skills for all students K
12, that requires:

-regular preassessment and excusing students from practice on skills
mastered,
-elimination of homework for students that requires practice in skills

already mastered (demonstrated through a pretest, for example).
(b) articulation

-Pre-K -12 scope and sequence of higher level cognitive and affective process
objectives,

-approve the various program options in the district plan as choices for
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buildings to select among,
-required training (at least 45 hours) for teachers in the various academic
program options.

b. Role of central office staff

Central office staff role should be supported and defined as:

eguarantors of equity and minimums for identification and programing,
eestablishers of district-wide record-keeping procedures,
equalifiers of faculty that teach various program options,
eproviders of procedures for building accountability for minimums.

2. ELEMENTARY ACADEMIC PROGRAM OPTIONS FOR IDENTIFIED STUDENTS

a. First priority

eThe first priority should be to encourage implementation of subject area classes in
reading/language arts K-8, adding math after about grade 3.
eThis may be done through regrouping within or across grade levels to create "cluster
classes," or a modified "Joplin plan." Reading or reading/language arts should be started in
K-3, and math added in grade 4 .
[Presently, when students are being regrouped, it is on the basis of achievement rather than
potential or ability. Please note the changes in identification strongly recommended above.
They use criteria that go beyond achievement in order to avoid the problems of "tracking," to
create demographic heterogeneity, and to serve all the students with gifted potential.]

b. Primary level

On the primary level, move more rapidly toward "developmentally appropriate instruction"
that stresses individual intellectual and emotional needs rather than group progress for all
the district's students, especially those with gifted potential. Various kinds of cross-age
grouping should be planned to allow for individual acceleration in one or more subject areas.
Furthermore, "developmentally appropriate instruction" should incorporate creative as well
as critical thinking and higher level emotional and social goals.

c. Upper elementary level

Students should be regrouped in reading/language arts and math using the identification
criteria specified above, not solely achievement measures or teacher recommendations.

d. Role of enrichment teachers in academic options

Enrichment teachers may serve as either:
eadditional"reading/language arts or math" teachers in order to reduce class size in
those subjects, thereby benefiting all students and even other teachers, which is a much
more productive use of their time,
eor teachers for groups of 5-12 students to be served in pull-out enrichment classes.
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It should be stressed that most of the elementary principals interviewed seemed very
receptive to the idea of establishing regrouping in some subject areas. This is particularly
commendable since elementary principals often prefer to avoid the efforts required for that
kind of scheduling. Therefore several of the principals are ready for the changes being
strongly urged.

3. MIDDLE SCHOOL ACADEMIC PROGRAM OPTIONS FOR IDENTIFIED STUDENTS

- It is strongly recommend that the district intent for subject area classes be implemented.
There should be equitable homogeneous grouping in only reading/language arts and math,
(not all subjects) to provide gifted students with their needs for both homogeneous and
heterogeneous grouping.
- Placement should be based on the principles of identifying gifted potential and ability rather
than just academic achievement. This will avoid the well known social and emotional
problems of "tracking". (See Richert, 1991a, for detailed equitable identification procedures.)
- A more productive use of teacher time is to schedule them as additional reading or math
teachers on any grade level.

4. ELEMENTARY ENRICHMENT OPTIONS FOR IDENTIFIED STUDENTS

• Expanding the number of students served in the pull-out option is crucial in buildings in
which subject area classes will not be implemented.
• Increase equity and total numbers identified.
-Increase total numbers served at one time (5-15 students depending on space available).
·Offer continuous, scheduled weekly programming (not in and out depending on
wattage of "light bulbs").
-Offer small group investigations and interdisciplinary units, instead of just isolating
independent study.

5. MIDDLE SCHOOL ENRICHMENT OPTIONS FOR IDENTIFIED STUDENTS

Because of the developmental needs of middle school students, if there is to be an
enrichment option,instead of, rather than in addition to a subject area option, it should
emphasize emotional and social development for these children in groups, instead of
individually. These students do not need any additional academic work. They do need help
in dealing with the stresses of adolescence, which are heightened by giftednesss. They need a
safe non-judgmental place to discuss these stresses as part, perhaps, of an "advisor/advisee"
option. Topics may include: self-concept, male/female roles, decision-making, dealing with
peer pressures, social relationships (friends, dating), family pressures, being different
("giftednesss" is a social problem), and academic/career planning, etc. Teaching strategies
should be small group discussions, role play, journals, setting personal priorities and goals,
and cooperative learning strategies, etc. Students must be involved in selection of topics, or
their needs cannot be met. [I'd be pleased to recommend material resources for this option.]

6. HIGH SCHOOL

-On the secondary level, continue honors courses in at least English and math. Introduce
them, if they are not already in place, but use an more equitable identification system.
- AP courses should be developed in most subject areas based on student interest.
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-Parents of the gifted and their children in each high school should be surveyed to determine
their priorities for subjects for honors and AP courses.
-Concurrent enrollment and tuition options should become more flexible and expanded.

7. K-12 ARTICULATION

- Establishing minimums for time, numbers served and number of options for buildings
through district policy will foster K-12 articulation. This is particularly important because of
the high mobility of many of the district's students.
-Specify differentiated K-12 scope and sequence for curriculum objectives for modifying
cognitive and affective goals in required subject areas. Start with reading/language arts, if not
also math (starting about grade 3), on the elementary level for students with gifted potential.

8. ACCELERATION AND FLEXIBLE PACING

-Implement INSTEP as designed, but expand to K-12, systematically in each building.
- Implement new policies recommended for flexible pacing.

9. K-12 REQUIRED CURRICULUM FOR ALL STUDENTS

-Maximize the potential of all students by adopting the curriculum approaches
recommended for the gifted in all subject areas, particularly because of the demographics of
the population [p.ll-30]. [This does not violate the requirement for differentiated curriculum
for the gifted since the amounts of time that can be spent on these strategies will vary greatly
for different ability levels.]
-Implement policies for flexible pacing and developmentally appropriate curriculum lp. 5-6].
-Integrate computer literacy (not programming) in either or both language arts and math.
- Various forms of successful authentic assessment should be institutionalized for evaluation
of all students [p.30-32]. Implementation of policies and modifications of evaluation for
required subjects will support curriculum strategies for maximizing potential for all students.
[The staff development recommended includes training in various forms of successful
authentic assessment.]
- Plans for developing middle schools which stress meeting individual intellectual, social and
emotional needs should be reinforced by the staff development proposed.

10. ENRICHMENT/EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES FOR ALL STUDENTS

-The district should continue to support its various effective extracurricular activities.
- If there is to be school-wide enrichment (SEM) for all students, which is an appropriate
district goal, then all students must have at least some choices of topics and activities in order
to evoke their intrinsic motivation, not just the"gifted."
-Students should be involved in selection of building-wide enrichment topics, activities
electives, and enrichment or extra-curricular activities. There should be student
representation on building steering committees.
-As part of strategic planing efforts, parents and students should be surveyed to find out what
extracurricular and enrichment activities they would like. In this way the district can better
use its existing resources to meet students' developmental needs and individual interests.
-Type III student initiated activities should occur for all students-as part of a
developmentally appropriate curriculum-in order to foster achievement of maximum
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cognitive, affective and ethical potential.

E. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

1. To support implementation of other recommendations

In order to implement the TAG plan as designed and to incorporate the recommendations to
start subject area options and modify honors appropriately, intensive and systematic staff
development on modifying required subject areas for students with gifted potential should be
planned. The beneficiaries would be not only the identified students, but the other "regular
students" taught by the trained teachers. Up to 40 % of the students in each building could
potentially benefit. That is a good investment for advancing the various district curriculum
improvement initiatives.

2. Needs for staff development

a. Conflict between primarily teacher-centered classes and requirements of curriculum for
maximizing potential (Richert, 19991a).

Presently, there is a conflict between the objectives and methods of typical required
curriculum (which focuses on extrinsic rewards and conformity to teacher expectations and
penalizes both creativity and risk-taking) and the nurturing of gifted achievement (which
involves not only intellectual and creative abilities, but such traits as intrinsic motivation
and risk-taking). If the gifted are to develop these traits of self-actualizing individuals (to
use Maslow's terms) in the context of schools, then educators themselves must be
encouraged to develop their own latent emotional potential. Therefore, faculty who are or
will be teaching subject area classes should get instruction and experience in methods for
maximizing both their students' emotional and intellectual potential and their own.

b. District curriculum initiatives need to be supported.

c. Personal development for staff.

Effective site-based management requires individuals who are intrinsically motivated and
have the foundations of ethical decision-making (Kohlberg, 1981, 1982 Sergiovanni 1992a,
1992b). The staff development offered includes fostering intrinsic motivation and ethical
decision-making for teachers and students.

3. Content of staff development

Teachers should have the equivalent of a graduate course on most of the 36 strategies on the
Richert Teacher Self-Evaluation Log, which is a criterion-referenced approach to incorporate
higher level cognitive, affective and ethical objectives. These methods incorporate a
multicultural definition of maximum intellectual, creative, emotional and ethical potential
(using the sources in the bibliography), including:

-shifting locus of control from teachers to students in a student-centered classroom,
-instructing students in homogeneous groups or in the regular (heterogeneous)
classroom,
-modifying the content, process, products and evaluation methods for required
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subject areas,
-appropriately accelerating required skills,
-using authentic evaluation for required subject areas,
- individualizing accelera tion,
-individualiZing for interests and learning styles,
-developing of critical and creative thinking within required subject areas,
-encouraging students to learn to plan and create original products,
-fostering self-actualization (intrinsic motivation, risk taking, self-esteem
independent of external evaluation, self-evaluation, and responsibility for
consequences of actions, etc.),
-managing peer interaction, cooperation and socialization.
-integrating higher level cognitive, affective and social skills into a student
in terest-based curriculum,
-managing individualization and small group projects.

This training is appropriate for all faculty, but should be required for faculty teaching any of
the advanced sections of the major subject areas K-12. Furthermore, these strategies support
the major district curriculum and evaluation initiatives cited above.

4. Sources for methodology

-Sources for training on cognitive development include: Colangelo & Zaffran (1979),
Gallagher (1979), Guilford (1967), Kaplan (1982 ), Kohlberg (1981), Meeker, (1969), Renzulli
(1978), Richert (1986, 1990), Tannenbaum (1983), Torrance (1979). Sources for overcoming
underachievement and fostering emotional development include: Frankl (1980), Ginsberg
(1972), Gowan (1957), [ung (1964), Krathwohl et al (1984), Kohlberg (1981, 1983), Kohut
(971), Maslow (1970), Miller (1981), Piechowski and Colangelo (1984), Richert (1982a, 1982b,
1986, 1991a), Roeper (1982), Sartre (1967), Taylor (1967), Whitmore (1980), and Zaffran and
Colangelo (1977).
- Additional sources are the objectives of various district curriculum initiatives and others
are included among the appended References.

5. Staff development will benefit up to 40% of students in a building.

Since the teachers will also have heterogeneous classes, or other level ability classes, up to
40% of students in a building may benefit from the staff development. That is a very cost
effective result which will foster the various curriculum and evaluation initiatives listed
above.

6. Effectiveness of staff development

We are in the process of gathering data on the effectiveness of the methodology with over
100 teachers and 2000 students in more than 20 schools in 9 districts. Among the
preliminary results (final data should be available in the Fall) we are finding:

-mcrease in achievement test scores (we looked primarily at reading),
-students are reading more,
- increase in self-es teem,
-increase in student motivation,
-decrease in discipline problems,
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-improvement in attendance,
-improvement in grades.

F. BUDGET

The total amount projected in the district plan for next year could be far better used to reduce
the per pupil cost by at least 60-70% by re-allocating funds in order to:

-serve many more (up to 20-25%) students,
-increase effectiveness of programming,
-reduce class size on the elementary level in some basic skills areas,
-reduce the per pupil cost by 60-90%,
-support various district curriculum and evaluation initiatives.

Reallocation of most of the funds for these two purposes would be far more cost-effective:

1. Systematic staff development for maximizing student potential in required subject
areas in order to implement the district plan for subject areas classes (as described in F.
above) and benefit up to 40% of students in a building;
2. Combine various part-time allocations in elementary and middle schools for
overlapping purposes (such as TAG and REACH) to create additional full time
reading/language arts teachers in some of the elementary or middle school buildings.
This can reduce class size and create subject area gifted classes for up to 20-25% of
students.
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v IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES

A. PRIORITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIPLE PROGRAM OPTIONS

The comprehensive district plan includes various program options to be developed at
different grade levels. Others have been suggested in this report. The following priorities for
building implementation are urged, with the first three priorities suggested as minimums in
each building by 1993 and for piloting in 1992-1993:

a. elementary
(1) Content modifications through equitable regrouping for some subject

areas
(2) INSTEP
(3) Enrichment classes for 6-15 students at a time

b. middle school
(1) Content modifications through establishing equitable subject area classes
(2) INSTEP
(3) Concurrent enrollment
(4) Flexible pacing, special options
(5) Counseling
(6) Mentorships
(7) Enrichment classes for 8-15 students focusing on emotional needs
(8) Independent study (Type III) activities

c. high school
(1) Content modification through equitable honors and AP classes
(2) INSTEP
(3) Concurrent enrollment/tuition option
(4) Independent study
(5) Flexible pacing, special options
(6) Counseling
(7) Mentorships

B. ESTABLISH AND IMPLEMENT DISTRICT MINIMUMS, by Sept., 1992

Once the minimums are established, the district will have a single articulated program which
allows a great deal of flexibility per building to exceed the minimums.

1. Establish three minimums per building as described in V. A.
2. Establish minimums for enrichment service (number of children, number of hours) to be
offered per teacher funded in each elementary building.
3. Establish equity in identification and use for placing children in pull-out options.
4. Schedule groups of 6-16 children for K-8, Type III services on a regular schedule, Sept-jun.
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C. PILOT SOME NEW OPTIONS

1. In selected elementary buildings where there is already principal support, plan piloting re
grouping for required subject area classes.
2. In selected middle schools, where there is already principal support, plan piloting required
subject area classes.

D. PLAN FOR CHOICES FOR SITE-BASED AUTONOMY to be phased in from Sept. '93-'95

1. Provide extrinsic motivation for district priorities

The district should encourage prioritization of some options through offering staff
development to buildings that elect to add subject area classes to expand services and to
withhold it from buildings that use solely more expensive models, such as pull-out.

2. Planning committee memberships and charges

-The district parent planning committee should be involved to help support implementation
of options that go beyond the minimums.
- Planning committees for expansion should be started in each building. They may include
one or two (not more) members of the enrichment steering committees in the elementary
buildings. They should not supplant that committee, since those committees have a different
ongoing function that serves all students, not just the gifted. In addition to faculty trained in
the education of the gifted and a building administrator, these committees must include
someone from the building site-based team or strategic planning committee (if there is one)
and parents of gifted children as significant stake-holders. On the secondary level, inclusion
of gifted students is highly recommended, since as part of strategic planning, students are the
primary stake-holders. Representatives from the existing district-wide committee should be
the first parents invited to participate, since they have already put in a great deal of their time
and energy.
-The charge to these committees should not be to start planning all over again, but to:

a. consider the various district approved options/choices for expanding services already
planned or recommended and determine which will be implemented in each building,
b. prioritize the sequence for implementation,
c. suggest some maximums that, given availability of resources, may be developed to
exceed district minimums,
d. offer access to resources to support implementation of the selected options.

E. SUGGESTED TIMELINES

Timelines are suggested in VI. Four Year Improvement Plan on the following pages.
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YEAR:
Completion:

III. CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES

A. IMPROVING CURRICULUM for all students

92 93 94 95
MONTH

oK-12, in all subject areas, define curriculum objectives and teaching strategies
for maximizing cognitive, affective and social potential for all students. 2
oK-3, implement plans for developmentally appropriate instruction. 9 9 9
-Irnplement plans for developmentally appropriate middle school instruction. 9 9 9
oK-12, implement plans for authentic assessment. 9 9 9

B. IMPROVING CURRICULUM for students with gifted potential

-Implernent INSTEP K-12.
°Specify range of teaching strategies to maximize students' potential. 12

°Specify authentic student evaluation procedures to avoid penalizing
students in homogeneous classes.
-For middle school enrichment option. use units that students select
for personal and social development. 9 9 9
-Establish K-12 scope and sequence of higher level process skills to be
integrated in all subject area and enrichment classes. 9
-For K-12 subject area classes. stress higher level emotional and social
development. 9 9 9

IV. IDENTIFICATION OBJECTIVES

-Make K-12 identification equitable and research-based. 10

-Establish procedures for each recommended program option. 12
-Impternent equitable identification procedures. 1

V. K·12 STAFF DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

10
4

-Reallocate staff development funds toward training of teachers in subject
area options.
-Otter training for present teachers in maximizing potential for all students.
-Offer training for teachers who will start in 1/93 in various subjects.
-oner ongoing staff development.
-oner staff development for supervisors and administrators as well as
teachers for appropriate ways to evaluate students with gifted potential.
-scneeule bimonthly peer staff development/coaching K-12, by buildings, for
teachers in subject area options.

VI. EVALUATION OBJECTIVES

12
8

4

8 8

10 4

8 8

-Decide whether to develop evaluation design for various program goals.
-Develop evaluation design with consultant.
-impternent evaluation design.
-ccmptete evaluation report on student progress in higher level goals.

3
6
9 9 9
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VI. FOUR YEAR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
FOR MAXIMIZING THE POTENTIAL OF ALL STUDENTS IN MMSD
Submitted, by E. Susanne Richert, Ph.D. June 1992P'

This is a low cost three year plan for implementing the recommendations in the assessment report.
PLEASE NOTE IN THE FIRST COLUMN the dates for implementation this year

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
YEAR: 92 93 94 95
Completion: MONTH

------------------------------------------------
I. OBJECTIVES FOR IMPROVING ADMINISTRATION/POLICIES
-Reallocate program bUdget to carry out following objectives. 10 10 10 10
-nevetcp a K-12 program philosophy emphasizing development.
of exceptional intellectual, emotional and social potential for all students. 12

-Establish policy for specifying 3 minimum program options per building. 1
-Establish district priorities for various program options. 3
-Expand INSTEP K-12. 1
-Make secondary tuition and concurrent enrollment option far more flexible. 6
-oeveiop policies to provide flexible pacing for all students. 1
-Require 45 hours of training for all existing staff teaching subject area classes. 6
K-12 by 9/94, and all new staff within 1 year of teaching in the program. 6

II. PROGRAM DESIGN OBJECTIVES

A. K-12 IMPROVEMENTS
-use district-wide parent committee to set 3 minimum options. 11
and recommend other priorities.

-Establish 3 minimum options per building. 11
-Priorttize options to be supported by district funds. 11
-use building planning committee to set priorities for additional program options. 11
-lrnplement INSTEP K-12. 10 10 10 10

B. IMPROVING ELEMENTARY PROGRAM DESIGN
-scheeute elementary enrichment classes so students have more

_ time in larger groups in each building. 11
-Plan schedule for subject area class in-reading/language arts
where it is not already in place. 11
-Plan schedule for piloting class in math where it is not already in place. 8 8 8
-Pilot SUbject classes in reading/language arts in 3-5 buildings. 1
-Pllot subject classes in math, grades 3 on up in 3-5 buildings. 1
-Pllot combining part time allocations to get extra reading teacher.
-SChedule at weekly common planning time for teachers in various options. 12
to conduct peer staff development and to share resources.
-lmpternent subject classes in reading/language arts in 5 other buildings. 9 9 9
-imotement subject classes in math, grades 3 em up in 5 other buildings. 9 9 9

C. IMPROVING MIDDLE AND SECONDARY PROGRAM DESIGN
-Pilot equitably identified classes in reading/language or English and math
in 2 middle and at least 1 high school. ~ 9
-Buildings chose among additional program options to implement.
-survey middle and school students and parents to determine topics/subjects
for honors, AP, electives, enrichment and extra-curricular activities. 2
-lrnplement more flexible secondary concurrent enrollment options. 1
-Plan for developing priority courses and activities suggested by survey. 5
-lmplement new courses (AP, honors, or electives) and activities. 9 9 9
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attached), 11 teaching guides or course manuals
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a national leadership training institute and is running
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E. Susanne Richert, Ph.D.

Dr. Susanne Richert is
director of gifted educa
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ucational Information and
Resource Center, which
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state wide. Her special
areas of expertise include
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publications including Gifted Children Monthly, Dr.
Richert has been an educational consultant to the
U.S. Supreme Court. the U.S. Department of Ed
ucation, state departments of education in the U. S.
and abroad, and to numerous individual school dis
tricts.

What You Should Look for in a Gifted Program
I. IDENT:FI~AnON PROCEDURES: Look for com

prehensiveness and equity.
A. Nomination for I Talent Pool:

I. Students Ire sought in all areas of giftedness in the
federal definition: a. general intellectual; b. aca
demic; c. creative; d. visual and performing arts; e.
leadership.

2. The talent pool is representative of the entire stu
dent population.

3. Tests are used to include, not exclude. students
from programs.

4. Information beyond tests is used.
5. Teachers have training in the characteristics of

giftedness.
B. Aswssment: Matching Needs and Program Options

I. Funher information on interests and learning styles
is sought.

2. Data is gathered to match student needs and mul
tiple program options.

C. Evaluation: Improve the Program
I. Data on individual student progress rather than

competitive evaluation is gathered.
2. Students are involved in self-evaluation.

II. PROGRAM DESIGN: How many of these different
program options are available to identified gifted students?
A. The regular classroom provides alternatives to stu

dents as part of the regular curriculum
B. Homogeneous grouping in required or elective sub

jects
C. Resource rooms or learning centers in a pull-out

option
D. Access to libraries/laboratories at a higher-level

building
f. Continuous progress in the basic skills
F. Early entrance to or exit from school, or grade skip

ping
G. Mini-cou!"5es. seminars
H. Extracurricular. after school, or Saturday activities

that focus on student interests
I. Independent study
J. Intemships/mentorships
K. Field trips

L. Counselors with special training dealing with gifted
students

III. STAFF TRAINING: Do staff in all program options.
including the regular class. have some training in each of
these areas of gifted education'
A. Identification
B. Academic needs
C. Emotional needs
D. Non-competitive evaluation procedures

IV. CURRICULUM: Docs the curriculum in each program
option. including the regular class. meet more than half of
these objectives'
A. Groupinc:

At least pan of the time do gifted students have time
to work together in groups of 2-18?

B. Content or Subject:
At least part of the time is the content modified in one
of these three ways"
I. Accelerated-moving more quickly
2. Interdisciplinary
3. Based on individual or group interests

C. Is the emphasis on higher-level thinking rather than
just more information"

D. Are children encouraged to apply their learning to
create a variety of products rather than just tested'

E. Does the curriculum provide for emotional growth by
developing these things"
I. Positive self-coneepu, self-aec:eptance
2. Independence
3 Risk-taking in creative activities or projects
4. Self-evaluation skills

F. Does the curriculum develop decision-making skills'
L As pan of the conrent of the curriculum
2. In offering students a variety of options at each

stage
3. By guaranteeing that students learn the objectives

of every class and activity
G. Does the curriculum stimulate both sides of the brain'

I. Docs the curriculum develop spacial and visual
abilities as well as verbal abilities and calculation'

2. Are intuition. feeling. and imagination as valued as
logic. scientific data. and accuracy'



LOW COS~ HIGH QUALITY GIFTED PROGRAMS:
Academic Programs for the Gifted with Excellence and Equity

Avoiding pull-out by differentiating required curriculum K-12
E. Susanne Richert, Ph. D. 1509 E. Shore Dr. Brigantine, N.J. 08203

Tel: 609-2667613; FAX: 609·2665029

I. BENEFITS· OF HIGH QUALITY LOW COST ADMINISTRATIVE DESIGN
-The philosophyis to find students with giftedpotential, not just academic achievers, and
design a program to evoke their potential.

-The cost-effective design usingprimarily existing staff to teach identified students some required
subjectareas (insteadof hiringenrichment teachers) makes the modelpragmatic and inexpensive.

-Trained teachers may also teach "regular" classesusingstudent centeredmethods which can benef.:
up to 60% of students.

-The model is adaptable to various kinds of schools anddistricts because of its extreme flexibility i!:
-the number of subjectareasaddressed;
-the range of homogeneous and heterogeneous options;
-the grade levels served;
-same-grade or cross-age grouping possibilities;
-and the number of teachers at each gradelevel who are trained.

- Avoids various kinds of problemsof "pull-out" for administrators, teachers, students, and parents
D. BENEFITS OF EQUITAB.LE IDENTIFICATION DESIGN

-The identification procedures are research-based, equitable and comprehensive since they are based
on TheNational Reporton Identification (Richert, 1982,written for the U.S. Dept. of Education).
which reports the reconunendations of a national panel of experts.

-The design avoids elitism by serving not only achieving and advantaged, but also underachieving.
disadvantagedand culturally differentstudents.

-The most innovative aspects of the identification planare:
1. the targeted use of the regularclassroom curriculum as a procedure for the identification

of gifted potential (trained teachers also teach "regular classes")
2. specificprocedures for guaranteeing equity;
3. detailed prevention of exit procedures;

DI. BENEFITS OF CURRICULUM TO MAXIMIZE COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE AND
ETHICAL POTENTIAL
- Resolution of all the problems of pull-out programs cited by research;
- Integration of advanced affective, cognitive, and ethical strategies;
- Avoidance of the elitismand neglect of affective needs in theacademic acceleration typically offeree
elementaryand secondary students;

- Provision of differentiation and articulation in several required subjectareas;
- Offer the potential of upgrading the curriculum for most students;
- Replacement of, rather than addition to, required skillsandcontent;
- Trained teachersaddress theseobjectives 25-75% of the time: high level thinking skills; advanced

affective and social skills and shifting the locusof control from the teacherto the students to
develop intrinsic motivation and independent learning.

I~ CURRICULUM BENEFITS FOR STUDENTS
- Gives identifiedstudents credit for the best work theydo;
- Addresses students'affectiveas well as cognitive needs;
- Serves underachieving and disadvantaged students equitably;
- Offers a minimumof 4.5 hoursa week of curriculum differentiation;
- Offers up to 60% of students per gradelevel instruction by teachers trainedin maximizing the

cognitive, affectiveand ethicalpotential of all students.
V. BENEFITS OF THE S TAFFICURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT DESIGN

- Teachers are offered theequivalent of a graduate coursein curriculum for MAXIMIZING THE
COGNITIVE, AFFECTIVE ANDETHICAL POTENTIAL OF ALL STUDENTS. followed by
at least 4 semi-monthly coaching sessions and problem-solving conferences.

-The approach upgrades professional skills, reinforce innovation among teachers,
reinvigorates commitment to teaching. andproduces lesson plans or management materials of
benefit to all teachers.



Richert Teacher Self Evaluation Log
For Maximizing Student Potential" l'\ '1 0

___________ Gnde I'triod _

R.I. Students are required to critique and evaluate materialsthey are given.
R.2. Students clearly understand objectivesof daily assignments (what

they are supposed to learn as well as do)
R.3. Students have written evaluation criteria for assignments.
R.4. Students are required to use several sourcesof information.
R.5. Teacher asks questions that stimulate analysis and evaluation.
R.6. Level of difficulty is an evaluation criterion.

V.I. Teacher is willing to change topics, or changeassignments based on students'
reactions.

V.2. Teacher makes content interdisciplinary in order to incorporate students' interests.
V.3. Teacherpresents open-ended activitiesand discussion topics.
VA. Students generate (select or brainstorm)choices in contentor media (written, oral,

visual, demonstration,etc.) for assignments.
V.5. Skills are practiced in content or contextof studentselectedassignments or topics.
V.6. Originality or uniqueness is an evaluation criterion. .

1.1. Students proceed at their own rate through materialsand skills and may select
materials at higher conceptual levels of difficulty.

1.2. Teacheroffers choices of assignments to accommodate diverseachievement levels
of students.

1.3. Studems are given pre-tests to assess what they know in order to excuse them from
practicing previously mastered skills.

1.4. Teacherasks students what they wouldlike to learn or study. .
1.5. Choices of assignments include categoriesof variouslearningstyles.
1.6. Snident initiated independent study is offered.

S.l. Teacher involves students in setting individual goals and makingtheir decisions.
S.2. Teacher encourages students to verbalize feelings and differences of opinions.
S.3. Students are involved in evaluating theirown work.
S.4. Teacher encourages students self affirmations and self acceptance in informal and

written evaluations.
S.5. Risk taking is a criterion for evaluation.
S.6. Students may negotiate time to complete assignments.

P.I. Teacher gives specific tasks for small group work,
P.2. Teacher varies roles of individuals in groups.
P.3. Teacher uses small groups for many purposes (brainstorming, planning,skills

acquisition,editing, correcting homework, etc.)
P.4. Teacher varies who will be in groups.
P.S. Students are involved in assisting each other in leaming.
P.6. Cooperationand acceptance of other studentsare evaluation critieria.

E.1. Teacher withholds own ideas and conclusions.
E.2. Teacher accepts students' feelings and opinions without judgment.
E.3. Teacher involves students in developing class rules.
EA. Teacher prohibits students' criticizingor judging one another.
E.5. Students have responsibility to the group for enforcing classroom rules.
E.6. Students are involved in establishingcriteriafor evaluation of ass.igrunents.

~

..



GIFTED PROGRAM-PROCEDURES FOR PREVENTION OF EXIT

c 1988 E. Susanne Richert
1. Identify the problem
If the teacher, student, parent or administrator, identifies a problem which may be serious enough to
lead to possible exit at the end of the year, then before the end of the marking period in which the
problem occurs a teacher/student meeting should be scheduled in order to complete an INFORMAL
STUDENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN that does not include the involvement of anyone outside of the
classroom. [This should not be necessary for more than 1-3 students per marking period.] At this
stage, the steps in completing an improvement plan should be followed, except for involving the parent
or anyone beyond the classroom.
2. If the problem is consistent persistent and serjous enough to lead to possible exit at the end of
the year, and the student has not responded to the informal class improyement plan, then before the
end of the marking period schedule a teacher/student! parent conference in order to complete a
FORMAL STUDENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN. Ideally, regularly scheduled parent conference time should be
used.
STEPS COMPLETING AN IMPROVEMENT PLA~check them off as you complete them]
_a. ~r positive reinforcement for specific performance (class contributions, assignments,
creativity, etc.) that is positive.
_b.~ that the purpose of the improvement plan is to help the student do even better. Do...D.Q1
threaten exit from the program.
_c. Specjfv the §..U&1 nature of the problem. What has not been done, or what skill has not
demonstrated adequately, etc.
_d. Conduct an informal student interest survey to determine how the assiqnment or skill could
incorporate the student's interest.
_e.~ the student what alternatives he or she might offer for meeting a class requirement.
_1. Qlliu modification of the assignment which will meet the learning objectives of the assignment,
but provide flexibility for a student's learning style and interests.
--9.~ for suggestions from your peers (teachers) as to how they deal with similar problems.
_h.~ precisely what would be considered adequate improvement [see form.]
_i.~ an improvement plan [see form] with the student if it is an initial problem, with the
parent and perhaps the coordinator, if it is a recurrent problem.
--.J. ~ copies of the plan to the student and the parent
_k.Qlliu assistance in meeting the specified goal [see form]
_1.Specify the date by which the goal should be achieved.
SIGNATURE DATE _



GIFTED PROGRAM---FORMAL STUDENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN
c 1988 E. Susanne Richert

________________. date

grade_
stude nt
teacher subject _
PERFORMANCE/SKILL TO BE DEMONSTRATED _

STUDENT'S LEARNING STYLE. _
STUDENT'S INTERESTS _

IMPROVEMENT GOALS (select those which apply)
Completion of assignments (specify which ones):

Meeting criteria for assignments:
assignments: _

criteria to be met:

Improve a skill:

Improve a test score by a specific number of points:. _

Other:

date-----
date

date._-------------

ASSISTANCE TO BE OFFERED
By
peer: .

By
teacher: _

By
parent:
DATE FORREASSESSMENT:
SIGNEDBY
student
teacher . _

CC.: parent, program coordinator, peer tutor _



date

GIFTED PROGRAM---INFORMAL STUDENT IMPROVEMENT PLAN
c 1988 E. Susanne Richert

student date

teacher subject grade_
PERFORMANCE/SKILL TO BE DEMONSTRATED _

STUDENTS LEARNING STYLE. _
STUDENTS INTERESTS _

IMPROVEMENT GOALS (select those which apply)
Completion of assignments (specify which ones):

Meeting criteria for assignments:
assignments: _

criteria to be met:

Improve a skill:

Improve a test score by a specific number of points:. _

Other: _

ASSISTANCE TO BE OFFERED
By
peer: . _

By
teacher:
By
parent: . . _

DATE FORREAssESSMENT:
SIGNEDBY
student
teacher . . . date _

date
ee.: parent, program coordinator, peer tutor _
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Rampant Problems and Promising Practices
in Identification

711
E. SUSANNE RICHERT Educational Resource Information Center (ERIC),

Sewell, New Jeraey

• National studies such as the
Marland (1972) report, the National Report on
Identi/ictJtion <Richert, Alvino, &: McDonnel,
1982) and the Ric:hardaon study (Cox, Daniel,
" Boston, 1985) reveal major gaps between
reeearch and practice in identification of the
gifted. One of the participants on the panel of
experts for the National Report on Itknti{ica.
lion called problema in identification "an epi
demic of errors." Yarborough and Johnson
(1983) and others have pointed to the pp be
tweentheory and practice. A disturbing trend
it the widening of thia gap with the prolifera
tion of the following major erron that distort
identification:

1. Elitist and diatortecl definitioDi of gift
edneu

I. Confusion about the purpoee of identifi-
cation

a. Violationor-education equity
4. MiauIeand abUte of testa
I. Cosmetic and distorting Ute of multiple cri

teria
I. Exclusive program design

'l'bia chapter will analyze theee errors and
c6r JW'mI'D»:udationain the followiDg areas:

L PriDciplesof identification
l. Defenaible defintions
a. Appropriate Ute of test data

L Selection of testa and instruments
lao U. of testa with groupe cliaadvantapd

in identification
Co Uling data to identify ..-w popula

tions
4. Appropriate \lie of data from multiple

IOUr'Ce6

5. Other procedures and 1Ource& of infor
mation
.. Teacher, parent, and peer nominations
b. Self-nominations
Co Data on student progress

6. Developmental curriculum
1. Comprehensive low-cost programs

bmput Problems in IdentifICation of
GiftedStudents

Elitistand DistortedDefinitions
of Giftedness

Many dimic:ts and atates are using elitiat deC
initiona of Iiftedneu that include only certain
kinds of gifted atudenta, most often thoee who
are white, middle clau, and academically
achieving. A IIUIjor purpoeeof the federally leg
islated definition was to expand the concept of
giftedness beyond IQ (Marland, 1972). Yet in
practice, much more limited definitions are ap
plied. Some state or local definitions diatort the
intention of the federal definition by inappro
priately diatiDguiahing between gifWd and t4J.
ented, creating a hierarchy by using the former
for pneral intellec:tual ability measured pri
marily by intelligence testa and the latter for
the other gifted abilities referred to in the fed
eral definition: apecific: academic aptitude, and
creative, viaual and performing arts, and lead
ership abilities.

Some atate departments of education, that
of New York, for example, diatort J. S. Ren
zulli'. conception of giftedness .. the intenec
tion of above-average ability, creativity, and
motivation by designating .. gifWd (and
thereby eligible for programs) thoee atudenta

81
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who demonstrate all three, and as talented
those students who exhibit only two (New York
State Department of Education, n.d., p. 2).
Such distinctions ignore the differences be
tween the full manifestations of giftedness
studied in adults and the potential of children
that gifted programs are designed to develop.

Many distinctions are made among stu
dents with gifted potential that are not pre
dictors of adult gifted achievement but are
rather indices of present performance on test
instruments. It is important to remember that
giftedness in test taking is not yet a recognized
field of human endeavor to which original con
tributions can be made. False distinctions be
tween talented and gifted among children, or
designating degrees of giftedness ("highly,"
"severely," "profoundly," or "exotic" gifted)
rather than specifying the identification proce
dures used (high IQ or high achievement)
creates implicit hierarchies, engenders elitism
within programs, and excludes many students
with gifted potential. Such implicit hierarchies
ignore the fact that giftedness emerges, as Ren
zulli (1978), Richert (1986), Richert et al.
(1982), Tannenbaum (1983), and others assert,
through the interaction of innate abilities and
learning or experience.

There are a variety of reasons for such elit
ism. The major bias that impels such practices
is the prevalent myth that academic achieve
ment is related to adult giftedness. Repeated
studies (Baird, 1982; Holland " Richards,
1965; Hoyt, 1965; Munday " Davis, 1974;
Price, Taylor, Richards, " Jacobsen, 1964;
Taylor" Ellison, 1967; Taylor, Albo, Holland,
" Brandt, 1985) have revealed no correlation,
or sometimes a small negative correlation, be
tween academic achievement and grades and
adult giftedness in a broad range offields. This
should not be surprising since many of the
evaluation criteria for determining grades,
sueh as propensity for convergent thinking,
conformity to expectations of teachers or test
makers, and meeting extemally determined
deadlines, are inversely correlated with adult
eminence or original contributions to most
fields. These studies demonstrate that test
scores predict test scores; grades predict
grades. Giftedness, or original contribution to

a field, requires nonacademic abilities unre
lated or inversely related to school achieve
ment, such as creativity and intrinsic moti
vation.

Confusion about the Purposes
of Identification

There are various kinds of confusion about the
purposes of identification. Identification is not,
as too many people assume, a mere catego
rization of gifted abilities already fully mani
fest. If it were, educational programs would be
unnecessary. Identification is actually a needs
assessment for the purpose of placing students
into educational programs designed to develop
their latent potential. Some parents, out of a
desire to have their children reaffirm their own
self-esteem, want a label for the innate abili
ties their children inherited from them (see

Miller, 1981, Prisoners of Childhood, about
parents of gifted children using them to meet
their narcissistic needs),

Teachers, administrators, and often parents
feel that entry into a program for the gifted
should be a reward for achievement or "good"
behavior, operationally defined as conformity
to school or test-maker expectations. Many ed
ucators seem to want the identification proce
dure to reaffirm the values inherent in the
school systems to which they have committed
their own abilities. This is a distortion of the
purpose of programs for the gifted, which are
necessary precisely because the standard
curriculum rarely maximizes exceptional
potential.

Giftedness requires originality, risk taking,
and intrinsic motivation. It could well be
argued that conformity to school expectations
and external rewards such as grades or test
scores may inhibit giftedness. Extracurricular
activities beyond the required curriculum are
therefore probably the best predictors of adult
gifted achievement (Goleman, 1984; Guilford,
1977). The only defensible rationale in our
democratic society for additional expenditures
is student need, not reward for conformity to
teacher or test-maker expectations, which is
essentially how students become academic
achievers.
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Violation of Educational Equity

Some gifted students are consistently being
screened out by present prevalent practices. In
national figures published by the U.S. Depart
ment of Education's Office of Civil Rights, mi
nority groups such as blacks, Hispanics, and
Native Americans are underrepresented by 30
to 70% in gifted programs (U .S. Department of
Education, 1979). These figures are collected
each year but are evidently considered so con
troversial that they have not been published
since 1979.

While most states formally subscribe to the
comprehensive federal definition of giftedness,
in practice many local districts tend to seek
and to find-white, middle-class academic
achievers. Measures of academic achievement
that are most often used by schools, including
teacher recommendations, grades, and most
especially standardized tests, have been am
ply demonstrated to have cultural biases
(Black, 1963; Davis, Gardner, & Gardner 1941;
Goolsby, 1975; Hoffman, 1962; Kamin, 1974;
Klineberg, 1935; Miller 1974; Nairn & Auoci
ates, 1980; Samuda 1975).

The NatioMl Report on Identification
(Richert et al., 1982) reveals that meaaures of
academic achievement, which are not very
good predictors of adult gifted achievement,
are often screening out the following 8UbpopU
lations:

• Underachieving, learning-disabled, handi
capped, and minority students who most need
programs to develop their potential

• The most creative and divergent thinkers
who, as Torrance (1979) has pointed out, will
beexcluded by IQ tests

Even if the1"e is cultural homogeneity
withina school district, there is always a range
oreconomicdifferences. A 8ignificant finding of
the National Report is that it is the poor who
are most consistently acreened out of gifted
programs because their disadvantage cuts
8Cl'08S every other 8ubpopulation (Richert et
al.,1982).

Because one pernicious effect of the "excel
lence" reforms hasbeen even greater reliance

on standardized tests for assessment, this dis
crimination has not only persisted but seems to
have increased since 1979. This shocking in
equity is a problem not only for those excluded
from gifted programs but also for those in
cluded, since it makes programs vulnerable to
charges of elitism.

Misuse and Abuse of Tests

Identification instruments are being
misused. The National Report on Identifiea
tion revealed that there are major discrepan
cies between reported practices and the in
tended use of various tests and instruments for
the five areas of giftedness in the federal defi
nition. Tests are being used in ways that test
makers never intended, sometimes to measure
abilities that they were not designed to deter
mine. For example, achievement and IQ tests
are used almost interchangeably, thereby con
fusing the categories of 8pecific academic and
general intellectual ability. They are alao be
ing inappropriately used to identify creativity
and leadership (national survey of identifica
tion practices reported in National Report on
Identification, Richert et al., 1982, Chap. 2, pp.
23-39).

Instruments and procedures are being
used at inappropriate stages of identifica
tion. Instruments and procedures are being
used at inappropriate 8tages of identification.
Diagnosis is not the purpose of initial screen
ing procedures. However, the use of diagnostic
tests, such as the Stanford Achievement Test
(reading andmath) and the Woodcock Reading
Mastery Tests, for screening is common. Such
tests are only useful for determining place
ment in a particular course or to measure pro
gress once students are placed in a program
option (National Report on Identification,
Richert et al., 1982, pp. 35, 62).

Another problem occurs when data from
parents are gathered only after students are
nominated by teachers or after they qualify for
a talent pool through a test score. Under such
procedures disadvantaged students have al
ready been screened out. The same error occurs
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when teachers assess the creativity or motiva
tion of students only after they qualify for a
talent pool with a standardized achievement
test score, or when individualized IQ tests are
given only to students after they qualify
through a group IQ test or are referred by
teachers. Most of these efforts are merely cos
metic since they often simply reinforce the ex
clusion of the same disadvantaged groups of
students.

Cosmetic and Distorting Use
of Multiple Criteria

One of the few apparently positive trends is the
collection of data from a variety of sources for
identification. Practitioners in many states are
typically using test scores UQ,achievement, or
both), teacher observations, and sometimes
even parent observations.

The intent of collecting a variety of data
may be to make the procedure appear more
defensible or more inclusive. However, the
data are often mieused in IIeveral ways: The
data may be unreliable, usedat an inappropri
ate stage ofidentification, weighted in indefen
sible ways, or invalidly placed in a matrix con
taining other data.

UDI'e1iabie Data. Some data that are not
very reliable are collected. In most districts,
teacbezB tend to be involved in identifying
students for programs. There is ample evidence
from BeVeral studies that teachers without
training in characteristics of the gifted are of
ten unreliable sources of identification data
(Baldwin, 1962; Barbe, 1964; Ciha, Harris,
Hoffman, &: Potter, 1974; Cornish, 1968; Gear,
1976, 1978; Holland, 1959; Jacobs, 1971; Peg
nato &: Birch, 1959; Wilson, 1963). Other ques
tionable sources of information include locally
designed checklists or observation forms that
are not research based.

Inappropriate Combination of Data.
The statistically unsound practice of combin
ing data from multiple sources in various ma
trices or other weighted-scoring procedures,
which may obscure a variety of important indi
cators of potential, was strongly criticized by a
national panel of experts (Richert et al., 1982).

While the combination ofcreativity, productiv
ity, and task commitment are indisputable
requisites for manifestations of adult gifted
ness, the relative importance and the develop
mental patterns ofeach of these in children has
not yet been demonstrated. Adding the results
of various procedures or measures is also ques
tionable since it is the statistical equivalent of
adding apples and oranges. The range, stan
dard deviations, reliability, and construct and
content validity ofdifferent measures, whether
formal or informal, are not necessarily equiva
lent, and simply adding the various scores to
gether or arbitrarily determining weightings
is highly problematic (Richert et al., 1982).

Furthermore, combining data inappropri
ately also tends to identify jacks-of-all-trades,
or students who develop ability, creativity, and
motivation concurrently, but may eliminate
the "masters of some," who especially need a
gifted program to develop their potential, for
example:

• Students with a very high IQ who may be
underachieving in lChool beca1iae of the ex
treme inappropriateness of the regular cur
riculum and therefore lack teacher or parent
nominationa

• Exceptionally intellectually creative stu
dents, who are often screened out by IQ or
achievement measures (Torrance 1979)

• Creative students who are independent, re
bellious, and nonconforming, who tend not to
get teacher or even parent recommendations

Furthermore, most ofthe identification pro
cedures used, such as standardized tests,
teacher recommendations, and gnuies (often
used for such IIeCOndary program options as
honors, AP, or accelerated courses), are really
measures of conformity to middle-class aca
demic values and achievement. The national
survey of practices reported in the Nationol
Report on Identification (Richert et al., Chap. 2)
revealed that even when multiple measures
are used, standardized test scores tend to be
given disproportionate weight. The more mea
sures that are used and combined inappropri
ately, the more likely it becomes that disad
vantaged students (poor, minority, creative.
and others who tend to be underachievers in
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schools) will be excluded. Therefore, the use of
multiple measures, which merely reinforce a
narrow concept of giftedness, may create the
appearance of inclusiveness but can actually
exacerbate elitism in identification.

Exclusive Program Design

Because of the limited resources, there have
been several counterproductive trends among
theoreticians and groups vying for services.
Parents whose children are being served
through present identification practices defend
the status quo because they fear their children
will be excluded if other groups, such as the
disadvantaged, are included. Many adminis
trators argue that because of limited resources
only small numbers of students can be served,
with the result that the same white middle
class students are identified.

One unfortunate outcome of educational re
forms trying to foster "excellence" hasbeen the
reinforcement of elitist programs that serve 88

few 88 2 to 5% of students. Program models
that delineate a hierarchical pattern (pyra
mids or ladtk,.,), rather than an egalitarian
model that simply acknowledges various kinds
of gifted potential that may require different
programmatic provisions, create unnecessary
forms of elitism. No one knows how many
students have gifted potential, since no one has
made an effort to elicit giftedness from all
students. Luis Machado, Minister for the De
velopment of Intelligence in Venezuela, comes
cloee to attempting to do 10. Machado (1980)
baaembarked on an ambitious venture to de
velop muimum intellectual potential in all
IleglDents of Venezuelan eociety. While pro
gramsfor the gifted, by definition, cannot serve
all children, serving fewer than 25% of
students will exclude too many students with
gifted potential.

Although many states and districts use
broadwritten definitions, in practice primarily
ltudents with a single pattern of manifesta
tion of giftedness are served, that is, high
achieving, conforming students. In addition,
considerable effort by writers in the field is
being upended in debates 88 to which are the
linglebest program models, rather than in the

development of practical inexpensive program
models that could serve more students.

Promising Practices in Identification

Principles of Identification

Principles for assessing identification proce
dures emerged through the deliberations of the
national panel ofexperts that met as part of the
National Report on Identification (Richert et
aI., 1982). They should be heeded by prac
titioners. They are as follows:

1. Defensibility. Procedures should be based on
the best available research and recommen
dations.

2. Advocacy. Identification should be designed
in the best interests of all students.
Students should not be harmed by proce
dures.

3. Equity:
• Procedures should guarantee that no one

is overlooked.
• The civil rights of students should be" pro

tected.
• Strategies should be specified for identi

fying the disadvantaged gifted.
• Cutoff ICOres should be avoided since they

are the most common way that disadvan
taged students are diacriminatedagainst.
<High ICOres should be used to include
students, but if students meet other cri
teria, through selfor parent nominations,
for example, then a lower test ICOre should
not be used to exclude them.)

4. Pluralism. The broadest defensible defini
tion of giftedness should be used.

5. Comprehensive1lU8. As many gifted learn
ers 88 possible should be identified and
served.

6. Pragmatism. Whenever possible, proce
dures should allow for the modification and
use of instruments and resources on hand.

Defensible Definitions

The National Report on Identification (Richert
et aI., 1982) analyzed a strong trend in the
United States toward a broadening of defini
tions over the last century to include multiple
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abilities and factors of giftedness. A few of
the contributors to that direction have been
Guilford in his multifactored structure of intel
lect model (1977), Torrance (1964) in creativ
ity, Renzulli (1978) in elaborating some of the
motivational factors in giftedness, Tannen
baum (1983) in stressing the nonintellective
and experiential variables in manifestations of
giftedness, Roeper (1982) in suggesting that it
might be nece888TY to develop a concept ofemo
tional giftedness and Piechowski and Colan
gelo's (1984) elaboration of Dabrowski's con
ceptualization of a developmental potential
intrinsic to giftedness.

In the area of cognitive science, the pub
lications of Gardner (1983; see Chapter 5) and
Sternberg <1985; see Chapter 4), as well as the
special issue of the Roeper Review (Silverman,
1986b), emphasize the recognition of diverse,
discrete cognitive abilities in the identification
of giftedness. In addition, I have argued for a
comprehensive and pluralistic definition that
not only acknowledges the existence ofvarious
exceptional abilities but is ethical in that it
will not harm or limit the potential of excep
tional students (Richert, 1986, 1987). Defini
tions used should not harm students. Students
who are labeled gi~ resent the label with
good reason (Colangelo & Brower, 1987; Kerr,
Colangelo. & Gaeth, 1988). Often, inappropri
ate expectations for consistently high aca
demic performance are projected onto iden
tified students by educators or parents. It is
much more defensible, in terms ofthe research,
and more acceptable, in terms of students' self
concepts, to view the identification process as a
needs assessment that targets untapped gifted
potential. Districts should use broad, pluralis
tic definitions, such as the federally legislated
definition that includes diverse abilities. Such
definitions may identify up to 25% of the
students as requiring a program to help de
velop their diverse gifted potentials.

Appropriate Use of Test Data

Selection of Tests and Instruments. The
misuse of tests can be avoided by considering
the cautions and recommendations of the panel
of experts for The National Report (Richert et

al., 1982), which are summarized on the list of
tests and recommendation for use in Table 7.1.

The list indicates the appropriateness of
tests for different abilities, populations, and
stages of identification. Practitioners should
follow these precautions in the use of tests:

1. Select different measures and procedures to
identify each diverse gifted ability.

2. Address these issues before using any test:
• Is the test appropriate for the ability be

ing sought?
• Is the test being used at the appropriate

stage of identification (i.e., nomination
into a broad talent pool; assessment for a
specific program option; evaluation
within a program)?

• Is the test appropriate for any disadvan
taged subpopulations in the district that
are typically discriminated against in
measures of academic achievement (i.e.,
poor, minority, creative, underachieving,
ete.)?

Equitable Procedures for Identifying Groups
Disadvantaged in Identification

Avoiding Discrimination. Discrimination
against disadvantaged students should be as
siduously guarded against both for the pur
pose of equity and to avoid charges of elitism.
The special procedures described below are
required in order to find students with
gifted potential among the social groups that
are most disadvantaged in an identification
process that relies heavily on measures of aca
demic achievement (such as teacher recom
mendations, grades, or standardized tests),
particularly such groups as:

• The poor (students meeting federal stan
dards for qualifying for free or reduced-price
lunch)

• Minority races or cultures
• Students with minimal proficiency in En

glish
• Males (when identifying verbal ability below

the fifth grade)
• Females (when identifying mathematical

ability)
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Regardless of students' social background,
special efforts are necessary to identify these
students with gifted potential who also tend to
beexcluded from programs that rely primarily
on measures of academic achievement:

• The intellectually creative
• The academically underachieving
• The handicapped or learning disabled

Equitable Use of Academic Achieve
ment Data. If in using actual test data or
teacher recommendations to identify students,
the outcome is more than a 5 to 10% under
representation of any individual subpopu
lation (the poor, minority races or cultures,
students with minimal proficiency in English,
males or females) within a school district,
then the following procedures guaranteeing
equity should be used.

When selecting standardized tests, only
those tests deemed appropriate by the national
panel of experts for disadvantaged students
should be considered. The National Report
CRichert et al., 1982) lists more than 12 tests
that have been assessed as appropriate for the
subpopulations in various school districts.
These are indicated on the list of instruments
in Table 7.1. If a school district is not already
using an approved test, there are several prob
lems in selecting different tests for various
populations. It is certainly a more costly and
complicated choice than using esisting test
data. Questions may also be raised as to
whether the instruments are measuring the
same abilities or whether comparisons across
tests are valid.

If a district is using a test that is not ap
proved for one of its disadvantaged subpopu
lations, the most practical approach is to use
existing test data but to renorm it to overcome
test bias. In a procedure approved by the U.s.
Office of Civil Rights, the scoresmay be diaag
gregated (i.e., broken down) by various popula
tionsin order to factor out the inherent bias in
mostltandardized tests (Angoft', 1971; Hansen,
Hurwitz, &Madow, 1953; Sudman 1976; Wood
It Talmadge, 1976). Renorming allows the se
lection ofthe same percentage of students from
each subpopulation to ensure equal represen
tation from each group. The purpose of re
DOnning is, however, not merely to achieve

equity. Rather than relying solely on school
achievement, which is skewed by social and
economic environmental differences, the major
objective of renorming is to identify inherent
and latent gifted potential in all populations.

These are the steps for renorming test
scores or teacher nominations.

1. Determine whether the existing procedure
underidentifies any of the disadvantaged
subpopulation in the district by more than 5
to 10% to determine whether the following
steps should be taken.

2. Determine the percentage of students that
will be identified for each program option.
(For example, a district may chose to select
25% of its students for program options in
mathematics and reading in grades K-6.l

3. Disaggregate the scores. Determine in
which of these categories students belong:
• Economic:

Disadvantaged (use federal guidelines for
freeor reduced-price lunch)
Advantaged (not needing freeor reduced
price lunch)

• Races or cultures:
Black
White
Hispanic
Other

• Sex:
Male
Female

4. Rank-order the disaggregated scores from
the various populations within each group.

5. The same percentage of the top-scoring
students from each subpopulation as from
among advantaged students is selected. If
the district has resources for serving, for
example, 25% of its students grades K-8 in
homogeneously grouped classes in reading,
then baaed on achievement subtest scoresin
reading, the top 25% of the white students,
top 25% of the black students, top 25% of the
Hispanic students, top 25% of the boys, and
top 25% of the girls should be selected for
services. Students will, of course, fall into
several categories (economic, social, sex),
but a balance can be worked out so that the
outcome is a group representative of the dis
trict's entire school population.
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Table 7.1
Alphabetical Listing of Instruments and Recommendations for Use
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urtoon ConWfV~"onSc~~

IYrron-WPl.h Art Sc~~

IIIOgr~phlC:~1 In\'ftllory-form U

COIln,I"," Abilllies Tft!
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Ifdata from teachers do not differ markedly
from test 1COre&, rather than offering comple
mentary information, sueh data may have a
similar bias. In that case, data from teachers
may be renormed in the same manner. The

1COre& from teacher nomination forms can be
disaggregated and ranked within each of the
various aubpopulatiODS, and a fixed top per
centage from within, rather than acroas, each
8ubpopulation may beselected.
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10
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Alternative Test Procedures for
Learning.Disabled or Handicapped Stu·
dents. Tests that are not affected by specific
handicapping conditions should be used to as
leSS the exceptional potential of learning-

disabled and handicapped students. These
students may also be identified by using non
standardized data. such as parent. self. or
teacher nominations.
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Appropriate Use of Multiple Sources
of Data

Rec.entwork in the field ofcognitive science, as
reviewed above in the discussion of defensible
definitions, presents a very strong case for mul
tiple and discrete kinds of intelligence (rather
than single-factored intelligence), each of
which requires ditTerent assessment measures.

Precautions should be taken when using
data from various measures. Districts should
not add apples and oranges when collecting
formal and informal data. The purpose of using
data from ditTerent sources is not to validate or
confirm one source with another (parent nomi
nation and teacher nomination, or IQ and
achievement test scores, for example). The goal
is to have a variety of measures complement
each other in order to find diverse indicators of
potential that a single measure cannot retiect.

Data from ditTerent sources should be used
independently, and each source should be suf
ficient to include a student in a program. High
scores should be used only to include students.
CutoffBcoresshould not be used since they tend
to exclude creative, underachieving, and disad
vantaged students. Intellectually creative or
disadvantaged students should not beexcluded
from a program solely on the basis of a test
score if there are other indicators of excep
tional potential, such as teacher, parent, or
self-nominations. In other words, a high IICOt'e

on a nonstandardized measure or a stan
~ test should be enough to otTer entry
mto a program for at least 1 year. Students
should beable to qualify for a program by scor
ing high on any of several measures, rather
than on most or all.

Other Procedures and Sources
of Information

nata from Parents, Teachers, and
Peers. Checklists and other informal data
from parents, teachers, and peers should be
used appropriately to complement rather than
confirm tests or other data about school
achievement at appropriate stages of an ongo
ing assessment. They are especially important
to ensure identification of the disadvantaged

populations cited above. At the primary (K-3l
level, parents are good sources of information
about a child's strengths and intrinsic motiva
tion demonstrated by extracurricular activi
ties outside school. At all grade levels, teachers
trained in negative characteristics of the gifted
are particularly good sources of observations
about creative behaviors. A list of some nega
tive characteristics associated with high levels
of creativity, critical thinking, or intrinsic mo
tivation is presented in Table 7.2. Without
such training, data from teachers may otTer
information even less useful than a stan
dardized test (Gear, 1976, 1978). Checklists
provide opportunities for seeking information
about students' activities beyond the required
curriculum.

Peer nominations are useful especially to
find leadership potential, for it is from peers
that leaders emerge and by peers that leaders
must first be recognized. Peer nominations
also have some utility in the area of creativ
ity, since peers have a good basis for judging
the exceptionality, imaginativeness, and
uniqueness of a fellow student's ideas.

The panelists for the National Report
<Richert et al., 1982) stressed that the follow
ing standards should be used for such instru
ments:

• Characteristics listed should be research
based, not just the product of a well
intentioned local committee (several are in
cluded in Chapter 6 of the National Report).

• The list should include negative or unex
pected characteristics indicated by the re
search.

• Teachers using such instruments must be
trained to observe especially the negative be
haviors.

In addition, nomination forms should pro
duce di1ferent scores for diverse abilities. For
example, a minimum requirement would be for
teacher observation checklists to evaluate both
specific academic abilities that the program
addresees and intellectual creativity. Because
achievement and IQ tests tend to screen out the
most creative students and teachers often have
biases against the nonconforming student,
nominations for creativity are especially eru-
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Table 7.2
Characteristics of the Gifted That Tend to Screen Them Out of Programs

BEHAVIORS

Bored with routine tasks, refuses to do rote
homework.

Not interest in details; hands in messy work.

Makes jokes or puns at inappropriate times.

Refuses to accept authority; nonconforming, stubborn.

Difficult to get her to move onto another topic.

Emotionally sensitive-may overreact, get angry
easily, or be ready to cry if things go wrong.

ASSOCIATED WITH:

CREATIVITY

• High tolerance of ambiguity

>-. Independent, divergent thinking

• Risk taking

• Imaginative, sensitive

MOTIVATION

• Persistence in interest areas

• Intensity of feelings and values

• Independence

Is self-critical, impatient with failures.

Is critical of others. of the teachers.

Tends to dominate others.

Often disagrees vocally with others or with the
teacher about ideas or values.

CRITICAL THINKING

• Sees discrepancies between real/ideal____________________-" ~ truth/expression

• Sets high standards

• Capable of analysis and evaluation

cia1. With the exception of the Torrance Tests
of Creative Thinking (the Figural version is
especially useful with all populations includ
ing the disadvantaged) (Torrance & Ball, 1984)
and the Structure of the Intellect-Learning
Abilities test (Meeker. Meeker. & Roid, 1985).
there are very few readily available stan
dardized tests that will elicit scores in cre
ativity.

Self-Nominations. Starting at about grade
4, eelf-nominations have been used very suc
cessfully in many programs. Students are in
formed about the curriculum and objectives or
invitedto visit various program options. They
apply for those that in~restthem. This method
taps into the intrinsic motivation and intense
interests of the gifted. Table 7.3 includes an
interviewprotocal for self-nominations. Table

7.4 is a form for assessing interviews in tenns
of student motivation. interests, creativity,
and quality of efforts beyond the required cur
riculum.

UHofDa~onSmftnt~~u.The

last stage of identification is evaluation. If a
program for the gifted offers effective, trained
statr, an appropriate curriculum, and enough
time within each program option, then identi
fication should be not only an ongoing process.
Students should be assessed annually to deter
mine not whether they are "gifted," but
whether they should remain in a particular
program option or would be better served in
another option or in the regular classroom. The
same data being gathered to evaluate individ
ual students may be usedin aggregate for pro
gram evaluation and improvement.
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Table 7.3
Interview Protocol for Self-Nominations

1. On what do you spend most of your time outside school when you can choose the activity?
2. How much time do you spend on this activity or interest?
3. From whom or where did you learn about this activity or interest?
4. What have you.done or produced as a result of your interest?
5. How would you evaluate the quality, effectiveness, or originality of your achievement?
6. What more would you like to know about your interest?
7. Would you like to talk with people who are experts on your interest, or read more about it?
8. Ifyou had help in getting the information, materials or contacting experts, would you want to prepare a

project, paper, model, slide tape, talk, artwork, and so on, or use your new information for some real
problem you or someone else wants to solve?

9. What problems have you had in trying to study or work independently? In using your time? In finding
information? In completing your project?

10. Would you like help in improving in these areas?

Richert et al. (1982) and Hagen (in an inter
view by Silverman, 1986&), among others,
point out that criteria used to place students
into programs are not neceuarily appropriate
(or exiting them. The real challenge in evalu
ating student progn!I8 in a program (or the
gifted is the development of standards for eval
uation that correlate with adult original con
tributions to a field, 10 that the present low or
invene correlation between school perfor
mance and later original contributions will be

defeated and more students will be able to de
velop their gifted potential. Data on student
progress in a program option (related to the
program's curriculum objectives, which should
be designed to develop not only higher level
cognitive abilities, both creative and critical
thinking, but a1IO higher level emotional and
ethical potential), rather than any changes in
standardized test 1COre& that may have pre
vided students entry into the program, should
determine whether a student continues in the

Table?"
Aueument of Interview

Toe
Not at AU Somewhat Great Ihgree

1. Does the student initiate his or her own activities?
2. Is the student's interest ilWrue enough 10 he or abe has

80ught or will ..k to learn more?
3. Doesthe 8tudent show motivation to apply what he or

abemay learn to produce 8Ometbing?
4. Doesthe student indicate commitment to UIe his or her

abilities and be productive?
5. Do activities, products, or achievements indicate an

original or creative approach?
6. Does the student have problema in initiating or

completing independent activity?
7. Are there areas such as time management that require

attention?
8. Does the student need aaaiatance in developing

reaean:h akilla?
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program each year. (See Richert, 1986, for
analysis of the higher levels of cognitive, affec
tive, and ethical taxonomies appropriate for
curriculum objeetives.)

The few standardized tests appropriate at
this stage are specified in the "Evaluation" col
umn on the list of test instruments included in
Table 7.1. These tests may provide some as
lle88D1ent of progress in critical thinking.
However, teacher, self, and peer product and
process elKlluations are very useful indicators
of progress. Product evaluations should in
clude assessments of higher level cognitive
skills such as creativity, complexity, and prag
matism (does it work?) as well as critical
thinking. Process evaluation by self and
teacher should address, in addition to cognitive
skills used, higher level affective and social
skills such as independence, intrinsic motiva
tion, risk taking, persistence, decision making,
cooperation, and so forth. Process and product
evaluation may be carried out through the use
of various criterion-referenced scales and
checklists that address the goals of the pr0

gram. Many have been collected in an evalu
ation handbook (Richert, 1978).

Developmental Curriculum

Elsewhere, I point out that the regular
classroom is a de facto identification procedure
(Richert, 1987). If the regular classroom de
velops only those abilities that can be mea
lUredby teats or recognized by teachers, then
many underachieving or disadvantaged stu
dents will be missed in identification. If,
however, the regular claas does indeed develop
higher level cognitive and affective abilities,
then it can offer what may be called a develop
mentcl curriculum that can evoke gifted poten
tial (Richert, 1987). The long-range educa
tional goal of all c:listri.cts should be to train all
teachers in methods that mnimiu the poten
tial of all students. Then whatever their back
ground, characteristics, or diverse potential,
students could be identified because their abili
ties would become manifest. Another immea
surable benefit of this approach would be the
improvement of the quality of education for all
students. This is one of the ways that the goal
ofMachado (1980), to develop maximum Intel-

lectual potential in all segments of'Venezuelan
society, could be applied in our society.

Comprehensive Low-Cost Programs

Because of the inevitable competition for re
sources, an inexpensive program design is nec
essary to serve the 20 to 25% of students with
gifted potential who require programs to de
velop their abilities. A crucial advocacy issue
to consider is that identifying much fewer than
20% of students will tend to polarize parents of
high-achieving students and disadvantaged or
minority parents in the competition for places
in a program. In order to develop a high
quality program that can serve the diverse
needs of up to 25 or even 30% of a student
population, I have recommended a five-step
plan for modifying a diversity of existing
district resources (including homogeneous
grouping in required subject areas, the regular
classroom, cocurricular activities, and elec
tives, among many others; Richert, 1985a, b, c).
Two of the moat cruciallteps in this approach
are equitable identification and intensive itaff
development for thoee faculty who will be
teaching the various program options. Without
a pragmatic and comprehensive program de
sign, broad-based and equitable identification
cannot be carried out.

Conclusion

Pluralism, or the celebration of diversity, as
Alexis de Tocqueville observed, is the hall
mark of American democracy. Rather than de
veloping identification procedures and pro
grams that are elitist and exclusive, programs
for the gifted should reflect American plu
ralism. Educators should also adopt the Hippo
cratic ilijunction to "do no harm" by avoiding
errors and distortions that exclude some
students from programs that they need or im
pose impossible expectations on students. Pr0
grams for students with gifted potential can be
defensible and equitable if the following prac
tices are followed:

• Adoption of a comprehensive and pluralistic
definition that includes diverse abilities and
emphasizes potential rather than labeling
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• Recognition that the purpose ofidentification
and programmatic provisions for the gifted is
not to label or to reward achievement or con
formity to school expectations, but to find and
develop exceptional potential

• Use of data about cognitive (especially cre
ative) and noncognitive abilities from vari
ous sources beyond academic achievement to
identify diverse, discrete gifted abilities

• Appropriate assessment of data from multi
ple sources

• Equitable use of academic achievement data
by renorming test scores to overcome bias
against various disadvantaged groups, par
ticularly the poor and minority groups

• Identification of up to 25%ofa district's popu
lation so that if errors are made they are
errors of inclusion rather than exclusion

• Development of cost-effective multiple pro
gram options to serve the diverse needs of a
heterogeneous gifted population

• Funding of appropriate staffdevelopment

This pluralistic approach incorporates the
expanding conceptualizations of giftedness
and provides equitable, comprehensive, defen
sible, and pragmatic identification procedures
and programs that can serve the needs of both
students and our society.
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In every cry of every man,
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In every voice in every ban,
The mind-Iorg'd manacles I bear.
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A review of research reveals five major issues in defining underachieve
ment among gifted students:

1. Confusion about the definition of underachievement. As Dowdall and
Colangelo (1982) have pointed out. definition's of underachievement
vary and conflict. Most definitions of underachievement among the
..:t.~ ..J" h .."O' thO' IVlmmnn factor of assuming that there is a discrep-
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A review of research reveals five major issues in defining underachieve
ment among gifted students:

1. Confusion about the definition of underachievement. As Dowdall and
Colangelo (l982) have pointed out. definitions of underachievement
vary and conflict. Most definitions of underachievement among the
gifted do have the common factor of assuming that there is a discrep
ancy between potential ability and demonstrated achievement.

2. Confusion about what constitutes gifted potential. In the literature on
gifted underachievers, potential is defined in a variety of ways, but most
often it is related to IQ. Almost invariably, underachievement is defined
in terms of GClJderrUc achievement and is measured either by • standard
ized achievement test, grades, or meeting specific teacher expectations.

3. Absence of clear distinctions between GClJderrUc end gifted achieve-
- - - .~~ - I 1L.- u_tl__ R_n..Jt
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versely correlated with adult eminence or original contn'butions iDvirtu
ally all fields. Therefore, research does not support either the use of
academic achievement to measure gifted underachievement, or the use .
of academic underachievement to predict giftedness in adults. These are
my conclusions, but the debate on this issue is far from over.

4. Underestimation of the Gmount Gnd degree of underachievement
Gmong nudents with gifted potential. At least 50S of students identi
fied through IQ have been designated as academic underachievers
(Gowan, 1957; National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1984; Rapb, Goldberg, & Passow, 1966; Terman & Oden, 1947). Yet the
50S figure does not include underachievement among students who
were not identified because IQ was used. _

5. Development of counterproductive curriculum objectives for gifted
underachietJen. There exists confusion between definitions of gifted
and academic underachievement. It is highly questionable whether
the goal for "underachieving" gifted students ahould be primarily
academic achievement and higher standardized test scores. The bias
that drives such goals bas been the pervasive myth that academic
achievement is always the path to adult giftedness.

DEFINING MAXIMUM GIFTED POTENTIAL

Alpectl of Gifted Potential

Gifted potential is not a single-dimensional intellectual phenomenon,
but a complex ability that emerges from the interaction of innate poten
tial, learning, and experience. As Hollingworth (1926), Renzulli (1978),
Tannenbaum (1983), Terman and Oden (1947), and I (Richert, 1982a),
along with many others, have stated, nonintellectual factors are necessary
variables in gifted achievement, for which J will use the operational
definition, original contribution to a field.

Figure 10.1 is a schematic depicting the four aspects of gifted potential
necessary for the manifestation of giftedness, or original contribution to a
field. I The first circle illustrates the capacities/skills necessary for the
specific kind of giftedness the individual possesses. These types of gifted
ness may be categorized into the seven "intelligences" defined by

1. Reozulli (1978) uses a three-ring schematic but does 1IOt d~fine each of th~ circles.
or th~ir interrelationship.~ same way. DOT does Iwdistinguish between~ manifestatioD
of IPftedness in adults and ~ lifted poteotiaJ evident in childreD. who doDOl aee:essarily
develop aU~ requisit~ abilities eoncurreDtly.
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Figure 10.1 Maximum Human Potential
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Gardner (1983), the three areas Sternberg uses (l985), any of the sixareas in
the federal definition, or any human ability (Renzulli, 1978~ Richert, 1986).

The second circle refers to products or performance as the visible,
concrete, or measurable manifestations of giftedness-the solution, prod
uct, or performance itself. Renzulli (1978), Tannenbaum (1983), and I as
well as others (Richert, 1987,1991; Richert, Alvino, & McDonnel, 1982)
stress the importance of the application of the abilities to specific pro
ducts, if only to have an observable manifestation of giftedness.

The third circle refers to the criteria for creativity that are wed in
any society or historical period to assess a product, performance, or
solution as original. Creathity, as Torrance (1964, 1972, 1979) and Ren
zulli (1978), among many others, have insisted, is absolutely necessary for
gifted achievement.

The fourth circle depicts the emotional and ethical components of
giftedness, which provide the energy to develop an individual's potential
giftedness. Without this motivation, neither high achievement nor IQ
scores by themselves can guarantee that someone will make an original
contribution to any field.
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As Cardner (1983) and Sternberg (1985) have emphasized, there is a
big difference between school- or test-measured "intelligence"'and prag
matic, real-life, or gifted "intelligence."' Creative artists and writers who
have made the greatest breakthroughs rarely received the approval of
either their teachers or the art or literary critics of their time. Yet the
majority of the literature on underachieving gifted students deals only
with ability as measured by tests (achievement or IQ) or productivity as
assessed by indica ton of academic achievement such as grades, test
scores, and teacher evaluations.

CharlicterlltlCl of Maximum Human Development

The diverse views of writers who represent Eastern as weDas West
ern philosophical and psychological perspectives were analyzed to for
mulate a comprehensive conceptualization of the characteristics of maxi
mum inteDectual, creative, emotional, and ethical potential. Summarized
in Table 10.1are the seven salient characteristics of maximum intellectual,
creative, productive, physical, emotional, ethical, and spiritual develop
ment conceptualized by these writen. These characteristics address the
immediate needs and the major developmental tasJcs of aD adolescents,
particularly those with gifted potential.

Defining Underllchlevement
Among Students with Gifted Potential

For the purposes of helping the gifted achieve their maximum intellec
tual, productive, creative, emotional, and ethical potential, the three fol
lowing factors should be emphasized in defining gifted underachievement:

1. Achievement among gifted students must be defined as the develop
ing of all the four aspects of giftedness depicted in Figure 10.1.

2. Underachievement among gifted students must be defined as under
achievement in cmv of the four areas necessary for the manifestation of
giftedness.

3. Underachievement in any of the four areas of gifted potential is
significant.

Since one of the primary psychological tasks of adolescence is develop
ment of self-concept and socialization, emotional, ethical, and social
development should take precedence over academic achievement.

There are three major advantages to using this conceptualization of
underachievement among the gifted. First, this approach provides a
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philosophical foundation that is in the best interests of both students and
society. Underachievement must be defined in terms of students' intellec
tual, ethical, and emotional needs as opposed to evaluation criteria re
lated primarily to academic perfonnance.

Second, the goals and possible errors of identification that may
foster underachievement are clarified. Since most identification proce
dures in the United States rely primarily on measures of academic perfor
mance, one of the most crucial problems of gifted underachievers is that
they tend not to be identified or served in gifted programs and they may
never learn what their potential is. The reported 3OS-7OS underrepresen
tation of minorities in gifted programs nationaJly makes it certain that
many economically, culturally, or socially disadvantaged students who
most need special programs are excluded and may therefore not develop
their full potential (Richert, 1987,1991;Richert et al., 1982).The recom
mendations in this chapter optimisticaDy assume that equitable identifi~.

cation procedures have been used to identify the gifted, including aca
demic underachievers of aD economic and ethnic backgrounds (Richert.
1987,1991).The goal of identification is to discover students with excep
tional ability or potential in any of the four areas depicted in Figure 10.1
since they may need learning or experiences that an appropriate curricu
lum can offer to evoke potential in aD four areas. When I use the term
gifted ,tudent, I mean Itudent. with gifted J'otentiDl.

Third, this conceptualization can also help in determining curricu
lum objectives for the gifted. The goal of gifted programs-for both
academic achievers and academic underachievers-should be to develop
potential in aU four areas in Figure 10.1, and the traits listed in Table 10.1,
as opposed just to raising test scores or producing teacher-pleasers who
get good grades.

PATTERNS OF UNDERACHIEVEMENT
AMONG THE GIFTED

Psychologist Abraham Maslow (1970) found very few people who
had realized their fuJI intellectual and emotional potential. The psycho
analytical theory of Heinz Kohut (1970) suggests that a significant factor
preventing self-actualization may be the lack of "mirroring." Kohut insists
that in order to develop their full potential, all children need to have
others reflect their best and nonjudgmentally accept their worst. This
echoes the views of the gifted poet William Blake, who two hundred
years ago blamed "mind-forg'd manacles" as the prime cause of the loss
of joy, energy, and creativity.
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-Mind-forg'd manacles,- the acceptance of extemaDy imposed emo
tional or inteDectual expectations, limit everyone's potential. Children. as
weD as their parents, are pressured to conform. to what their parents.
teacbers, employers, neighbors, spouses, or other cbiJdren expect of them.
For two reasons the gifted, UDfortuDately, beara heavier burden. First, the
more exceptional the child, the more likely that the expectations wiD be
inaccurate or unfair. Second, because of the prevalent myths concerning
the nature of the gifted (e.g., they will always make it on their own; the)'
are excellent students; they are agreeable and channing), fonnaJ identifica
tion in school may only serve to reinforce distorted sel{-concepts.

Kobut (1970) and MiJJer (1981) argue that expectations mold self
concept and influence use of latent cognitive, emotional, and ethical
abilities. As Figure 10.2 mustrates. everyone has the choice to accept,
reject, transcend, or withdraw from others' expectations, but eacb of
these responses also exacts a distinctive price. either sbort or long nnge.
None is easy. yet some are more conducive to survival and fulfillment of
giftedness. The gifted pay a higber social and personal price than average
people. Wben the gifted blindly conform to external expectations, they
lose a great deal of themselves. If they deny their uniqueness, their
values, and th~ir needs, the cost is self-alienation and loss of emotional
and creative energy. They have a mucb greater potential to lose than
others. if they withdraw from expectations. However. if they overtly
reject group norms, their rebellion may be so extreme as to invoke severe
penalties.

The gifted-even more than the rest of society-are continually
assaulted by the expectations. or mind·forgd manacles others try to
impose on them. Miller's poignant book, Prisoners of Childhood (1981),
depicts the drama of gifted children imprisoned by their parents' narcis
sistic ambitions. Mone" magazine bad a very powerful article and cover
picture sbowing an adolescent impaled with arrows. representing the
pressures to meet the expectations and needs of his parents'self-esteem,
the desires of scbools to demonstrate "successful" academic programs,
and the ambitions of colleges to appear to be the most competitive
(Scburenberg, 1989).

There are different patterns of underacbievement among males and
females (Kerr. 1985; Sbaw & McCuen, 1960). While gifted boys seem to
start their academic underacbievement early, underacbievement among
gifted girls becomes more prevalent in adolescence. Twice as many
males as females underachieve academica)))' in school, but over an indi
·vidual's lifetime, females as a group are the greater underachievers. Some
of these gender differences will be discussed in the description of patt
erns of response to expectations.



Figure 10.2 Patterns of Achievement and Underachievement in
Response to Expectations in Relation to Potential
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From my clinical experience with gifted children and adults, including
underachievers, J have observed that in response to extemalJy imposed
values, they seem to develop one of four survival strategies: accepting
others' expectations (conformity); withdrawal from others' expectations;
rejecting the expectations of others (rebellion); or transcending others'
expectations (independence). From my observations J have developed a
model in which each of these strategies is suggestive of a distinctive
personality style or tendency, and each fosters or hinders the development
of certain aspects of self-concept, social relations, and the emotional impact
of experiences. In different contexts with different degrees of demands, the
same student may react differently. The more rigid the expectations, the
more extreme a student's response is likely to be. Table 10.2depicts the four
possible responses to extemalJy imposed expectations.

Conformity-The Closet Gifted Child

The very existence of norms demonstrates. that for the sake of sur
vival, most people-including the gifted-take the path of least resis
tance and accept what others require of them. Many gifted children do
accept, conform, and perform. First they learn to please their parents and
teachers, then their employers, spouses, and friends. The gifted child's
excellent grades, intense competitiveness, and need to excel may be
motivated not by confidence, but by insecurity. The unhealthy pattern of
DaJ'cissism analyzed b)' Kohut (1970) can make children become depen
dent on continual external reinforcement of their worth by grades, test
scores, parental praise, and friends' admiration. As adults, they can be
come ambitious workaholics who are never satisfied by their achieve
ments, but continuaDy crave another recognition of their worth: a creden
tial, promotion, raise, publicity, or award. This is hardly surprising since
our society encourages people--males in particular-to value themselves
according to how many of these external narcissistic status symbols they
acquire. Personal relationships of narcissists can also be based solely on
expediency (Kohut, 1970; Miller, 1981).

For females' in our society, pleasing others-whether teachers, par
ents, or friends-can become far more important than other measures of
achievement. The pressures for both males and females to conform are
great. The unquestioning acceptance of conventional academic stan
dards is counseled by many parents and advisors because it offers the
most immediate rewards and ostensibly the surest route to success (or
yuppiedom) as defined by our culture. Conforming to social expecta
tions is based on denial of individual values, a reluctance to accept
mistakes, repression of creativity and independence, and a fear of being
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unmasked or rejected. H the traits in Table 10.1 are considered, con
foJ"Dlity is a distinctive kind of emotional and ethical underachievement,
for which the term "closet" gifted seems most appropriate.

Without the development of creativity, a child can be successfu)
but Dot gifted. Yet even more serious than the repression of creativity is
the emotional dependence that. in the long nm, makes these children
insecure and inordinately susceptible to external criticism (Kohut, 1970;
MilIer,1981). Some closet gifted children-and adults-ean be 10 devas
tated by what seems to be the exposure of their true worthlesmess, such
as getting their first C's or even B's, that they can become self-destructive.

WlthdraWlI from CompeUtJon

Other children accept external standards but-unlike the closet
gifted-feel they cannot meet them and withdraw from competition
before they can be defeated or rejected. Withdrawn gifted children fear
success because it can heighten the pressure to perform. Therefore. they
hedge their bets psychologically by avoiding both failure and success.
They become so adept at underachievement that they perform and
achieve like "average" children and are often Dot even identified for
classes for the gifted. By consistently delivering less of themselves-both
personally and academically-these children lower others' expectations
so there are fewer public emotional risks.

Some boys respond in this way to external values. especially if they
have an older sibling, male or female. who is very successful in school.
Withdrawal, however, is probably more typicalJy a feminine response.
For females, success in terms of academic. professional. or financial
achievement, which males can rely on for self-esteem, can endanger
personal relationships, So if girls win in one arena they may losE' in
another. The value of females and males is still judged differently. Many
women fear or avoid professicma1 success because their self-esteem is
based on how well they please males in general. Some females still dare
Dot risk the approval of males who are emblems of their value, 10·they
may settle for "safe" mediocrity. This path is the most debilitating and
limiting "mind-forg'd manacle."

Rebellion
.

Some gifted children-frequently those whose thinking is most di
vergent-respond by totall), rejecting any external expectation. ThE'}"
choose to rebel against rules or restrictions they find confining. However,
the vociferous assertions of rebels are indications of dependence rather
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than independence. Unlike revolutionaries who object to the status quo
because they want to establish a superior order. rebels are only reacting
against rules or norms. Adults caD mistake aggressive protests .of teen- .
agers against cleaning rooms. completing homework. or arriving at meals
on time as arrogance or self-confidence rather than an insecure ploy to
reject others before they are themselves rejected as inadequate.

In counseling sessions. teenage rebels in a half-way bouse and a youth
shelter have revealed to me that while they reject rules. they still believe in
the judgments others impose on them. They accept the "mind·forg'd mana
cles" that label them as "bad" students or children. Since they feel rejected
and betrayed. they use their divergent thinking abilities to undermine
authority figures and risk the punishment or failure that might result.

In school, if various expressions of creativity-wild ideas. day-dream
ing. tolerance of disorder, lateness, sloppiness-are not accepted or are
punished. creative children can feel rejected and respond by rebellion.
To some exceptionally creative children. being a rebel can become •
lifestyle with many more risks than rewards. For other children, this
stance will emerge only in very rigid. restrictive situations or in adoles
cence as they strive to release their uniqueness.

While closet gifted children strive for acceptance by revealing no
less than their best and biding their weaknesses. rebels use the opposite
tactic. Presenting their anger. impatience. sloppiness. and selfishness.
they calculate that if their worst is accepted. then they are indeed loved
unconditionally. They may well be right. However. since few parents or
teachers are blessed with infinite patience. it is hardly surprising that this
approach is usually counterproductive.

Maximizing Potentia'

U the gifted are to develop their maximum emotional and ethical, as
well as intellectual. potential. the healthiest and most constructive re
sponse-according to the sources shown in Table IO.l-is to transcend
group expectations and work toward an independent self-concept and
values. This approach leads to resilience when one is confronted with the
inevitable conflicts with norms and externally imposed limitations. Self
esteem liberated from external approval unleashes potential creativity
and energy and allows achievement to be motivated by personal interests
and values as opposed to the need for grades. approval. prestige. or
money as proof of self-worth.

"Maximizing" behavior may look like that of other personality types.
Students may appear to agree or disagree with rules. but the critical issue
is why they have made that choice. For example. on a typical school
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evening, four exceptional children may have to prepare for four tests.
The closet gifted child calculates that by spending one hour on each
subject, she can pull in four A's. The withdrawn child feels overwhelmed
by the task but decides that quick token reviews in all the subjects will
suffice to avoid abysmal failure. The rebel argues that four tests are too
many anyway, so be risks failure by deciding to spend the evening
watching a science fiction movie. The child who is on the road toward
self-actualization reasons that by continuing to work on the science proj
ect he cares about, be will be preparing for both the science and math
tests, but won't bave time to review for the English and social studies
tests. He also acknowledges that be may perform very weD in the first
two subjects and Jess well in the last two. It is only for the latter response
to expectations that content, purpose, or intrinsic value DE a task is an
issue. The other children are merely reacting to expectations.

One of the key indicators of a person who hasmaximized ber potential
is the ability to make choices based on personalcommitment and to accept
the consequences of those decisions (refer to Table 10.1). It is essential for
gifted children who have the potential for original contributions to be
willing to take two types of risks: incurring the disapproval of otbel"sand
the rislc of failw-e. Seward, Jefferson, Mahler, van Gogh, and Joyce bad to
endure the censure of political and artistic critics. Edison failed more than
100times before he found the right filament for the incandescent light bulb
that has become a symbol for original invention. In our schools and institu
tions failure is an epithet, and mistakes are irrevocably recorded in grades
or test scores. The cost of developing creativity can therefore be very high,
and the gifted must become strong enough to pay.

APPROACH TO OVERCOMING UNDERACHIEVEMENT

R.vl.w of R....reb

The review of the research on programs for gifted underachil"Vers is
not very belpful, particularly in light of the definitions proposed in this
chapter. However, the following generalizations about fostering achieve
ment among gifted adolescents may be made:

1. Early intervention is important to prevent increasing gaps between
potential and achievement (Shaw & McCuen, 1960).

2. Long-term programs are necessary for changes in achievement
(Dowdall lie Colangelo, 1982i Gallagher, 1979; Raph, Goldberg, &
Passow, 1966).
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3. Family members need to be involved in interventions (Dowdall &:
Colangelo, 1982; Rimm. 1986; Shaw &: McCuen, 1960j Whitmore,
1980). .

4. Counseling programs without curricular changes are unlikely to
boost achievement (Broedel. Olsen, &: Proff, 1958).

5. While many writers argue for homogeneous grouping of gifted stu
dents to maximize achievement, it is clear that without modifications
in curriculum, grouping alone will not make a significant difference
(Coldberg, 1959).

6. Strategies of grouping underachievers together may aggravate rather
than alleviate the problem (Perkins, 1969). Crouping achievers and
underachievers together is more likely to be beneficial for emotional
and academic development (implicit in Richert, 1982&, 1982b).

7. Different strategies are required for different forms of underachiev~
ment (Richert, 1982a, 1982bj.Rimm, 1986;Whitmore, 1980).

8. Equitable identification of gifted potential is necessary to find under
achievers, particularly among the economically disadvantaged and
various minority groups (Richert. 1982&, 1987, 1991).

9. The first goal of education should be to foster physical survival.
Adolescents with gifted potential are under even greater emotional
stress than other students (Richert. 1982&, 1982bj Webb, Meckstroth,
&: Tolan, 1982). While conflicting data exist, the highly gifted and
high achievers may weD be at even greater risk (Sargent, 1984j
Seiden, 1966). Meeting the emotional needs of the gifted should be
the first concern of all counseling programs and a primary goal of
curriculum for the gifted.

10. The inclusion of emotional and ethical, perhaps even spiritual, devel
opment as objectives for gifted underachievers is necessary not only
for these children to achieve their potential, but for the protection of
society. It is instructive to remember that because of his remorse
about inventing dynamite, Nobel created the prizes bearing his DaIIle
to inspire the gifted to use their abilities for peaceful rather than
destructive purposes.

11. Finally, unless programs for the gifted have goals and evaluation
criteria that include creativity and maximum emotional and ethical
development, the curriculum itself may foster forms of gifted under
achievement.

Strategle. for Maximizing Potential

I have developed a heuristic model that not only includes the 11
requisites for an effective approach to overcoming underachieyement,
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but also incorporates the views of many of the sources listed in Table
10.1.1 While quantitative data have Dotyet been gathered for this model.
informal responses over a decade (1980-1990) from many groups of
parents. counselors. and teachers who deal with gifted adolescents sug
gest that all three groups are able to identify the different patterns of
achievement and that the recommended strategies are specific enough to
be practical.

Whatever a child's socialJy recognized achievements. unless emo
tional potential is realized. including the understanding and acceptance
of self and others. even the gifted wiDin some ways be underachievers.
The approach to developing unachieved potential is to create situations
that will counteract inappropriate expectations; make children resilient to
external judgments; and evoke chl1dren's maximum potential (including
special abilities. productivity. creativity. emotions. and values)'. Six
strategies that educators. counselors. parents. and advocates of the gifted
can use are depicted in Table 10.3.The effectiveness of specific strategies
wiD vary according to a clu1d's distinctive personality pattem: closet
(conforms). withdrawn (avoids competition). rebellious (rejects any
rules). or maximjzing (determines own values).

Strengthening SeIf-ConcepL A positive or healthy self-concept dis
tinguishes the best and the weakest parts of the self while.also accepting
the imperfect condition of being human. To strengthen self-concept,
DonjudgmentaJ classroom and. home environments should be created.
Home and clasSroom rules should reflect the highest level of emotional
and ethical development and incorporate the universaJ injunction, "Thou
shalt Dot judge." in order to provide the experience of -mirroring" that
Kohut (1970)argues is a prerequisite for a healthy self-concept. No one
whether child or adult-should be allowed to make judgmental state
ments. which can be as emotionally destructive as ph)'SicaJ abuse. It is the
ethical responsibility of authority figures to prevent such emotional
abuse.

For the closet or withdrawn gifted child, hidden faults and errors
ought to be revealed and accepted. so that eventual exposure is Dot
feared (further discussed below). Patience will be required to regain the
trust of rebels so that they are wiDing to expose their interests. Rebels'
strengths and interests, academic and other, should be legitimized by
being incorporated into assignments.

I. Some other writers laave developed effective materiah and approaches tlaat iD
dude lOmeupeets of eznotiooaJ poteDtW disawed here (Betts. 11185; Delisle, 1886; Cal
braitb. 1863. 11l87; Mt'Cutc:beoD. 11185; Webb. Meckstroth•• Tolan. 11182).
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Children working toward maximizing their potential also need their
teacbers and parents to be nonjudgmental mirrors wbo reflect and accept
their worst as well as their best. I have previously developed a "self
concept" curriculum for all students. which consists of a series of ques
tions appropriate for small group class discussions.counseling sessions. or
a personal journal (Ricbert. 1985). In addition. James Alvinoand I (1989)
have written a text on gifted adolescents. with sections specificaDy for
boys and for girls, whicb is designed to develop various aspects of
maximum potential.

Helping Cope with FaUure and Succea and E~lng e..ttvtty.
Some strategies can help adolescents cope with .failureand success. while
evoking their creativity. For closet gifted children. success is eamed at
the exorbitant cost of repression of creativity and the fear of failure. They
need protection against both the inevitable judgments that can devastate
them and the rewards that can inbIbit their creativity. Closet and with
drawn gifted children sbould be encouraged to embark on new tasks
while taking risks to be creative. This can be fostered if adults set an
arbitrary limitation; teU them not to repeat a safe, successful achieve
ment; require them to find an alternative; or help them to brainstorm
other options. The new task may be a different responsibility for a family
trip (planning the itinerary rather thanpacking the car) or another way of
approaching a scbool assignment (composing a song or poem rather than
writing a report on a reading assignment). The risk may be the first
independent clothing purcbase or the first attempt at negotiating an
alternative homework assignment with a teacher. Just a slight dose of
mistakes or failure can inoculate them against the greatest danger closet
gifted students can faee-someone·. inevitable judgment that their work
is not good enough.

Rebels and witbdrawn gifted children share the need to overcome
the stigma of fallure. Too often these children are unfaIrly accused of
being unmotivated, irresponsible. or lacking task-commitment. To gener
ate success. strengths need to be evoked. Rebels should be given the
freedom to work in an area of interest to them. Underacbievement can be
overcome by a sensitive teacber wbo incorporates a required skiD into a
topic that interests a child. For example. a boy who refuses to memorize
the multiplication tables willleam them if be needs them in order to use
international exchange rates to assess the value of his coin collection in
various currencies. A girl wbo is impatient with spelling will ask for belp
if the teacher suggests that if ber story met spelling standards, it might be
suitable for publication in a classroom magazine.
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Rebels with divergent views that are very often rejected need en
couragement to bring one of their ideas to fruition. They may be asked to
select one idea among several options, or they may be required to finish
an assignment by a mutually agreed upon deadline. Teachers may offer
rebellious students options such as making up questions instead of
answering those at the end of the chapteri recording notes on a tape
recorder rather than writing them on index cardsi taking photos of
animals for a project rather than drawing them by bandi composing a
song or poem in response to reading rather than a repetitive book report;
or creating a spelling list from personal writing or reading rather than
using one from a book. Elsewhere I have listed many other alternative
student interest-based assignments for reading, language arts, and En
glish that can help students fulfill curricular requirements (Richert, 1978).

Parents could agree to allow children the following creative alterna
tives: mowing the lawn in a zigzag rather than rectangular pattern,
baking cookies in a frying paD, using old pipes as a sculpture in the.
perennial garden, or setting their own bedtime for a week. Once the task .
is finished, the rebel needs recognition both for completing the project
and for trusting the teacher or parent not to judge him unfairly. A
rebellious child should be helped to negotiate alternative tasks at school
or at home. For instance, a parent might suggest that instead of saying,
-No, I won't do the dishes," the children could offer an alternative such
as, "I'd rather set the table and make the salad." This helps break the
pattern of failure, judgment, rejection, and rebellion. .

Approaches required by both closet and rebel gifted children are
needed by the child who tends to withdraw. Both weaknesses and
strengths need to be evoked and confronted without the evaluations the
child so fears. Children who tend to withdraw from competition and fear
external evaluation may be asked to list two activities they do best at
home and two at school and two activities they do not do well at home or
at school. To help them overcome evasion, the children should be asked
to commit themselves to carrying out one activity hom each category.
Upon completion, the teacher or parents can discuss how they feel after
completing each task. This will help them to accept both their strengths
and limitations. It will also help for the adult to admit his or her own
strengths and weaknesses. Knowing that their teachers and parents have
such anxieties, yet manage to cope, will greatly reduce children's fear of
being required to do too much. It is important to accept their anxieties as
real, yet encourage them to act in spite of the anxieties.

Adolescents with anxieties need adults to accept their anxieties as
real, but also to encourage them to act in spite of their trepidations. AU
risk-taking children should be able to enjoy the psychological safety of
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.
knowing that their risk taking is a factor in their evaluation. Whatever the
quality of their performance or product. they should feel they cannot fail
if they take a major risk. The best response to the first wobbly geodesic
dome built by the girl who previously got A's is not the dishonest judg
ment that it's good. Rather. the teacher should admit that while her
building sldlls are not great, rislcing imperfection shows strength.

T.achlng Planning. It is essential to avoid making decisions for ado
lescents because it either fosters dependence (among closet and with
drawn children) or rebellion (among rebels). or inhibits independence
(among maximizing students). Children must be given choices and re
quired to make decisions while setting their own goals. Discipline and
motivation must be shifted from dependence on teachers or parents to
internal feelings and values as the prime basis for action. Within the
parameters of school and family respoDSl'bilities and mutually accepted
standards. children should choose among alternatives. The parent's or
teacher's role should be not to direct. but instead to generate options. The
adult should guide discussions of the consequences of each alternative
while carefully avoiding either offering implicit preferences or making
explicit recommendations. It is particularly important for exceptional
children. who must eventually function independentl)' while developing
their unique abilities. to be involved in goal setting. as weDas in changing
plans and goals as needed. .

Generating options avoids reinforcement of counterproductive re
sponses to expectations. Closet gifted cbildren are prevented from
merely conforming because they are required to choose for themselves.
Rebels are given nothing to rebel against. The pressure to perform is
reduced for withdrawn children. yet they too must apply their abilities
by choosing. Children aiming for development of maximum potential
can risk independence without penalty.

T.achlng Selt·Eftluatlon. The closet gifted child-more than any
other-gets trapped into valuing himself according to his grades. but
there never seems to be enough adulation. These children crave approval
as if it were an addiction. Kohut (1970) points out that pathological
narcissism-the insatiable craving for approval-results from parents
failing to accept nonjudgmenta1ly both positive traits and limitations of
children. Miller (1981) explicitly states that neurotic parents of gifted
children. whose own self-esteem is dependent on external demonstra
tions of worth. can often be narcissistic in exploiting their children's
accomplishments. These parents. like the parents of the boy who com
mits suicide in the 1989film Deed Poet,'Societll, feel self-esteem only to
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the degree their children earn the visible rewards of success: spectacular
grades, impressive test scores, and/or public acclaim such as awards.

Children who continually bend their ideas to please othen need the
help of parents, counselors, peers, and an appropriate curriculum to
overcome dependence on othen for self-esteem. All children, most par
ticularly the closet gifted child and the withdrawn child, need to learn
self-evaluation skills based on the following four principles:

1. Children must leam to distinguish between themlelve, and their
Ichoolwork. Language is important! A child may get A's in math, but
she should not be called an "A student." Productivity may be encour
aged in a gifted program, but children should not be called "pro
dueers," since it identifies them with their work nther than their
intrinsic value.

2. The molt important "."."ole of evcaluotion II to help ""dent, GI,e"
their personalprogre". not how the" compare with each other. Evalu
ation should not be based on comparing students. The essential ques
tion self-evaluation should address is, ""\\-'hat can I do now that I
couldn't do before?" Gifted programs should help students answer
that question, but parents and counselon can also assist in b"berating
children from unproductive competition. Report cards can be occa
sions for discussing not whether the grades are good enough. but,
"\\'hat have you learned in math?" or "Have you progressed in writ
ing?" Penonal emotional growth must be stressed. Product perfection,
50 prized by closet gifted children, should have less emphasis than
originality. Withdrawn children and rebels should recognize that the
value of their progress in task-commitment is more important than
their imperfect products. Children should be encouraged to evaluate
the strengths and wealcnesses of their own work so they can determine
directions for improvement.

3. Creativit", originolit", and risk toldng ought to be mojor evaluation
criteriD.

4. Children need to be aware of the criteriD for evaluation in different
fields. While children should not be compared, products and perfor
mance are compared in the real world, and therefore children need
this information in order to decide how they will respond to external
demands.

ProYldlng Roll ModelL Gifted programs that segregate academically
achieving students from creative or underachieving students foster un
healthy competition. Overemphasis on competition reinforces students'
insecurity and dependence on grades, represses their creativity. and
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denies them risk-taking, creative role models, such as rebels or students
attempting to maximize their potential.

Gifted children with all four patterns of response to expectations
have complementary strengths and weaknesses. They should be grouped
together so they can serve as effective peer role models for each other.
Rebels can learn from closet gifted children that completing a task does
Dotnecessarily require the sale of their souls. Withdrawn and closet gifted
children can learn from rebels that being creative, risking failure, and
making mistakes does not lead to irrevocable rejection. Everyone can
learn from children taking risks to develop their maximum potential that
independence can bring strength-but also bas its price.

The following suggestions are offered for meeting the different
Deedsof gifted males and females: belp them find self-actualizing, same
sex mentors; encourage the development of authentic friendships (as
opposed to just "romantic" relationships) with members of the opposite
sex; and foster relationships with same- and opposite-sex parents (Alvino
& Richert, 1989).

The single most awesome influence educators and parents have are
as role models. Since statistically Maslow's (1970) research indicates that
very few people in our culture are likely to be self-actualizing, there may
be an almost in~vitable conflict in adult teachers, counselors, and parents
attempting to be effective role models for adolescents or even tolerating
adolescents who are moving toward independence. Yet it is not necessary
to be a perfect human being, or even to be self-actualizing, in order to be
a useful role model for gifted students. There are two approaches that
can be used by advocates of the gifted. First, since it is belpful for
adolescents to understand the obstacles to self-actualization in our so
ciety, role models should be willing to reveal their own struggles. It is not
easy to resist conforming or seeking approval when adults' insecurities
are continuany reinforced by constant evaluations and judgments of
supervisors, coneagues, family, and sometimes even friends.

Second, and more important, adults, wbether educators or parents,
ought to work on what they hope adolescents will achieve, by using the
strategies for themselves that are listed bere for children. Until the adults
from whom the gifted initially acquire their self-concepts can become
Donnarcissistic,Donjudgmental,accepting,risk-talcing,empowering,and
capable of operating on the highest ethical levels, the gifted will have a
very costly struggle to develop their unique potential in the face of strong
external pressures to conform. Until more members of our soci~ty, par
ticularly parents and educators, unlock their "mind·forg'd manacles" in
order to develop their own emotional and ethical potential, the social
dynamics of being gifted wiD continue to be very burdensome.
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The present controversy in cognitive science
about the n.ture of human intelli,enee. whether
IQ is indeed a meaninlful m••sure of human
inteillpnee. niaes the ilsue of the philosophical
foundation of ,ifted educ.tion. Thi. i•• serious
immediate problem for the field for leveral
reasons. that include ethical. pragm.tic. as well
.s theoretical and res.arch considerations.

First. The National Report on Identification
(Richert. et al. 1982) revealed a morass of
confusion about the definition of giftedness

and the prevalence of in.ppropriate. nen-re
I ••rch based identification procedures in the
United States th.t are excluding m.ny Jifted
.tudent•• especially the poor. the intellectually
ere.tive and otherminority sroups. from services
they need to develop their potential. The issue of
equity i. cert.inlyone the field needs to .ddress.
not only for obvious ethical reasons. but because
it leaves Jifted education vulnerable to the cbaJ'8e
of bias which m.y erode support for pro,rams.

Second. the current wive of n.tional concern
for .ducation which was intensified by the
Report of the U.S. Commission on Excellence in
Education (1983 J bu led to both heightened
interest in lifted education .nd increased de
m.nds for accoUDtabllity. The widespread con
fusion about definition and identification. which
iI fueled by the many prevalent societ.l myths
about tifted education. iI polariDn, .dvocates
both within and outside the field. This not only
makes .dvocacy difficult on the feder.l. state
and IOQI level. but m.y l.ad to inefficient
allocation of financial resources for the lifted.

Third. lack of dlrtty .bout definition may be
aeneratinl impractical research hypotheses when



the field crucially needs valid data.

F inally, and most important. decisions are
being made right now that affect the educa
tion and the lives of potentially gifted chil

dren. Since these decisions are based on assump
tions about giftedness •.it would be advisable for
the professionals in the field to adopt the Hip
pocratic injunction to "do no harm." The field
needs to recognize its ethical responsibility by
addressing the issue of its foundations in a way
that expands rather than limits gifted potential
for the sake of both gifted children and our
society which needs their abilities.

The field ofgifted education, as any developing
field. is replete with healthy controversy that
can help to clarify what ought to be done to
nurture giftedness in students with exceptional
potential. The diverse opinions are unfortunately
frequently stated as dichotomies and even de
bated in major national and international con
ferences as well as in innumerable committee
meetings, as if one of the divergent perspectives
must be the mutually exclusive "true" assump
tion about giftedness as a phenomenon. These
controversies. related to assumptions about in
telligence. include:
L o.fmitioDi of Gift....

innate vs learned or acquired characteristics
sustained vssporadic manifestations of gift
edness

2. Advocacy (arguments for committins re
sources for gifted education)
student need vs social utility

3. ldeatificatioa prob..... (how we select gifted
students)
creativity vs IQ
objective vs "subjective" indicators of ex
ceptional potential
actual VI "potential" giftedness
cognitive vs "personality" characteristics

'" Prosnm hip (how programs are struc
tured to develop giftedness)
homogeneous vs heterogenous groupins
programs organized by specific subject areas
va an interdisciplinary approach
individual study vs class or small group work
in school VI out of school resources and ex
periences
student interest-based v. K-t2 articulation

So Carricalam Delip (how the curriculum is
designed to develop gifted potential)
affective vs cognitive objectives
cognitive VI psychomotor or physical devel
opment
acceleration VI enrichment
content VI pr,)ceas emphasis
sequential VI horizontal organization

.. Staff Selection aDdDevelop_t
use of certified VI non-certified persoDDel
(not educators)
certification requirements vs experiential
learnins
pre-service VI in-service training
formal courses va worbhops, internship..
independentstudy,et~

1. Propam and StaeleDt Ivai....
use of standardized tests v.observational. or

subjective data
quantitative vs qualitative evaluation
teacher vs students - self evaluation
process vs product evaluation
product vs performance evaluation

Stating these issues as dichotomies is one of
the factors in the proliferation of error (practi
tioners copying from each other inappropriate
definitions. identification procedures. and other
practices in gifted education Jone participant in
the national panel of experts that met to assess
prevalent methods in identification (as part of
The National Report on Identification) called a
national epidemic. Outsiders looking at the field
see what seems to be irreconcilable differences
among the various "experts" and researchers.

Sources for a Sol

There are several sources that point to direc
tions for a possible solution. The most significant
might be an analysis of the present social and
hiltorical context of giftedness. Definitions of
giftedness have always had a social and histori
cal context. At different times different cultures
have needed or valued diverse intellectual abil
ities (Richert, 1982: Tannenbaum. 1983). It is
necessary for the field of gifted education to
avoid parochialism and to embrace pluralism.
Looking to other disciplines is vital for testing
the comprehensiveness and applicability of the
field's assumptions and for finding new sources
to inspire or clarify its hypotheses.

T he development of a foundation for gifted
education could be illuminated by an
examination of some significant trends in

such diverse fields as literature and esthetics.
business and economics.medicine.higher educa
tion and technology. cognitive science. politics.
development of heuristic taxonomies of human
abilities (cognitive. affective. ethical, and es
thetic J. gifted education. and in the physical
sciences. The trends seem to be converging
toward these common assumptions: (a) the rec
ognition of the need for both diversity and
comprehensiveness: (b) the use of an interdis
ciplinary approach to crucial problems: and (c) a
move toward comprehensiveness by attempting
to reconcile apparent controversies.

Sources In LIteflltu.. and Esthl

Through their literature. gifted writers have
long been eloquently expressing their experience
and perceptions of giftedness or exceptional
intelligence.Some authors have anticipated more
recent trends in other fields. Samuel Taylor Cole
ridge (1815) required great poetry to reveal
"••• itself in the balance or reconciliation of op
posite or discordant qualities: of sameness. with
difference: of the leneral with the concrete: the
idea with image: the individual with the repre
sentative: the sense of novelty and freshness.
with old aDdfamiliar objects: a more than usual
state ofemotion with more than usual order •••."



W illiam Blake (1972) asserted the impor
tance of diversity and creative conflict
by writing very simply but profoundly.

"Without Contraries is No Progression [sic]."
John Keats (1817) elaborated his own definition
of genius. He wrote. "the essence of genius is
Negative Capability. that is when man is capable
of being in uncertainties. Mysteries. doubts ...
[sic]."

In this century. F.Scott Fitzgerald echoed the
similar sentiment that. in his judgment. "The
sign of a truly fine mind is the ability to hold two
conflicting opinions at the same time." It is
significant that esthetic criticism in the West has
historically alternated between what has been
called "Classicism" and "Romanticism". or what
the Greeks would have called Apollonian (logic,
reason. analysis) and Dionysian (passion, intu
ition. insight. imagination) modes and values.

Bu.l"", Trends

While the research methodology of John Nais
bitt (1982) and Peters et al (1982) has been
questioned. these analysts of American business
have certainly identified some emerging trends
within business and industry. While most train
ing in busine.. bas traditionally emphasized
convergent. analytical. linear. quantitative think
ing (calculatins "the bottom line" on an annual
basis). evidently there i. a burseoning recogni
tion of the value of intuition. creativity. ri.k
takins. and emotional commitment in America'.
best companie•. In hiI Forbes magazine.Malcomb
Forbes bas perennially argued for the value of
those characteristics. The new emphasis is not a
humanistic. but a materialistic one. Nevertheless.
it is significant that within one of the nation's
most conservative sectors. it has becomepossible
to reconcile individual creative expression and
corporate financial interests through productiv
ity. The development of new periodicals. such as
Venture. Success. Inc.. and otbers for entrepre
neurs and "intrapreneurs" ba clear manifesta
tion of .ome of these changes.

Management specialilts have already recog
nized that there are several conflicting mode"
for productivity which have been existing side
by side. McGregor (1960) is lenerally credited
with diltinguisbinl between "theory X" (which
argues that employees are basically lazy. need to
be threatened and want to be told what to do):
and "theory Y" (which posits that people will
respond to responsibility and self-control ).In an
influential book.Quchi (1981) recently explicated
a Japanese management model. Ouchi's"theory
Z" has a much more holistic approach which
assumes that there is a balance between the
interests of management and employees. Another
approach to using Eastern philosophy wa. u.ed
by Bennet Goodspeed (1983) in a practicaL if
somewhat simplistic attempt. to apply the Tao to
investing.

There seemed to be an irreconcilible conflict
between Eastern and Western approaches to
medicine in the beginning of the second half of
this century. In the last decade the two seem to
be having a reapproachment. American physi
cians are using Eastern visualization techniq ues
not only in psychotherapy, but to reduce the
size of tumors in cancer patients. Biofeedback
has become the new acceptable Western" scien
tific" term for certain venerable yoga techniq ues
for controlling some functions of the autonomic
nervous system. Yoga techniques for self-heal
ing are beginning to be recognized as empirically
demonstrable ways of activating the autoim
mune system for the treatment of a wide range
of stress related diseases. (See LeShan. 1982).

Shifts In Institution. of Hlghe,Education and the Effects of
Technology

Formal higher educational institutions. par
ticularly those involved in graduate professional
training are starting to include studies that cross
traditional disciplinary lines. In response to
concerns about American legal practices, some
law schools are instituting ethics as a course
requirement for graduation. The issue of ethics
counes is being raised. and has been imple
mented in some business schoo".

T echnological advances are requiring pro
fessionals in somefields to confront serious
ethical issues for which their training may

not have prepared them. Scientists conducting
experimenta in genetic engineering who are being
assailed by some religious ,roups certainly wish
they had training in ethics. and perhaps even in
metaphysics. Since nuclear engineers may have
the ethical problems that Robert Oppenheimer
and many of the gifted scientists who were
involved in the scientifically successful Man
battan Project. universities including M.I.T. are
developing courses in ethics. It could be argued
that they should also be including courses in
psychology•since Alfred Nobel and later some of
the early nuclear physicists had serious emotional
problems in dealing with the destructive conse
quences of their work. Tbe stakes presently are
unfortunately even higher. since the life of the
entire planet depends on nuclear physicists'
ethical judgments.

Technology. particularly computers. has been
the almost exclusive domain of mathematicians.
Now they are indispensable to every discipline
and cross disciplinary lines. The improvements
in video. audio. as wen as computer technology
have created new art forms and new media of
expres.ion for the gifted in almost every field of
human endeavor from busiDess.creative writing.
rock music. teaching. and biochemistry to ballet.

Directiona In Cognltlft Science

Some of the recent research on the specializa
tion of cognitiYe functions in the left and right
hemispheres of the brain b requiring a re-exami-



nation of definiti'ons of intelligence. most of
which is evolving into a recognition of diverse
intellectual abilities that may be combined in
various ways in individuals. Robert Sternberg
( 19851. Howard Gardner (19831. and others have
recently been influential in shifting the analysis
of intelligence beyond such quantitative meas
ures as IQ. into several categories more pragmatic
than ~alling strings of digits.

Some of the brain research seems to be
inspiring studies of non-verbal abilities
such as visual and spatial. A related de

velopment is the field of linguistical investigation
of semiotics. or ..sign" systems which may go
beyond verbal systems (Guiraud. 1975).

Geopolitical Impe,.tlyn

Whether politicians intend it or not. the world
has becomea global village.PoUticalphilosophies
and the proliferation of various kinds of weapons
can affect individuals in very harsh ways. The
threat of a nuclear holocaust is more real than
ever. In spite of the geopolitical imperatives with
the direct potential results. this is lamentably
one field in which trends seem not to be moving
toward integration or reconciliation. There is an
unquestionable need for major efforts in conflict
resolution. yet it is a very specific skill and
ability that does not yet seem to be valued in
most tests of intelligence or developed by educa
tional institutions.

Pa,..lel Deyelopmen" In Heurtstlc Taxonom.

Theoreticians have been engaged in developing
heuristic taxonomies in human cognition. affect.
ethics and esthetics. Table 1. is a beginning of an
analysis of the interrelationship of tbe most
complex levels of these taxonomies. The two
highest levels of all of tbese different taxonomies
seem to have several characteristics in common:
(a J they are the most comprehensive: they include
(rather tban exclude). by transcending or syn
thesizing each of the previous levels: (bJ they
transcend conflicts at lower levels of eacb tax
onomy througb a conceptual bolism that recog
nizes but reconciles conflicts that seem inescap
able at lower levels: (c) they are theoretically
economical: if tbe highest level is achieved there
is a simplicity in the holiam that the level
conceptually posits: (d) they have implications
that. if they are fuUydeveloped. can be translated
to tile highest levels of each of tbe other taxon
omies and inevitably lead toward a conception
that a unity of all of them is indeed tbe highest
level of human potential: (e) as an actual human
experience. energy is generated that can be used
to bring others to that levelthrough its expression.

It is in advUlces in physics. however. that
perhaps the broadest leap toward comprehensive
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has been attempted. Capra in The Taoof PhSYICS
(1975) and The Turning Point (1983) has elo
quently argued that Eastern philosophy. particu
larly the Tao. can resolve some pr?blems in
nuclear physics that are ~eyond the h~ltatlons
of logic-based Western science. Along WithHux
ley (19561. Grof (1982). Chilton-Pearce (1977),
Berman (1984). and Krippner (1980 I.Capra and
others have recognized the limitations of Western
linear thinking and pointed to Eastern holistic
conceptions for illuminating paradoxes or dich
otomies inherent within the atom as well as
human nature.

These scientific advances in the West have not
been made without a struggle. Capra movingly
writes of the emotional crises of researchers such
as Werner Heisenberg and Niels Bohr who were
engaged in the investigations of quantum me
chanics. Even Albert Einstein. that gifted syn
thesizer of the time-space continuum. in his
unsuccessful search for the ultimate integrative
scientific principle. unified field theory, was
intensely anxious that the universe have meaning
in a Western logical cause and effect mode. When
Einstein was wrestling with his theory. his
famous statement was an expression of wish
fulfillment: "God does not play dice with the
universe." It seems now that Einstein was wrong.
at least as his perception applies to particle
physics. To the dismay of a great many scientists
and to the vast puzzlement of Western laymen
(though as Capra perceptively states. it ~~s ~o
surprise to Eastern philosophers) probabJ11ty IS

indeed the universal law governing the behavior
of subatomic particles.

Amertcan DefinlUon. of Gifted".

The National Report on Identification (Richert.
1982) analysed a strong trend in the United
States toward a broadening of definitions of
giftedness over the last century. A few of the
contributors to that direction have been: Guilford
in his multi-factored Structure of the Intellect
Model (1967): Torrance (1964) in creativit~:

Joseph Renzulli in elaborating some of the matt
vationel factors in giftedness (1978);Tannenbaum
(1983) in stressing the non-intellective and ex
periential variables in manifestations of gifted
ness: Roeper in suggesting that it might be
necessary to develop a concept of "emotional"
giftedness (1984): and Piechowski's elaboration
of Dabrowski's conceptualization of a develop
mental potential intrinsic to giftedness (1979).

Toward a Philosophical Foundatioll

It seeDll that the field needs a definition of
giftedness that has these three characteristics:
1. comprehensive enough to encompass ,aJ all

of the various definitiOns of giftedness pres
ently heiDI used. Dot only in the United
States and in Western cultures. but also in
some Eastern cultures: (bl the diverse hy
potheses that are the bues of different kinds



01 research being done in the field: (cJneeds of
both gifted individuals and the societies which
are committing resources (in their own in
terests) to the development of exceptional
potential: (d} the apparently converging trends
in diverse fields of human. knowledge and
endeavor: (e} the highest levels of human
potential defined by cognitive. affective and
ethical. and esthetic taxonomies.

2. pragmatic enough to (oj lead to immediate
applications for the education of children who
presently have exceptional potential in any
area of human potential; (b} that can generate
hypotheses for research that addresses broad
er or diverse aspects ofgiftedness; (cJdemon
.trate that many of the theoretical and reo
.arch-based conflicts in the field areapparent
rather than real.

3. ethical. in that it will not harm or limit the
poteDtial of exceptional students.

Most Eastern philosophies. particularly vari
ous forms of Buddhism and Taoism include these
major tenets which are relevant to a foundation
for gifted education: (oj the significant unity. In
terdependence and iDseparableness of all things;
(b) aU opposites are actually polarities or differing
aspectI ofthe lame phenomenon; (e) there is a
dynamic iDterplay or alternatioD of all polarities
within each iDdividual and within the universe as
a whole; and (d) aD implicit epistemology and
pedagogy: truth or knowledge can be found both
from within and without; both intuition and
realon must be uled for the understa~ding of self
and the universe; process is part of understanding.

For the benefit of the potentially gifted as
well as our world culture. we Deedthe most
comprehensive foundation ofsiftedness that

is also pragmatic. Jt is the purpose of this article
to IU8gest the TooTeChing as a possible founda·
tion for lifted education. Implicit in the Too.
which may be translated as "the way." or the
inherent essence of humaDs as well as the uni
verse. is a process of working through conflicts
by defining the divefBent differences. but coming
to an ultimate resolution when the entire nature
of a phenomenon is understood or experienced.

The Tao offers a metaphysics which. through
the inexorable alternations of yin/yang polari.
ties. can: reconcile the dichotomies in the field of
sifted education that were listed above; include
divef8!nt practical and theoretical issues; sen
erate hypotheses that will be more comprehen
aive; explain the various converging treDds an
alyzed. Most important. as the matrix on The
·Yin/Yang" of Taxonomies suggests. these areh
typal concepts can encompass the highest levels
of various cognitive. affective. ethical and esthetic
taxonomies developed by various writers.

Tentative .teps toward u.ing the Too as a
philosophical foundation would explore its appli
cations to lome major areas of ,ifted education:
definition. advocacy. identification. curriculum
objectives••taff lelection and development. and
evaluation. The Matrix of the VinIVang of Gifted
Education IUnestl that rather than dichotomizing
perspectives. both Westem. ·yang" approaches
and more Eastern "yin" applications are neces
..ry. A further advantage of attempting to use the

Tao 8S a foundation is that it will by its very
nature lead researchers. theoreticians and prac
tioners to develop all aspects of their own po
tential. Or as Lao Tzu wrote:

U you would have a thing shrink,
You must firat stretch it;
U you would have a thing weaboec:l,
You Dlust farat atreqtbeD it.
U you would bavr a thing laid aide.
You musl farat aetlt apt
If you would take from a tIaiDa.
You DlUlt farat live to It.
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YANG concepts

Tabfe 1
The Yln/Yang of Tuonomles

Highest 1AftII

YIN concepts

Source

TAO cycle
(Lao Tzu)

Sensory perception of
finite differences

through"physical" yoga

Analysisl
evaluation

Convergent thinkingl
evaluation

Intuition of wholeness
through meditation

Synthesis

Divergent thinking

Lao Tzul
Govinda
Muktanandal

Mookerjee
(Kundalini yoga)

Bloom

Guilford

-----------------------

Eth1c81

Individual differences

Disintegration

Emphasis on
• physical" yoga

Disintegration

Individualization

PhysicallUrvival

Consc:iouaneu of
internal conflicts

Conscious ethical action

Ethical understandingl
analysis

Post-conventional
ethical action

Ethical action

Responsibility to others

AeIponaibillty to au..

Metaphysical integration

Metaphysical integration

Emphuilon
meditation

Integration

Tranapersonal experience

Self-actualization

Integration

Unconscious ethicall
metaphysicalltate of being

Ethical feeling

Post-conventional
ethical intuition

Characterization

Community with au..

Lao Tzu .

Upanishads

(Mahayana yoga)
Govinda
Muktananda
MOOkerjee
(Kundaliniyoga)
DabrowAi
(Piechowski)

Jung

Maslow
Fromm

Lao Tzu
Govindal
Muktanandal
MOOkerjee
(Kundalini yoga)

Piaget

Kohiberg

Krathwohl

Sart,.
Frankl

EIthIIIc Perception of Forms Intuition/experience Lao Tzu
offorml Govinda

Apollonian Dionysian Greekl
Jung

Quaical Romantic Frye
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YANG APPROACHES

DEFINITION • Emphasis on innate cognitive
ability; especially higher level critical
or analytical thinking
• Limitation to Quantifiably
measurable traits based on statistical
models of exceptionality (i.e .• 1 or 2
standard deviations from the norm)

• Stress on research-baled
predictors of adult giftedness
designated by Westem
CUlture-specific values such as
productivity. public recognition by
professional peers. etc.

IDENTIFICATION Uae of Quantifiable measures baled
on norm-referenced indicators. such
as 1.0.. achievement tests. grades.
and other measures of school
achievement such as grades and
teacher recommendations

YIN APPROACHES

• Stress on developmental potentia' in all
areas of human ability. not just cognition

• Expansive. holistic view of exceptional
potential that includes not only divergent
expressions of cognition. but also
incorporat.. the highest levels of affective
ethical. and esthetic taxonomies
• Acknowledgment of heuristic models
that transcend Western cultural values. that
include private. personal expression of
emotional. ethical or esthetic
exceptionality

Use of observational. subjective Qualitative
indicators (i.e . aelf. peer. parent.
nomination checklists that are criterion
referenced) using indicators of the highest
levels of affective. ethical. esthetic. as well
as cognitive taxonomies

------------------------

-----------------------

ADVOCACY

PROGRAM
DESIGN

CURRICULUM
OBJECTIVES
~

CognIttwe

ADVOCACY

PROGRAM
DESIGN

CURRICULUM
OBJECTIVESEmp"l."

• Arguments for giftecl education
based on lOCial utility

• Structu~ by ~rceaavailable
in a district
• Organized by aub;eet a,...: focus
on acceleration
• Age-peer grouping
• Homogeneous grouping

• Emphasis on in-1ChOOl activities

.. Cognition above affect and higher
level ethical deYelopment
• Higher level critical thinking
• COntent leaming
• A~ng c:oncntte knowledge
• Social integration; adjustment
to norma
• Social conformity and ~bility
• Ethical action
• Conformity to ru.

~ !~~_her~-~~ "' n.
anc:l other measures of school
achievement such as grades and
teacher recommendatIons

• Arguments for gifted education
based on lOCial utility

• Structu~ by ~rceaavailable
in a district
• Organized by aub;eet a,...: focus
on acceleration
• Age-peer grouping
• Homogeneous grouping

• Emphasis on in-school activities

.. Cognition above affect and higher
level ethical deYeIopment
• Higher level critical thinking
• Content leaming
• A~ng c:oncntte knowledge
• Social integration; adjustment
to norma
• Social conformity and ~bility
• Ethical action
• ConformitY to ruIM

• Arguments~iftecl education baled
on inc:lividual

• StructUM by inhetwnt individual
student needs
• Interdisciplinary organization; focus on
flexibility in ~nae to student interests
• lmer.t and need-based grouping
• Flexible grouping: including
tletarogetlOUS grouping
• Emphasis on students .Ieeted activities
both in anc:l out of SChool

• Affective and ethical above cognitive
deYelopment
• Higher level divergent thinking
• Proceu leaming
• Unfolding of inherent wiadom
• Idiosyncratic integnty: deYelopment of
unique Characteristics
• Responsibility to ..,f as well as to others
• Ethical intuition
• Organic unity determined by the
inherent nature of the task/product
• fia;T;ir;iti'OricheCkllits that.,. cMterion

referenced) using indicators of the highest
levels of affective. ethical. esthetic. as well
as cognitive taxonomies

• Arguments~ifted education based
on inc:lividual

• StructUM by inhetwnt individual
student needs
• Interdisciplinary organization: focus on
flexibility in ~nae to student interests
• In~ anc:l need-baled grouping
• Flexible grouping: including
heterogenous grouping
• Emphasis on students .Ieeted activities
both in and out of SChool

• Affective and ethical above cognitive
development
• Higher level divergent thinking
• PrOcesa leaming
• UnfOlding of inherent wiadom
• Idiosyncratic integnty; deYelopment of
unique Characteristics
• Responsibility to ..If as well as to others
• Ethical intuition-"'--- _ . - --
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PART I. INTRODUCTION-Outline
A. PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT OF TIllS GUIDE
B. PURPOSE
C. DEFINITION OF TIIE POPULAnON TO BE SERVED
D. PROGRAM DESIGN: From Identification to Evaluation

1. Introduction
2. Definition of Program Design Options
3. Chart of Program Design Variables
4.lntegration of Program Components, From Identification to Evalution

E. RECOMMENDED POLICIES

A. PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT

This guide for curriculum for the gifted has been developed in accord with the principles of
maximizing gifted potential (Richert, 1990). In addition to the references in the Bibiliography,
sources include thirty educators with expertise, experience and representation from:

-various levels of education (primary, elementary, secondary, and higher education);
-different content specialties (language artsIEnglish,math, science, and social studies).

B. PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

The purpose of this curriculum guide is to provide educators, school boards, legislators,
parents and community members guidelines and resources for the development of effective gifted
education programs. There is some intentional repetition since it is assumed that different audiences
will focus on various parts, depending on their diverse interests in gifted education.

The recommendations in this guide are designed to I provide gifted students educational
opportunities and experiences which will allow for the ultimate development of their cognitive,
academic, creative, and emotional capabilities. These educational experiences are structured to lead
gifted students to become self-directed learners.

In order to achieve these goals, it is imperative that differentiation in methods, strategies,
materials, and evaluation occur so that the gifted can maximize their potential, not only for their
own benefit, but in order to provide resources for our society. This developmental process requires
a learning environment which is conducive to risk-taking, problem-solving, decision-making, and
independent thinking.

C. DEFINITION OF THE STUDENTS TO BE SERVED

A district's gifted population should include students with these diverse exceptional abilities:
1. exceptional creative thinking ability;
2. specific academic aptitude;
3. superior intellectual ability;
4. exceptional psychosocial abilities such as leadership skills, oral and written
communication ability, management skills;
5. Outstanding abilities in the visual and performing arts.
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D. PROGRAM DESIGN

1. INTRODUCTION

The program design addresses three specific concerns about gifted education in the United
States. These problem areas among districts include:

(l) fragmentation of curriculum within programs;
(2) lack of k-12 articulation; ,
(3) conflict between expectation of gifted children in pull-out options and the regular
classroom which may result in students being penalized in various ways for being in a gifted
program.
To address these concerns, local districts should give thoughtful consideration to the design

of a program. The consensus of research available appears to indicate that no single program
design or model best serves gifted children. Given the diversity of those children's abilities,
multiple options should be available.

While a districts' identified gifted and talented students will have many similar characteristics,
the comprehensive assessment process will result in a diverse student population that requires a
range of program options. These multiple options should be carefully matched with student needs,
interests, learning styles and preferences. In designing a program, districts should consider factors
which are unique to their situations, for example:

-school/community philosophy; ,
-number, type, and distribution of students to be served;
-resources available to the district.

2. DEFINITION OF PROGRAM DESIGN OPTIONS
Following is a list defining terms dealing with program design for gifted students.

Advanced Placemem -Courses emphasizing college level content
based on College Entrance Examination Board tests.
-Heterogeneously grouped classes.
-Homogeneously grouped classes for students
who have been identified as gifted.
-Enrichment classes for gifted students, when students miss work in
the regular classroom.

Ouster group -Pupils re-grouped within grade level or on a cross-age basis for
certain required or elective content areas. Groups may be

range or program opnons. These multiple options should be carefully matched with student needs,
interests, learning styles and preferences. In designing a program, districts should consider factors
which are unique to their situations, for example:

-school/community philosophy; .
-number, type, and distribution of students to be served;
-resources available to the district,

2. DEFINITION OF PROGRAM DESIGN OPTIONS
Following is a list defining terms dealing with program design for gifted students.

Advanced Placement -Courses emphasizing college level content
based on College Entrance Examination Board tests.
-Heterogeneously grouped classes.
-Homogeneously grouped classes for students
who have been identified as gifted.
-Enrichment classes for gifted students, when students miss work in
the regular classroom.
-Pupils re-grouped within grade level or on a cross-age basis for
certain required or elective content areas. Groups may be
composed of students who have been identified as gifted in any,or
several, of the priority areas designated by a state.
-A selected topic is studied on an indeoendent basis under-the



3. PROGRAM DESIGN VARIABLES

Disricts should consider these variables in planning a program design:
-personnel:
-the skills or a specific content area addressed;
-whether grades are generally given;
-whether students generally get academic credit for work;
-and planning issues that must be addressed such as schedule, budget, staffing,

transponation, space, materials and other considerations.

4. INTEGRATION OF PROGRAM COMPONENTS,
FROM IDENTIFICATION TO EVALUATION

While this guide focuses on curriculum, it is essential that it not be isolated from other
aspects of programming. In developing a program, it is crucial that all of the design elements are
integrated.

-Multiple program options need to bedeveloped to meet students' diverse needs.
-The curriculum must

- address the population found through equitable identification procedures
-beappropriate for the specific option in which it is used.

-Evaluation procedures must beconsistent with students' identified needs, the different
curriculum objectives of various program options, and Kohlberg's Level I moral
development

E. RECOMMENDED POLICIES

Program design should be selected to maximize the development of a gifted student's
potential. Policies concerning the following programmatic considerations should be implemented:

1. time minimum,
2. budget,
3. homogeneous grouping,
4. not penalizing students in pull-out programs,
5. acceleration possibilities,
6. credit,
7. recordkeeping for attendance,
8. evaluation and grading,
9. access to resources,
IO.internships, mentorships, independent study, cross-age grouping.

1.TIME

Minimum time per week spent by a student in a gifted program should be a total of 225
minutes. This time may bescheduled variously, for example, as five 45-minute periods, two half
days, or one full day. Programs using itinerant teachers should give special attention to the
scheduling of students so that at least the minimum time requirements are met. Occasionally, larger
blocks of time may be needed. Flexibility in scheduling may be necessary as the needs of the
children and the activity in which they are involved dictate. (See PART n. A. 2. Methods and
Teaching Strategies.)

2.BUDGET
4



-Curriculum materials
Districts need to budget for extra materials, equipment and supplies for curriculum purposes.

These will vary based on the type of program, but some are very content specific and are specified
in each of the content areas below in section IT.C.
-Staff development

A district's needs in staff development will vary. Assessing needs should be done in relation
to Part N, Staff Development Recommendations.

3. HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING

Homogeneous grouping in required or elective subjects, (either in cluster classes on the
elementary level, or separate courses on the intermediate and secondary levels), is recommended
when based upon appropriate criteria. Students should demonstrate some of the following:

(1) self-direction/self initiation (products or projects produced outside the school);
(2) creativity (as demonstrated in behavior, products or creativity tests);
(3) student choice, which may be assessed through an interview, using an interview protocol
focusing on the first two criteria (1 and 2)
(4) exceptionally high achievement in a specific (not necessarily all) academic area.

4. AVOIDING PENALIZING STUDENTS IN PULL·OUT OPTION

A gifted program should offer students, different, not more work. In order to avoid
penalizing students in pull-out options, districts should implement the following policy that should
be carefully monitored. Assignments required as part of regularly scheduled gifted programs
should replace, not add to, gifted students' regular classroom workload.

s. ACCELERAnON OPTIONS

Acceleration alone will not meet all of the needs of gifted students, since it is only one of the
kinds of curriculum differentiation they require. While the higher level process skills are a more
important priority, acceleration in various forms, but which minimally excuses students from
previously mastered materials, is of benefit to most academically achieving gifted students.

Gifted students are as different from each other as they are from the rest of the population.
They have varying needs for acceleration at different stages of development, which may range from
just being excused from some work in a classroom for a limited period of time, to grade-slapping.
The time saved can be used to work on higher level process skills (see Part IT.B., below) or to
work on higher level content (see Part IT.C., below). Districts should have policies to allow these
various possibilities to respond to students' individual and diverse needs.
-In the regular classroom, students should be pre-tested in the basic skills and excused from
work already mastered. To do any less is to waste their time and penalize them by forcing them to
repeat work they already know.
-In content specific program options (See Part IT.C., below), students should be pre-tested
in the content, and excused to go onto higher level cognitive activities which apply that content.
-Students who are functioning two or more years above grade level in a single area (this will include
almost all of the identified intellectually gifted students) should be offered these possibilities:

-continuous progress in a basic skill, but being maintained at the same grade level;
-continuous progress in a basic skill, by going to a higher grade level for certain subjects;
-curriculum compacting or straight linear acceleration (the same work faster);
-simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels, including post-secondary.

-For the rare students who are three or more years above grade level in almost all subjects, more
extreme forms of acceleration may be needed. Provided students prefer the company of older
children outside of school, these should be possibilities:

-early entrance to school, or early exit from school;
5



-skipping the last year of a level (primary, intermediate, secondary);
- other forms of grade-skipping.

6. CREDIT

Students should not only be released from previously mastered material, but if they can
demonstrate competency through a test score, a product, or a grade from a course completed
elsewhere, especially at a higher level, they should get academic credit where applicable, especially
on the secondary level. They should also receive academic credit for such options as independent
study, internships and mentorships.

This will acknowledge both the quantity and quality of students' work. Furthermore, such a
policy will reinforce, rather than penalize, independent learning, one of the crucial objectives of a
gifted program.
7. ACCESS TO RESOURCES

Gifted students need to have unlimited access to libraries, media and computer centers and
their resources within their own buildings. They also need to have occasional access to resources
beyond their schools such as computer data-bases, higher level libraries and laboratories, experts in
the community, mentors, and other human resources. Policies should be implemented to
accomodate these needs readily inside, or beyond, the regular school building.

8. RECORD-KEEPING FOR ATTENDANCE

Since gifted students need access to resources beyond the school building, neither students
nor districts should be penalized for having or providing learning experiences beyond the school
building. Therefore, students should be counted legally present in the regular classroom when
attending gifted program related activities, under the supervision of school personnel, even if they
are outside the building.

9. EVALUATION AND GRADING SHOULD NOT PENALIZE THE GIFTED

Grading and evaluation for gifted program options, particularly advanced, honors, or AP
classes should be weighted to reflect the difficulty of those courses and to avoid penalizing students
attempting more difficult work. If weighting is not possible, grades should be based on what
equivalent work would earn students in a regular class. (Also see Part II.F., Student Evaluation.

10. INTERNSHIPS, MENTORSHIPS, CROSS-AGE GROUPING,
INDEPENDENT STUDY

Gifted students often need to study in groups other than age-mates in order to develop their
full intellectual and emotional potential. Districts should allow students, as they need them and
show interest, the possibility of these grouping options which should be offered for academic
credit

-independent study,
-internships, mentorships,
-cross-age grouping.
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PART II. CURRICULUM DIFFERENTIATION-oUTLINE

A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
1. Integrated, Non-Fragmented Approach
2. Methods and Teaching Strategies

B. PROCESS SKILLS FOR ALL PROGRAM OPTIONS
1. Introduction
2. Cognitive: Critical and Creative Thinking

3. IndependentLeanring
4. Communication
5. Affective

C. CONfENT MODIFICAnONS
1. General principles
2. English
3. Math
4. Science
5. Social Studies

D. TEACHING REQUIRED SKILLS
E. PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS
F. STIJDENT EVALUAnON

A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1. Integrated, Non-Fragmented Approach

The Richardson Study dealing with national trends in gifted education (Cox, ~,1982-5),
and Richert (197),as well as many others, stress the serious problem of various kinds of
fragmentation of curriculum in programs for the gifted.

It is essential that districts develop k-12 articulation of process skills so that there is
continuity and integration in the educational experience of gifted students. While the process skill
may be discussed separately, they are not intended to be taught in isolation. These other kinds of
fragmentation of curriculum also need to be avoided:

- the teaching of process skills, in isolation from content,
or content separately from process;

-teaching of either process or content that does not lead to
the application of that learning to a product or
performance;
-products with the teacher as the sole audience;
-repetition of skills already mastered by a gifted student

In a curriculum for the gifted, as the graphic below illustrates, the process and content
should be integrated so that they lead to a product developed by an individual or group of
students. The teacher then helps the students find an appropriate audience.
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2. Methods and Teaching Strategies

Experts in the field unequivocably agree that the curriculum for the gifted must be
differentiated in several ways (Richert, 1984; Maker, 1983; Tannenbaum; 1983, Kaplan, 1982;
Renzulli,1977). While these modifications may be expressed differently, there seems to be
consensus on several categories of differentiation, which may be summarized as follows:

1. Content/Process/Product differentiation;
2. Grouping;
3. Motivation;
4. Learning environment,atmosphere;
5. Student choice, providing variety, flexibility;
6. Organization, responsibility;
7. Resources;
8. Evaluation.

(1) Content/Process/Product Differentiation

In a curriculum for the gifted., the process, content, and product, as well as the relation
among these components, require modification.

Each of these is addressed directly in sections below (A.4, products; Section B, process;
Section C, content). In general, process and product are more important than content and skills.
The emphasis therefore should not be on learning more information, but on different, higher level
knowledge which is applied to some kind of project or product.

The process skills that require emphasis are higher level creative and critical thinking,
advanced emotional growth, and the development of independence in thinking, learning and acting.

Through these process emphases, some degree of acceleration, allowing the content to reflect
student interests, and making it interdisciplinary, the content will be on a higher level because it
will be more complex and abstract

(2)Grouping

The gifted need various kinds of groupings at different stages of their development,
including:

-homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping;
-small group, as well as individual activities and projects;
-mentors who are older than they are, and to serve as mentors for younger gifted students;
-appropriate audiences for their products.

(3)Motivation

Research clearly indicates that in order to galvanize the energy and highest abilities of the
gifted, student interest should be the major source for motivation. This means that as much as
possible, students need choices in the content of their assignments and products.

(4) Learning Environment, Atmosphere

In order to achieve the higher level cognitive and affective objectives, the environment
requires the following conditions to occur.

-Open-mindedness that allows for the expression and critiquing of diverse views is essential
for the development of critical thinking skills.

-Evaluation criteria that include originality and divergence are crucial for fostering creativity.
-Acceptance and respect of differences and limitations, and stress on cooperation as well as

competition are required for the nurturing of emotional and social potential.
8



-Opportunities for decision-making about their own learning will develop all aspects of gift!
potential, particularly intrinsic motivation and internal locus of control.

(5) Student Choice; Variety and Flexibility

The major role of a teacher of the gifted is to offer variety and flexibility by generating
choices related to students' interests in each of these aspects of the curriculum:

-in the content of assignments and products;
-in the media to be used for products;
-in length of time devoted to an investigation, project or products, so students are

not deterred from attempting more ambitious work;
-in grouping (individual, mentor, small, large group);
-in resources available to use;
-in the research skills to be used;
-in the methods of evalution to be applied.

(6) Organization, responsibility

There needs to be shift in locus of decision-making, from the teacher to the student, so that
the students can acquire the ability to become independent learners and develop an intenallocus of
control.

(7) Resources

Gifted students need access to resources beyond the classroom. This should include access
to higher level libraries, laboratories, computer data bases, and information from other media such
as audio and video cassettes. However, they must also have access to human resources, such as
specialists in the community arid their gifted peers,who ought to be their first resource.

(8) Evaluation procedures

It is the role of the teacher to teach the gifted to learn to evaluate their projects and their
individual progress, rather than just relying on the judgment of adults.

Section IT.F. below offers more specifics on students evaluation, but in brief, evaluation
criteria should be different in a gifted program. The criteria should focus on:

-individual progress, rather than just comparative judgments;
-on originality, rather than just on conformity to teacher
expectations;
-on the process of learning rather than just on the outcome,
or the product

9



B. PROCESS SKILLS FOR ALL GIFTED PROGRAM OPTIONS

The major categories of process skills illustrated by the following charts include:
1. Cognitive: Critical and Creative Thinking
2. Independent Learning
3. Communication
4. Affective

EACH PROCESS AREA SHOULD BE INTEGRATED INTO STRATEGIES,
PRODUCTS, AND CONTENT

-The process skills should be considered in the context of the general principles of curriculum for
the gifted, discussed in Part Il.A, above.

-Teachers are reminded that these process skills should not be taught in isolation, but in relation
to appropriate content and well as products for the gifted. as the graphic at the bottom of this
page, again illustrates.

-To assist teachers in applying the process skills to the curriculum, Part TIE., Products and
Projects, below, has charts for each of the process areas, designating strategies andproducts
specific to each area.
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C. CONTENT AREA MODIFICATIONS

I.General principles
In programs that focus on specific subject areas, the content needs to be differentiated to

make the curriculum appropriate for gifted students. Recommendations for the content areas of
English/language arts, math, science, and social studies are specified in the sections (2,3,4,5)
below. The following four areas of content modification are, however, applicable, regardless of the
subject or the type of program option.

1.Fligherlevelp~essskills

2. Subject/knowledge, interest-based
3. Level or rate of learning acceleration
4. Both discrete disciplines and interdisciplinary approaches

1. Higher level process skills
In every subject, the four areas of higher level process skills designated above, including

affective and communication, and independent learning, must be integrated into the content.
2. SUbject/knowledge

Because the research clearly indicates that the distinct abilities of the gifted are evoked by
what interests them, the content needs to be made interest-based. This can be accomplished either
by developing units in response to student interests (using interest inventories or informally
surveying the students) or by expanding the subject and making it interdisciplinary so that students'
interests can be integrated into the content
3. Level or rate of learning

Acceleration is always appropriate for the gifted, but that does not mean just placing a group
of students together and offering them the following year's curriculum, or doing this year's work
more quickly. Acceleration should be individualized. Within each program option, students should
be offered choices of materials at the highest reading levels mastered and be allowed to progress at
the optimum pace that they can handle.

Achievement test results are useful to help students select materials at the appropriate level,
and to excuse students from skills they have already mastered so they can go onto to higher level
work. The objective here is not to have students do more work faster, but rather to save them time
so they may proceed to more complex sources, analyses, or products.

Standardized tests, teacher made tests, or classroom performance can also be used as
indicators for placing a student in a higher grade level for a particular subject, or even to skip a
grade. This will help save students time in the basic skills, but gifted students will need other
program options to develop higher level abilities. It is important to remember that in a formal
accelerated option in a subject area such as math, or in an AP course, just offering advanced content
will not be adequatewithout integrating the higher level process skills.
4. Both discrete disciplines and interdisciplinary approaches

Within each discipline, it is crucial that students acquire not only the fundamental concepts,
but also the different methods of evaluating products or projects. However, an interdisciplinary
approach to curriculum units in each subject area is essential for several reasons. Cross-disciplinary
subjects allow for both more complex analyses and products, and for integration of students'
interests into the curriculum. Furthermore, in our historical era, every subject area is becoming
more interdisciplinary; all knowledge is becoming interrelated. Ifgifted students are someday to
make original contributions to a field, they will have to be able to integrate knowledge from a range
of fields and to relate their contribution to various fields.
S. Homogeneous grouping

Homogeneous grouping is recommended when based upon appropriate equitable criteria
Students should demonstrate some, not necessarily all, of the following:
• self-direction/self initiation (products or projects produced outside the school);
• creativity (as demonstrated in behavior, products or creativity tests);
• student choice which may be assessed through an interview, using an interview protocol is
included above in the section dealing with program design and policies(I. D.);
• exceptionally high achievement in a specific (not necessarily all) academic area
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2. ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS
L Introduction

Language arts is most directly addressed in the communicationsection of the process skills.
Therefore in a program option that focuses on language arts or English, these skills should be
emphasized, though not to the exclusion of the other process skills.

The teaching of language arts skills shouldbe holistic. Language skills are inherent in every
disciplineand provide educators with an avenue to address the cognitive and affective needs of
students. As society progresses into the Information Age, language skills will enable students to
function effectively, i.e., computer networking and word processing. These skills will assure
achievementat an optimumlevel

Il, Administrative Considerations: Recommended Policies for language artsIEnglish
program options for the gifted
Each of the followingpolicies which are elaborated in Part I.E. (please see) are appropriate

to language arts/Englishprogram options, as well as for other content areas for the gifted, and
should be part of the program design.

1. time minimum
2. budget
3. homogeneous grouping
4. not penalizing students in pull-out programs; work should replace, not add to

required work
5. accelerationpossibilities:

-students shouldbe pre-tested in skills, and excused to go on to higher level cognitive
activities
-continuous progress, but being maintainedat the same grade level;
-continuous progress in a basic skill, by going to a higher grade level for that subject;
-curriculumcompacting or straightlinear acceleration (the same work faster);
-simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels, including post-secondary.

6. credit
7. recordkeeping for attendance
8. evaluation and grading
9. access to resources
There are, however,additionalpolicy recommendations essential to the implementation of

an effective language artsIEnglish programoptions for the gifted.
1. Budget

In language arts, the budget should allow and provide for the purchase of paperbacks,
magazines, and other supplementary materials to be used in addition to textbooks.
2. Access to resources

Students should have easy and unlimitedaccess to libraries,media and computer centers and
their resources.
3. Skills in content areas

Students should beencouraged to utilize language skills among and within the various
disciplines.
4. Foreign Language

-Foreign languages should beoffered earlier than on the secondary level, as early as
possible, but not later than middle school.
-Gifted students should be encouragedto learn a second language.

S .Release from, and credit for, previously mastered material.
When students can demonstratecompetency through a test score, a product, or a grade from

a course completed elsewhere,especiallyat a higher level, they should be released from previously
mastered material. They should get credit, where applicable, especially on the secondary level.

12



ill. REQUIRED SKILL SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

The scope of the language arts curriculumis unlimited. It involves, as the chart on the next
page indicates, the development of different products, with diverse purposes, for various
audiences. The sequence of skills does not really follow a linear progression. Gifted students, in
particular, master skills out of the sequencein district curriculum guides. Students should be
allowed to move ahead as rapidly as they can, and be excused from skills they have mastered.

IV CURRICULUM MODIFICATIONS

A. GENERAL MODIFICATIONS

In teaching the component parts of language (reading, writing, speaking, non-verbal
expression and research skills) to gifted children, the general principles of content modification in
Part IT.B.1, above, should be applied:

1. higher level process skills;
2. interest-based content, knowledge;
3. level or rate of learningacceleration;
4. both discrete disciplines and interdisciplinary approaches.

B. SPELLINGIVOCABULARY

These skills are best taught in context as integral parts of material read and written by the
invidual students.

C. WRITING AS A PROCESS

A study analyzing the methods of over 70 different writing projects around the country
(Hillocks, 1983) demonstrated that writing is a student-centered process that involves
emotional as well as cognitive development Lessons on writing in language arts should facilitate
this sequenceof research-based steps illustratedin the chart below: motivation,pre-writing;
generatingthe first draft; revising/editing, includingpeer editing;evaluation.

Therefore, in the teaching of writing, teachers should emphasize the following.
1. Motivation should be based on student interests.
2. Students should write a variety of products, with diverse purposes, for different real
audiences, as the chart at the beginning of this section indicates.
3. The emphasis in writing should be the generation of creative and critical content.
4. Students should strive for clarity in their writing selections.
5. Proper use of mechanics is an outgrowth of the writing process, and best done in context, as
part of the editing stage in the writing process. Peer editing is an effective technique for
learning to edit
6. Evaluation of products is best accomplished with specific, limited pre-established criteria.
Assessment should be done by self, peers as well as others.
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C.READING

1. Students need to beencouraged to read for pleasure, and therefore must have a choice of
selections for reading.
2. Literary selections must represent a variety of genre and reflect the abilities, interests, and
needs of the gifted student.
3. There should be student involvement in analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of
material read.
4. Students must be offered a choice of responses to reading, based on learning styles and
interests.
5. Students should read for information and be able to evaluate the usefulness and
appropriateness of the material.
6. There should be a focus on literary criticism as it relates to different genres, panicularly in
secondary classes.

D. RESEARCH SKILLS

Research skills arecrucial to the development of intellectual independence for the gifted.
1. Research skills should be taught in the context of student needs. The skills should be
taught as students areworking on a research project and need specific skills, but only if they have
demonstrated that they have not yet mastered that skill.
2. Students should incorporate specialized and varied retrieval systems (primary and secondary
sources) in their investigative procedures.
3. The result of research is a creative product to beevaluated according to pre-established criteria
in which the student had input.

v. TEACHING STRATEGIES

Each of the recommendations in Part II.A.l., Methods and Teaching Strategies for the gifted,
apply:

1. content/process/product differentiation
2. grouping
3. motivation
4. learning environment,atmosphere
5. student choice; providing variety, flexibility
6. organization,responsibility
7. resources
8. evalution

Teachers should take the following five steps in providing for gifted students in language
arts.

1. Assess learning styles and provide for differences.
2. Establish safe physical and psychological learning environment.
3. Provide multiple sources and choices of information/materials, assignments and

activities.
4. Instructional techniques: student-centered and chosen activities should

be the focus of the gifted classroom.
a. Student-centered activities may include:

Laboratory
Research Projects
Games
Manipulatives
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Independent study
Individualized pacing
Decision-making
Leadership experiences
Affective experiences
Multi-media use
Mentorships{mtemships
Role-playing/Simulations
Interviews/Surveys
Debates
VVord-p~essing

b. Teacher-eentered activities man include
Discussions
Demonstrations
Tutoring
Questioning
Lectures

5. Grouping opportunities for:
a. individual and small group activities
b. having a mentor and being a mentor to younger

students

VI. EVALUATION

See section II.F., Student Evaluation, below. All of the aspects of evaluation, the evaluator,
what is to be evaluated, the criteria, and the procedures for evaluation apply in the study of English
and language arts, as well as other content areas for the gifted. In addition, however, the following
criteria have special emphasis in a course, or unit, focusing on language.

1. Creativity: originality, elaboration, flexibility, fluency

2. Appropriate level of material used

3. Critical thinking
a. clarity of expression
b. clarity of analysis
c. appropriateness of evaluation
d. appropriateness of form and style to the medium of
expression and for the intended audience

4. Professional standards--as they apply to diverse student products
Different media, or different products for diverse purposes, for varying audiences (a

research paper, a poem, a play, a computer program, a letter of application, etc., see product list
above for language arts) require different criteria Students should be taught to use these diverse
criteria

s. Individual progress
It is useful to get baseline data, or a "pre-assessment" on students by evaluating a writing

sample or other products at the beginning of the year. These may be compared to a
post-assessment of a similar sample at the end of the year in order to measure individual progress.
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3. MATHEMATICS

I. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics in the gifted program seeks to incorporate the necessary skills in the numerical

domain, while fostering the use of higher level thinking skills. Students must be presented with a
rich array of situations in which they interact with numbers and their operations as they relate to the
cognitive and affective domains. Mathematics should be directed toward an enriching,
non-textbook, student initiated type of program, in addition to basic math instruction.

The gifted math program should be more concerned with qualitatively, rather than just
quantitatively, different types of study; the focus should be on different rather than more or faster
work.

II.POUCIES
Since there are multiple arrangements in programming (heterogeneous, self-contained,

pull-out cluster, advance placement and accelerated classes), it is important to implement certain
policies in order to better serve the needs of gifted students. Each of the following policies which
are elaborated in Part LE. (please see) are appropriate to mathematics program options, as well as
for other content areas for the gifted, and should be part of the program design:

1. time minimum
2. budget
3. homogeneous grouping
4. not penalizing students in pull-out programs
5. acceleration possibilities

-students should be pre-tested in skills, and excused to go onto higher level cognitive
activities

-continuous progress, but being maintained at the same grade level;
-continuous progress in a basic skill, by going to a higher grade level for that subject;
-curriculum compacting or straight linear acceleration (the same work faster);
-simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels, especially, post-secondary

6. credit
7. recordkeeping for attendance
8. evaluation and grading
9. access to resources

There are, however, specific policy recommendations essential to the implementation of an
effective mathematics program option for the gifted.

1. Adequate funding is essential to make the required flexibility possible. This funding should
include.but not be limited to, calculators, abacus pattern blocks, tangrams cuisenaire rods, computer
hardware and software. Teacher materials should be provided for non-text, student activities.
2. Pre-testing is essential to allow students to test out of previously mastered material and to
provide for the most effective use of time.
3. Simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels including post-secondary.
4. Evaluation and grading must not penalize students attempting more difficult work.
5. Assignments required as part of regularly scheduled gifted program should replace, not add
to, gifted students' regular classroom workload.
6. Early exit from math courses should be allowed, provided students meet state graduation
requirements.
7. Internships, mentorships, apprenticeships and cross-age activities should be
provided for by district policy.
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IV. CURRICULUM MODIFICATIONS IN MATHEMATICS

A. INTRODUCTION

Math in the gifted and talented curriculum is designed to be a framework for individual
learning alternatives. It should be flexible enough to meet the needs of both students and teachers.

In order to teach math more appropriately to the gifted, teachers must teach content that is
more complex, more abstract, and organized with more divergent activities, and related to more
concrete applications than the regular mathematics curriculum.

B. BASIC MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS AND SEQUENCE

1. Basic skills as the foundation of all mathematics.
2. An understanding of number systems, sequencing, patterning, and theorems.
3. Vocabulary

A clear understanding of definition, pronunciation and use of mathematical terms.
4. Research

Understanding the historical development of mathematics
and its dependence on the technology of the time.
5. Accelerated scope and sequence for the gifted.

C. CONTENT AND PROCESS DIFFERENTIATION

In teaching math to gifted children, the general principles of content modification in Part
IT.B.l ,(please see) above, should be applied:

1. higher level process skills;
2. interest-based content, knowledge;
3. level or rate of learning acceleration;
4. both discrete disciplines and interdisciplinary approaches.

All the process skills as listed in this guide are considered essential to the math content for the
gifted, but not all students progress at the same rate. Some students may need more emphasis on
basic math skills, while others progress rapidly.

Manipulatives are highly recommended because they benefit all students, but gifted students
can experience inductive and deductive reasoning much more quickly and will have greater
retention with their use.

D. APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICS SKILLS WILL INCLUDE:

1. understanding of binary operations, number theory and models;
2. problem solving that is challenging, enriching, non-text and non-routine activities;
3. estimating answers and evaluating the reasonabless of answers.

v. STRATEGIES

A.GENERALAPPROACH

Each of the recommendations in Part IT.A.l., Methods and Teaching Strategies, apply:
1. content/process/product differentiation
2. grouping
3. motivation
4. learning environment, atmosphere
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5. studentchoice; providingvariety, flexibility
6. organization,responsibility
7. resources
8. evalution

B. CONTENT AND SKILL MODIFICATIONS

In additionto the regularcontent in mathematics, giftedstudentsneed additionallearning
experiencesthat consider:
1. The aesthetic aspects of nature and the visual and performing arts as they apply to mathematics.
2. Understanding the implicationsof mathematicsin ethics which includes statistics (graphsand
polls), space teehnologyand future impact of math advances.
3. The use of tools in mathematics includes calculators, abacuses, cuisenaire rods, pattern blocks,
computer literacy, word-processing, computer ethics, simulations, and problem-solving.

C. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The learning environment should be one which is student-centeredso that it fosters intrinsic
motivation and intemallocus of control rather than based on teacher-made decisons.
Students should feel that risk-takingand reasonedviews are valued in classrooms and that the
teacher's response will be non-judgmental. This atmosphere needs to be rich in hands-on and
printed materials for students' intellectual stimulation. .

D. ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSmILITIES

The giftedprogramin math shouldbe organizedto produce a learner who can be independent
as a problem-solverand apply solutionsin a real world context. Task commitmentand
self-direction characterizegiftedness in mathematics as well as other content areas. Individualization
and self-initiatedstudy are essential to these students. Strategiesshould be developed to offer
studentsoptions based on styles and individualcapabilities.

Teacher and studentresponsibilities for organization in the classroommay be distinguished
in the following way.

• Teacher responsibilities
1. a facilitator/guide in the selection of varietyofmaterialsand learning
2. provider of learningand instructionin needed skills
3. evaluator with student
4. provide an atmosphere which fosters risk-takingand hypothetical ideas

-Student reponsibilities
1. identify areas of personal interest
2. acquire skills necessaryfor problem-solving

a. identifyproblem
b. develop a plan for a solution
c. implementplan
d evaluate solution
e. develop the product
f. evaluate product

3. develop skills in self-evaluationwhich includesprocess, individualprogress and product
evaluation
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E. STUDENT PRODUCTS

Student-madeproducts should be developedin math. Products produced in mathematics can
be:

(1) one dimentional, i.e, lines, written formulas,
(2) two dimentional (spatial/visual) i.e. graphs, sketches.etc.
(3) three dimentional, i.e, models, games, (kinesthetic).

Students in gifted programs should consider products in all these areas. These products
make the concepts of application, transfer, and creativity useful, realistic experiences. The chart on
the following page suggests a variety of products appropriatefor math. (Also see Pan II. E. below,
for further product suggestions.)

VI. EVALUATION IN MATH

See section II.F. StudentEvaluationbelow. All of the aspectsof evaluation that apply, the
evaluator,what is to be evaluated, the criteria, and the procedures for evaluation,apply in the study
of mathematics,as well as in other contentareas for the gifted.

In addition, however, the followingthree evaluationcriteria should also be kept in mind in a
course or unit focusing on math.

Process evaluation

-Risk-taking, the willingnessto be wrong,and the capacity to analyze a problem, or project that did
IlQl.succeed, are appropriatecriteria in math for gifted students.
-The capacityto perceiveapplications of mathematics to other disciplines, is essential to the
development of a mathematician,and is thereforea usefulcriterion.

Product evaluation

The criteria students should strive for are those used in the profession, which will vary according to
the application, product and medium of expressionchosen by students (it could be anything from
art and music to architecture and science).
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4. SCIENCE

L INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE FOR THE GIFTED

The goalsof science education have remained essentially unchanged for decades. Effective
scienceeducation shouldproducescientists and informed citizensprepared to deal responsibly with
social issues related to scienceand technology. However, when dealing with the gifted, science
educations takeson new directions and dimensions. Instead of simply learningprocess skills, the
gifted use those skills as a means to an end, i.e. "real life" research withoutpredetermined
outcomes.

In addition to learningconcepts, the gifted use theirknowledgeof the concepts to extend
their understanding at the analysis, synthesis, and evaluating levels. The basic concepts students
should understandare as follows:

1. the nature of scientific inquiry;
2. the limitations of science and of the scientific method;
3. the interconnectedness of the elementsof the physicalworld;
4. the scientificbasis of problemsin society;
5. the historical development of scientific conceptsand their
dependence on the technology of the time;

6. our place in natureand the causal relationships
involvedin scientific discovery;

7. the rapid rate of changeof scientific information and the
flexible natureof the discipline;

8. the ethical consequences of the use of new technologies.

II. POLICIES

Gifted studentsrequire time and resources beyondthat generally providedby the regular
schoolprogram.Each of the following policieswhich areelaboratedin Part I.E. (please see) are
appropriate to scienceprogramoptions,as well as for other content areas, and should be part of the
program design:

1. time minimum
2. budget
3. homogeneous grouping
4. not penalizing students in pull-outprograms
5. acceleration possibilities

-students should be pre-tested in skills, and
excused to go on to higherlevelcognitive activities

·continuous progress, but beingmaintained at the same
gradelevel;

-continuousprogress in a basic skill, by going to a higher
grade level for that subject;

-curriculum compacting or straight linearacceleration (the
same work faster);

·simultaneousenrollment in courses at differentgrade
levels, especially,post-secondary
6. credit
7. recordkeeping for attendance
8. evaluationand grading shouldnot penalize students
attempting moredifficult work
9. access to resources
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These are, however, additionalpolicy recommendations that should be stressed in the
implementation of an effective scienceprogram option for the gifted.

1. Materials
Laboratoryequipment and materialsmust beprovided at all levels K-12. Scientific

periodicals should be available.
2. Testing

It is important that pre-testingon content and process skills be administered so that students
can test out of mastered materials to provide for the most effective use of time.
3. Simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels including post-secondary.
4. Assignments required as part of regularly scheduled gifted program should replace, not add
to, gifted students' regular classroom workload.
5. Evaluation and grading must not penalize students attempting more difficult work.

m, REQUIRED SKILLS/SEQUENCE IN SCIENCE

There are basic process skillsdealing with the scientificmethod common to all grade levelsoj
science instruction.These skills are integratedinto science courses as suggested by the chan on the
following page. They are included repeatedlywith a greater level of sophistication and a greater
degree of elaboration.Major among them are the following:

1. Observing/communicating
2. Classifying
3. Inferring
4. Predicting
5. Measuring
6. Interpretingdata
7. Making operationaldefinitions
8. Formulating questions and hypotheses
9. Experimenting
10. Formulating models

IV. CURRICULUM MODIFICATIONS IN SCIENCE

While taking into considerationindividualinterests, abilities, and learning styles of gifted
students, certain content modifications are appropriatefor all students. In teaching science to gifted
children, the general principles of content modificationin Pan n.B.! (please see), above, should be
applied:

1. higher level process skills,
2. interest-based content, knowledge,
3. level or rate of learning acceleration,
4. both discrete disciplinesand interdisciplinary approaches.

The sciencecontent and process skills should beoffered at a more complex and higher level
)f thinking and they should be acceleratedfor gifted students.Emphasis should be placed on these
ipproaches:

-inquiry,
-independent studies,
laboratoryexperiences,
-open-ended exercises,
-presentarions beforeprofessional audiences,
-mentorships,
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v. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

A. INTRODUCTION

Each of the recommendationsin Part ITA. I., Methods and Teaching Strategies, apply:
1. content/process/product differentiation;
2. grouping;
3. motivation;
4. learning environment, atmosphere;
5. student choice; providingvariety, flexibility;
6. organization, responsibility;
7. resources;
8. evaluation.

B. INTRINSIC MOTIVAnON;
SELF-AWARENESS; INTERNAL LOCUS OF CONTROL

The curriculum should aid students in understandingthemselves, and make them aware of
their strengthsand limitations. These areas arecritical for learning:
1. Interest

Define, develop and expand areas of personal interest in order to expand intrinsic motivation
and reinforce internal locus of control.
2. Learning styles

Provide a variety of materials and methods suitable to different or preferred approachesfor
learning.

3. Capabilities
Recognizeand acceptabilitiesand limitations.

B. CURRICULUM ORGANIZAnON AND RESPONsmILITIES

The giftedcurriculum shouldbe organized to develop multipleoptions so that studentsmay
become independent learners. Strategies should be developed to offer students varied options.
1. Flexibility
a. The gifted classrom must provide an atmospherethat fosters creativity, critical thinking and
problem solving. The role of the teacher becomes chiefly the provider of variety and choices in
these areas:

-content
-time
-grouping
-resources
-cognitive skills

b. The following types of instruction areappropriate. Student-eentered activities have been
demonstratedas being the most effective.
Studentcentered

-laboratory
-learningactivities packet
-research projects
-games
-manipulatives
-independentstudy
-instructionalmodules
-model building
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-simulation
-observation

TeacherCentered
-lecture
-demonstration
-discussion
-tutoring
-recitation
-questioning

2. Teacher responsibilities as facilitator, rather than director of instruction should do the
following:

a. guide studentsin selectionof varietyof materialsand resources;
b. provide a learningenvironment that allowsrisk-taking and so that studentsmay become
independent, intrinsically motivated learners; .
c. Provideinstruction in needed skills;
d. evaluate studentprogress.

3. Student Responsibilities include:
a. identifyareas of personal interestand need;
b. acquire skillsnecessary for scientific inquiry including:
- decision-making,
- planning,
- implementing,
- task commitment,
- evaluation,
- risk-taking,
- critical thinking,
- problem-solving,
- curiosity.

VI. EVALUAnON OF STUDENTS IN SCIENCE

See section II.F. StudentEvaluation,below. All of the aspectsof evaluation, the evaluator,
what is to be evaluated,the criteria,and the procedures for evaluation apply in the study of science
as well as other content areas for the gifted.

In addition, however, the following evaluation criteriashould also be kept in mind in a
course or unit focusingon science.

Process and individual progress evaluation

-Risk-taking, the willingness to be wrong,and the capacity to analyze an experiment, or project,
that did D.Qlsucceed. are appropriate affective goals and evaluation criteriain science.
-The capacity to generate testablehypotheses, even if theydon't work, are essential to the
developmentof a professional scientist's creative thinking, and is therefore a useful process
criterion.
-The ability to analyzethe socialand ethical consequences of discoveries or new technologies is a
major responsibility of scientists. Progresstoward this goal should be part of student evaluation.

Product evaluation
The standardsstudents should strive for are those used in the profession, for example, those used
in the Westinghouse competition.
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Science World
The American Biology Teacher
The Science Teacher
World

Boys'Life
Discover*
National Geographic Magazine* National
Nature Scope
Odyssey
Science

lRJESOUlRClES J!N SOlENClE FOR 11HIlE GJDPTlfID
lPJERJrOD][CAJLS
American Scientist
Challenge
Environment
Wildlife
New Scientist
Omni*
Science Science Challenge
Science and Children
Scientific American*
The American Naturalist
The Physics Teacher
SaENClB ]PROORAMS
-from the National Science Foundation:
BSCS: Biological Science Curriculum Study, Houghton Mifflin *
ISCS: Intermediate Science Curriculum Study, Silver-Burdett
ESCP: Earth Science Curriculum Project, Houghton Mifflin
PSSC: Physical Science Study Committee, Heath*
scnS: Science Curriculum Improvement Study
IPS: Introductory Physical Science, Prentice-Hall"
QPS: Quantitative Physical Sciences, Duke University
ESS: Elementary Science Study*
The Search for Solutions, Phillips Petroleum"
U.S. Dept. of Energy, Washington, D.C.
American Science and Energy Museum,
Ed. Dept., Oak Ridge, TN. 37830
lPlLAClBS
NASA
National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C. 20036
Huntsville Space and Rocket Center, Huntsville, Alabama
Scripps Oceanographic Institute, La Jolla, Ca.
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5. SOCIAL STUDIES

L INTRODUCTION

Social Studies is the study of individuals and groups in society. Because the world is
changing so rapidly, facts become quickly obsolete and process skills take on increasing
importance. An essential component of the social studies curriculum for gifted students is an
emphasis upon higher level thinking skills. Gifted young people need to have their potential
developed by engaging in learning experiences that require analysis, synthesis (creativity), and
evaluation.

The process skills identified as essential components of a curriculum for the gifted have
particular relevance in social studies. Each skill area (creative and critical thinking, communication,
problem solving and independent learning) must be addressed since, by the nature of social life,
these skills are necessary for an individual to be an effective citizen in contemporary society.

In addition, a large number of gifted students will assume leadership roles during their
lifetimes. Consequently, social studies holds distinct opportunities for preparing effective
decision-makers for a global society.

IT.POLICIES

In most states, the majority of gifted students are involved with pull-out programs,spending
the largest part of their time in heterogeneous, self-contained classroom environments. Recognizing
thisarrangement, it is important to implement certain policies in order to better serve the needs of
gifted students.

Gifted students require time and resources beyond that generally provided by the regular
school program. Each of the following policies which are elaborated in Part I.E. (please see) are
appropriate to social studies program options, as well as for other content areas for the gifted. and
should be part of the program design:

1. timeminimum
2. budget
3. homogeneous grouping
4. not penalizing students in pull-out programs
5. acceleration possibilities

-students should be pre-tested in skills, and excused to go onto higher level cognitive
activities
-connnuous progress, but being maintained at the same grade level;
-continuous progress in a basic skill, by going to a higher grade level for that subject;
-curriculum compacting or straight linear acceleration (the same work faster);
-simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels, especially, post-secondary

6. credit
7. recordkeeping for attendance
8. evaluation and grading
9. access to resources

These are, however, additional policy recommendations that must be stressed in the
implementation of an effective social studies program option for the gifted.

1. Adequate funding is essential to make the required flexibility possible. This funding should
include, but not be limited to, periodicals, field trips, newspapers, up-to-date maps and globes,
current audio-visual materials, and research materials for in-depth study.
2. Pre-testing will be offered to allow students to test out of previously mastered material and to
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provide for the most effective use of time.
3. Simultaneous enrollment in courses at different grade levels
including post-secondary
4.Evaluation and grading must not penalize students attempting more difficult work.
5. Assignments required as part of a regularly scheduled gifted program should replace, not
add to, gifted students' regular classroom workload.

ill. REQUIRED SKILLS/ SEQUENCE

Since gifted students enter classes at various levels, it is important to evaluate student mastery
of required skills and content in order to adjust the rate and level of instruction. Teachers must feel
free to use flexibility in "covering the curriculum" in order to serve this population effectively.

IV CONTENT MODIFICAnON IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Taking into consideration individual interests, abilities, and learning styles of gifted students,
certain content modifications and strategies are appropriate for effective options in social studies.

1. IntralInterdisciplinary Approach

Concepts and themes should bedeveloped across the social studies (sociology, geography,
government, economics, history, anthropology, psychology), as well as other disciplines
(mathematics, language arts, science, fine arts, foreign languages, etc.). The chart on a following
page indicates the scope of the content of social studies within the social sciences and across other
disciplines.

2. Inquiry-Based Approach

Active student involvement in in-depth investigation and actual research is important
Through the use of community resources, students should utilize the methodology of the
disciplines to take on the roles of historians, sociologists, anthropologists, and political scientists.

3. Problem Solving and Decision-Making Approach

Opportunities should beprovided for analysis of complex social systems and cultural patterns
and how they change, and on study of the future, not just the past. Leadership development,
ethical reasoning in relation to citizenship and social change, and conceptualizing at a high level
of abstractness and complexity are important components. Working on actual problems, and
various creative problem-solving approaches are crucial to social studies for the gifted, since it
is from their ranks that many of our future leaders will emerge.

V. INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

A. ALTERNATIVE MATERIALS AND SOURCES

In an effort to overcome the limitations of a single text in dealing effectively with native
Americans, ethnics groups, women in history, and causes of historical events, multiple sources of
information (newpapers, periodicals, research and reference materials, current audio-visual
materials, and resource people) should beutilized.

B. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The learning environment should beone which is student centered. Risk-taking,
awareness, and appreciation of the perspectives of others, and multiple student options are key
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elements. There should also be an emphasis on the provision of hands-on and up-to-date printed
materials for student use.

C. MULTIPLE STRATEGIES

The strategies listed below work well within this atmosphere and provide opportunities for
individualizing the social studiescurriculumand making it based in real experiences for gifted
students:

Simulations focusing on solving social problems
Work on real local, state or nationalproblems
Case studies
Active student involvementin decision-making
Field-based experiences
Leadership and managementtraining and experiences
Individualized pacing
Self-directed studies
Research
Community resources
Mentorships
Affectiveexperiences
Debate

VI. EVALUATION IN SOCIAL STUDIES

The goal that gifted students becomeself-directed learners dictates that evaluation techniques
be expanded to meet that goal. This will require that current methods (pre-tests, post-tests,
demonstrations, and standardized tests) be supplementedwith alternate forms of teacher, student,
and peer evaluation.

Appropriate evaluationfor gifted students' projects will emphasize individual progress as
measured on pre-determinedcriteria. All of the aspectsof evaluation, the evaluator, what is to be
evaluated, the criteria, and the proceduresfor evaluationapply in the study of science as well as
other content areas for the gifted. (See section II.F. Student Evaluation, below.)

In addition, however, the followingevaluationcriteria should also be kept in mind in a
course or unit focusing on social studies.
Process and individual progress evaluation
-Risk-taking, the willingness to be wrong, and the capacity to accept others' views are critical
cognitive and social skills that should be emphasizedand evaluated in social studies.
-The affective goals of a gifted program should be emphasizedand and may be appropriately
evaluated in social studies.
-The capacity to generate creative solutions to social problems is essential to the
development of a professional social scientist'screative thinking, and is therefore a useful process
criterion.
-The ability to analyze the social and ethical consequences of political decisions or new
technologies is a major responsibilityof social scientists. Progress toward this goal may be part of
student evaluation.
Product evaluation
-The criteria students should strive for are those used in the profession, which may include
comprehensiveness of a perspectiveor analysis, and its relation to multiple disciplines.
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D. TEACHING REQUIRED OR BASIC SKILLS

In dealing with required or basic skills in either the regular classroom, or in a content-specific
gifted program option, a three pronged approach is most effective for the gifted.

1. Diagnostic testing

Gifted students should be regularly pre-tested, or given diagnostic testing, using either
commercially prepared pre-tests or tests the teacher planned to use at the end of a unit to determine
which skills or competencies a student has acquired. Test results should indicate which of these
four curriculum modifications is appropriate:

(a) Students should be excused from spending time on skills or competencies in which they have
demonstrated proficiency. Time freed this way should be spend on activities of the students'
choice, not on extra teacher-determined work, although the student may be asked to apply his or her
skills in a self-selected activity.

(b) Remediation may be necessary for students functioning far below minum levels, but this
should not be more of the same. Ideally, gifted students should have skills or competencies
integrated into a topic or project that interests them, so their distinctive motivation will be
stimulated.

(c) Students functioning two or more grade levels above in specific skill area may be offered the
option of continuous progress by going to a higher level class in that subject area.

(d) Students functioning three or more grade levels above their own in all skill areas may be allowed
the option of skipping a grade, especially if there are signs that a student is bored, and not
getting along with age-mates who are not ability peers.

2. Grouping

An extremely effective grouping for basic skills is by learning style, or preferred learning
modality, rather than just by achievement test scores. Options (c) and (d) in (1) above should also
be considered as grouping possibilities, depending on student preference and learning style.

3. Means, not end

Gifted students, as well as most students, are more motivated, learn skills more quickly, and
transfer them into application more readily, if skills are integrated into a meaningful activity or
project they are interested in. Therefore, the most effective way to teach skills is as a means, not an
end. Specific examples of these are included in the various content area modifications discussed in
Section C above, but see especially, EnglisManguage arts (Part II.C.2).
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E. STUDENT PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS

Students should be allowed to have a range of choices in doing products and projects.
This is not only to motivate students by offering them options, but so that students explore a wide
range of media, so they can find their best and distinctive medium of expression. To encourage
such exploration, teachers should suggest, or offer examples of media for, products in each of these
categories:

-verbal: written and oral;
-non-verbal, ie., visual, kinesthetic;
-multi-media: audio and video cassettes, computers,painting, dance, mime, etc. ;
-interdisciplinary as well as those specific to each discipline.

To assist teachers in applying the process skills and strategies to the curriculum, the four
following pages are charts for each of the process areas, designating strategies and products specific
to each areathat are appropriatefor gifted students.

The charts list many appropriate productsand projects indicating:

-the type of medium
-auditoryloral
-written
-spatial/visual
-kinesthetic

-the process skills applied
-criticalor creative thinking
-independentlearning
-communication
-affective

-the content areas addressed
-interdisciplinary
-languagearts
-math
-science

In addition, some of the content areas in ll.C., above, (see especially Language artsIEnglish
and Math) have charts including product suggestions.
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D. TEACffiNG REQUIRED OR BASIC SKILLS

In dealing with requiredor basic skills in either the regular classroom, or in a content-specific
gifted program option, a threepronged approachis most effectivefor the gifted.

1. Diagnostic testing

Gifted students should be regularlypre-tested,or given diagnostic testing, using either
commercially prepared pre-testsor tests the teacherplannedto use at the end of a unit to determine
which skills or competencies a student has acquired. Test results should indicate which of these
four curriculummcxlifications is appropriate:

(a) Students should be excused from spending time on skills or competencies in which they have
demonstratedproficiency. Time freed this way should be spend on activitiesof the students'
choice, not on extra teacher-determined work, although the student may be asked to apply his or her
skills in a self-selected activity.

(b) Remediation may be necessary for students functioning far below minum levels, but this
should not be more of the same. Ideally, gifted students should have skills or competencies
integratedinto a topicor project that interests them, so their distinctive motivation will be
stimulated.

(c) Students functioning two or more grade levels abovein specificskill area may be offered the
option of continuous progress by going to a higher level class in that subject area.

(d) Studentsfunctioning three or more grade levels above their own in all skill areas may be allowed
the option of skipping a grade, especially if there are signs that a student is bored, and not
getting along with age-mates who are not abilitypeers.

2. Grouping

An extremelyeffectivegroupingfor basic skills is by learning style,or preferred learning
modality, rather than just by achievement test scores. Options (c) and (d) in (1) above should also
be considered as groupingpossibilities, dependingon studentpreference and learning style.

3. Means, not end

Gifted students, as well as most students, are more motivated, learn skills more quickly, and
transferthem into application more readily, if skillsare integrated into a meaningful activity or
project they are interestedin. Therefore, the most effectiveway to teach skills is as a means, not an
end. Specificexamplesof these are includedin the variouscontent area modifications discussedin
Section C above, but see especially, English/language arts (Part II.C.2).
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E. STUDENT PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS
Students should be allowed to have a range of choices in doing products and projects.

This is not only to motivate students by offering them options, but so that students explore a wide
range of media, so they can find their best and distinctive medium of expression. To encourage
such exploration, teachers should suggest, or offer examples of media for, products in each of these
categories:

-verbal: written and oral;
-non-verbal, ie., visual, kinesthetic;
-multi-media: audio and video cassettes, computers,painting, dance, mime, etc. ;
-interdisciplinary as well as those specific to each discipline.

To assist teachers in applying the process skills and strategies to the curriculum, the four
following pages are charts for each of the process areas, designating strategies and products specific
to each area that are appropriate for gifted students.

The charts list many appropriate products and projects indicating:

-the type of medium
-auditory/oral
-written
-spatial/visual
-kinesthetic

-the process skills applied
-critical or creative thinking
-independent learning
-communication
-affective

-the content areas addressed
-interdisciplinary
-language arts
-math
-science

In addition, some of the content areas in IT.C., above, (see especially Language artsIEnglish
and Math) have charts including product suggestions.
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F_ STUDENT EVALUATION

1. Principles of Evaluation

Typical school-directed evaluations, such as pre-tests, post-tests, demonstrations and
analysis of products, are done on a continuing basis. This kind of assessment determines the
achievement of basic knowledge, but rarely goes beyond recall level of cognition. Evaluation of
gifted students, however, must be consistent with the major process objectives of gifted
education:

-higher level critical and creative thinking;
-independent learning;
-advanced communication skills;
-higher level emotional and social skills( Maslow, Richert);
-advanced ethical development (Kohlberg, Level ill).

In addition, the Hippcratic principle of do not harm, must be the determiner of decisions
about evalution methods and procedures.

This will require that current methods (pre-tests, post-tests, demonstrations, and standardized
tests) bemodified in these ways:

1. the emphasis in evaluation;
2. the learning environment (the context of evalution);
3. who is involved in evalution (the evaluators);
4. what aspects of student learning is to be evaluated( which
must berelated to the curriculum objectives);
5. the evaluation criteria to beapplied;
6. the procedures to be used.

2. FOCUS OF STUDENT EVALUATION

One curriculum objective is to have students learn to evaluate themselves. Student
self-evaluation will foster higher level critical thinking skills, the highest levels of emotional and
social skills, and self-direction in learning which is necessary for the maxium development of gifted
potential.

It is the role of the teacher to teach the gifted to learn to evaluate their projects and their
individual progress, rather than just relying on the judgments of adults or others.

Evaluation should emphasize individual progress rather than competitive ratings that are
based on external standards or norms.

3. LEARNING ENVmONMENT

An atmosphere that is consistent with the goals of evaluation in gifted education should
support the following:

- Open-mindedness that allows for the expression and critiquing of diverse views is essential
for the development of critical thinking skills.

- Evaluation criteria that include originality and divergence are crucial for fostering creativity.
- Respect for differences, acceptance of limitations, and stress on cooperation as well as

competition are required for the nurturing of emotional and social potential.
- Opponunities for self-evaluation and decision-making about their own learning will

develop all aspects of gifted potential.
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4. EVALUATORS

As students develop projects, appropriate evaluation, including teacher, peer, and
self-evaluation should begin.
a.Self
Rather than depending on test scores or adults, gifted students should become more responsible for
their own progress through self-evaluation. Teachers of gifted students should prepare students by
structuring an evaluation process either through a check-list developed with students, or
predetermined criteria for judging.
b. Peer
Participating in peer evaluation of products(not students) develops these abilities:

-application of evaluation criteria;
-offering constructive criticism;
e accepting the limitations of others and one's self;
-becoming an independent learner.

c. Teacher
The purpose of teacher evaluation is not to give the final word, but to help students test their

judgments of their own progress and products.
d. Professional

Occasionally on the elementary level, and regularly on the secondary level, professionals in
the field or medium used by students in their products should participate in evaluation. The purpose
is not for professionals to give grades, but to teach students appropriate evaluation criteria and how
to apply them.

s. WHAT IS TO BE EVALUATED

These aspects of students' learning related to appropriate objectives for gifted education may
be evaluated:

• products;
• process skills used in class, in peer interactions and in products;
• emotional development;
• individual, rather than just comparative progress.

6. EVALUATION CRITERIA

Appropriate evaluation for gifted students' projects will emphasize individual progress as
measured on pre-determined criteria. These criteria should eventually be related to the criteria used
in professional fields in order to give students a realistic framework for evaluation.

The emphasis of the criteria should be on:
• individual progress, rather than just comparative judgments;
• originality rather than just on conformity to teacher expectations;
• the process of learning rather than just on the outcome, or the product

The criteria will vary depending on what is evaluated. Teachers and students should discuss
and come to agreement about which of the following criteria will be used to evaluate products,
process, or individual progress.

1. Creativity
-Originality (how unusual)
-Elaboration (how detailed, complete, or effective)
-Flexibility (how different media, or information is related)
-Fluency (how many, or how much-this is the least

important)
2. Critical thinking

- clarity of expression
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- clarity of analysis
- appropriateness of evaluation
- appropriateness of form and style to the medium of

expression and for the intended audience
3.Appropriate level of material (vocabulary, complexity, etc.)
4.Independence or cooperation (depending on the agreed upon

criteria)
5.Individual progress

It is useful to get baseline data, or a "pre-assessment" on students by evaluating a product at
the beginning of the year. These may be compared to a post-assessment of a similar sample
at the end of the year in order to measure individual progress.

6.Professional standards (as they apply to student products)
Different media, or different products (a research paper, a poem, a play, a computer
program, a business letter, etc.) require different criteria Students should be taught
and encouraged to use these diverse criteria.

Gifted students should learn the criteria used for evaluation in professional fields
(non-academic), because that is eventually how their work will be judged. After
understanding real world standards, students should evaluate their growth toward them,
rather than having the standards stringently applied to their work.

7. EVALUATION PROCEDURES
a. Teaching evaluation

Essential elements for teaching students evaluation should include:
• developing criteria with students;
• developing methods for making assessment (checklists);
• deciding who will be involved in the assessment;
• applying criteria as consistently as possible.

b. Grading

If grades are to be assigned, they should reflect both quality as perceived by others, and
self-evaluation. Students should not be penalized because they are in some form of homogeneous
grouping. Their work should earn them grades that are no lower than what they would get for the
same work in a heterogeous class.

c. Methods

It is recommended that several of the following methods or indicators of performance may
be used for evaluating student progress in relation to specific criteria.

-personal journals
-checklists (for product or process evaluation)
-demonstrations
-peerteaching
-observations by trained professionals
-rating scales for products (not students)
-classroom discussions
-open-ended questions
-essays (oral and written)
-objective tests (when applicable to higher level objectives
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PART IV. STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The implementation of an effective gifted program requires staff to be prepared to carry out

their various responsibilities. Therefore a staff development plan is essential. Long-range, all staff
members, including administrators, need some training in:

-identificationand characteristics of the gifted;
-the academic and psychologicalneeds of the gifted;
-how to meet those needs in heterogeneous grouping.

The sections in Part II above, especially those which are asterisked below should be helpful
in designining staff development for these groups.

A.GENERALPRINCWLES
B. PROCESS SKll..LS FOR ALL PROGRAM OPTIONS
C. CONlENT MODIFICATIONS

1. General principles
2. English/Language Arts
3. Math
4. Science
5. Social Studies

D. TEACHING REQUIRED SKilLS
E. PRODUCfS AND PROJECfS
F. STUDENT EVALUATION
G. SAMPLE INfERDISCWLINARY UNITS

Teachers responsible for the gifted when they are grouped homogeneously in various
program options need intensive training. Training should focus on all seven areas of Part II, with
special emphasis on the asterisked sections below.

A. GENERAL PRINCWLES
-B. PROCESS SKll..LS FOR ALL PROGRAM OPTIONS
C. CONTENT MODIFICATIONS

-I. General principles
2. English/Language Arts
3. Math
4. Science
5. Social Studies

D. TEACHING REQUIRED SKilLS
E. PRODUCfS AND PROJECfS
-F. STUDENT EVALUATION
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PART V. NATIONAL RESOURCES

National CleadnghQu¥ (or Gifted EducatloD ReSQurces

E. Susanne Ricbert, Director
700 Holly Dell Court
Sewell, NJ. 08080
609-582-7000

National Association for Gifted Children
4175 Lovell Rei.Box 30, Suite 140
Circle Pines, MN 55014

ERIC Clearinghouse on the Gifted and Talented
and The AsmclaUQD (or the Gifted

Tbe CouncU for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091

NaUgnp' Coalition (or Gifted EdUGltlOD AssoclaUgns

George Flcbter, Director
Ohio DepL of Education
933 High SL
WorthingtOll, OH 4308S

Gifted EduS,UOQ ResoD"' Center

John Feldhusen, Director
Purdue University SCC-6
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Torrln" Center (or Creatlye Studies

Mary Frasier, Director
DepLofEd.Psycho~

422 Aderhold Han
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

The SOl Institute
Mary Meeker, Director
343 Rlcbmond SL
EI Segundo,CA 90245

NaUgngJlStatc Leadership Tra'n'ng Institute on the GlUed Ind

Talented. Irving Sato, Director
Civic Center Tower Bldg.
316 W.2nd SL Suite PH-C
Los Angeies,CA 90012

Crcatlye EdUQlUgD Foundptlons Inc,

State University College at Buffalo
Chase Hall 1300 Elmwood Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14212
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PART vn, NATIONAL JOURNALS/
PUBLICATIONS

Gifted Child Quarterly,
a publication of NAGC
4175 Lovell Rd.
Box 30,Suite 140
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Roeper Review, A Journal of Gifted Education
2190 N. Woodward
BloomfieldHills, MI 48013

Journal for the Education of the Gifted,
a publication of TAG
1920Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091

Journal of Creative Behavior
State Collegeat Buffalo
1300Elmwood Ave.
Buffalo,NY 14222

ctcrt
Box 66654
Mobile,AL 36606
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I. CRITICAL/CREATIVE THINKING

weather report simulation
board game

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

praise
applaud

rate

evaluate

greeting card
letter

skit

cartoon

song

ALfWRITTEN

peer evaluation

editorial
self-evaiuahon checklist

drama

dialogue

poem

story

picture

PRODUCTS audio-tape

PROD CTS
OfW VIK- -

SKILLS
brainstorm

generate

formulate

combine
compose

erse arguments hypothes"

SKILLS

classify

computer program

cartoon

deduce

distinguish

VIK-

poster

graph

support with
evidence

recipe

puppet

dance
advertisement

chart

matrix

diagram

survey

painting

sculpture
video-tape

article
book

report

job application
research report

OfW-

V/K=
VISUALIKINEST
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II. INDEPENDENT LEARNING
PRODUCTS

VIK = Visual!kinesthetic
role-play

vote
purchase

...

article

speech

orw

debate

panel
discussion

editorial

presentation
audio-tape

dance

V/K-

simulation
model congress

define

select

judge

interpret

select

videotape
painting

slides

film
science experiment
model graphic
solution to a problem

SKILLS

prioritize
choose

~-~-

decide
weigh

design

identify

VIK-Videotape
graph poster

scientific experiment

diagram chart
computer printout matrix

application
discussion

interview
proposal

questionaire

case study

oral report

audio
tape

lecture

lesson

research
paper

OMI
aetrate

orw = Oral/written
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III. COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS

sign language
computer graphic

mathematical formula
scientific symbol
photograph
road sign

color code (chart) .
costume

-,.

diorama
game

model

cartoon

videotape

mask

puppet
semaphore

clothes

Dance
Paint
Mime
Sculpt
Design
Tape

architecture

art

advertisement

matrix

Draw
Photograph

SK LLS

Create
Analyze
Distinguish

note-taking

outline

applications

telephone communication

language

codes/ciphers
script

journal

diary

song

log
narrative

newsletter
poem

story
drama

dialogue

monologue

caption
essay

debate
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IV. AFFECTIVE SKILLS

GOAL: self-confidence

self-esteem,

self-acceptance

GOAL: positive,
responsible,
personal
relationships

interview

PERFO MANCE
SKI LS

peer teaching

team play

small group:
-discussion
-plan projects
-research

letter

cooperation

internships

role-model

telephone

employment
mentor

understand
relate

recognize

autobiography

role model
mentorship
journal
diary respect
plan

goal-setting

decision-making

offering
choices

self-evaluation
counseling

stress management techniques

acceptance of feedback
exercise
nutrition
imagery

leadership role

volunteer activities
constructive feedback

humor ...
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OUTLINE OF LANGUAGE ARTS
PRODUCTS, SKILLS, AND AUDIENCES

MULTIPLE SKILLS DIFFERENT VARIOUS FORMS DIVERSE
PURPOSES AUDIENCES

• COGNITIVE Record uperiencea Cluner outlin•• reachers
Eapreu ideu or opiniOni Sequen~lout1ine.

Alk queltioDl, ret Euay.
iDformation EUay~1ta AcquaiDt.ance.

Cat.alol\le iDformatioQ/ideu Heaearch projeeu
Orpnize t.IIU Eapo.i1.Ory wriLinr
Analyze iDf'ormation Diet.ioDari.. Eaperta
Reponlrecord iDformation Checkliat.l
Demonltrat.e knowled,e Buaineuletters
Teach others Computer prorrarna Information Sources
Edit own work Plan aet.ivitiellwork
Editothert'work Minute.ofmeetinrl
Computer Literacy Speecb.. Employen

Announcementl
Editorial.
Direetionl
Newa It.orill
Inten-;ewinr

• CREATIVE THISKISG Creltive problem IOlvinl Title. for art Ed11.Ors
Canoonl
Poetry
SatirellfabJe&'mytha
Sarrative. Publi.hers
DelCnptiona
Playa
Graphica
"Oceuional" carda
Raciio or TV anaoWlcementi
AdvertiHm.ntl
TV acriptl or ICnenplaya
Cuaette record.iDp

Caudiotviauall
Biorraphiel
AU1.Obiorraphiea
"Book"

• AFFECnVE Undemand.iDl others Grft\iDt carda Self
• SELF·l~ERSTA.'"DING Eapr..... feelin,. PtnonaJ letter

• EMOnOSAL Recorduperience. POIlC&l'd Peers

• ISTERPERSONAL Solve pinon) probllJIII Invit.atioDi
ReiDf'orce ...JatioDlb.ipa -rbanlt you" DOt.II ParenY
H.lpothen
Make penonal deeiaionl
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SOCIAL STUDIES...
as it relates to self and other disciplines

world

...
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MATHEMATICS
Products and Strategies

Products

computers
progression systems differentiation

apsto
scale

string art
tangrams

diagrams
charts
atrices

problem
solving

floorplans
rchiteetural

blueprints

puzzles

calculatIon

calculators

abacus

measurement
.~ .ing tapes

computers maps

pattern blocks

Activities

scale drawings
ship, plane and auto routes

blocks
tangrams

number theory ratios proportion
binary operations integration

powers and root summeuon
analysis logarithms

imaginary numbers

stockmarket projection
science or social studies charts

lab report color chart
science report

survey

set theory
formulas

sculpture
statistics

tesselations

check
books

budgets

time lines
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EARTH SPACE

Geology.
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A
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LIFE
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